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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this thesis rese¿rch was to explore the experience of being a lesbian

in sport though the stories of elite lesbian athletes. A r¿dic¿l feminist undersønding

of the institution of "compulsory heærosexuality" inlorms the discussion. This

perspective contends that heterosexuality is legitimized and regulated in society

through the domina¡t heterosexual culture. The institution of sPort, a microcosm of

society, contributes to the Perpetuation of values that suPport "compulsory

heterosexuality" and resists any affirmation or celebration of lesbian sexuality in

sport. A revierv of literature indicated that there was an absence of empincal

research in this area, however, there was acknowledgement in the existing literature

that lesbian athletes confronted discn mination in sPort. Femi st qualitative

methodological pnnciples directed the research process. Individual, in-depth

interviews with eight lesbian athletes across a range of sports, were recorded and

tr¿nscnbed. Through systematic coding of the interview transcriPts I identified

themes and categones therein. Datå analysis focused on: wåal lesbian expenences

were in sport; the staregíes they employed to deal rvith their experiences;how they

made sense (understood) the sports world as a homophobic and heterosexist

institution (wåy it all happens); and how they made sense of their individual lives

within that sports world (the consequences ur their lives). Thirty+hree sub-

categories emerged from coding within these domains; these sub-categories were

then compared and assembled into the following six main conceptual categones:

"Openness," "Resistance," "Tolerance," "Uncertainties," "Compromises" and

"Defiance." These conceptual categories interconnect to form categories of

experiences that impact on the participants' experiences as lesbian athletes in a

sports environment that reproduces institutionalized "heteronormativity. " In

conclusion, recommendations for future research with lesbians in sport, and visions

for building a safe and affirming sports environment for lesbian athletes are

presented.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCT]ON

"l-esbians are woman-seers. When one is suspected of seeing
women, one is summanly spat out of reality, through the cognitive
gap and into the negative semantic space. If you ask what became of
such a woman, you may be told she became a lesbian, and if you try
to find out what a lesbian is, you will be told there is no such thing.
But there is." (Marilyn Frye, 1983, p. 173)

The erasure of lesbians from history and present day socia-l life has been

achieved through the manipulation of our attention and reality by the domínant

heterosexual culture (Frye, 1933). The maintenance of a patnarchal and

heterosexual culture requires that women's attention be focused on men, re-

orienting one's attention to woman-loving is antagonislic to the maintenance of a

heterosexual realiry. There have been many challenges to tlus, what Hennessy,

1993, describes as "heteronormativity. " The movement has been away from

analyzing sexuality as a personal or civil nghts issue to now cntique the 'normative'

status of heterosexuality as a status that has been socially constructed. In North

Amenca lesbian and gay activists have lobbied for equal nghts in all aspects of life.

Feminists, and more recently postmodern lesbian and gay theorists, have not only

demanded individual sexual freedom but continually challenge the regulation and

organization of "heteronormativity. " In this research I wanted to discover whether

elite lesbian athletes were affected by "heteronormativity. " I understand

"heteronormativity" to be a concept or principle which organizes and regulates

sexuality in society, a society in which heterosexuality is reified as the normal,

standard, and accepøble sexuality.



The Culture of High Performance SÞort

Competitive athletes are individuals with higher level skills who are

seriously committed to their sport. They can belong to national and provincial

organizations and are intensely involved in organized competitive sport. These

athletes spend a significant amount of time training and developing their skills to

prepare for higher levels of competition. Subsequently, as these athletes move into

the high performance athletic ranks they spenà more time on heavy training, skrll,

techrucal a¡d tactical development and competitive success. It is most often the

pursuit of excellence which is the motivating force behind the commitment of these

athletes. Broom (1991), and Beamish and Borowy, 1988, (cited in Okano, 1993)

found that many Canadia¡ athletes at the elite level consider their role equal to that

of full-time work. Okano also stated, "Canadian athletes at the height of their

athletic career spend up to 40 hours a week training in their discipline (and)

competition at the intemational level means long hours of travel to foreign countnes

to compete against the best in the $'orld" (p.2). ln addition athletes at the university

and provincial level also spend many hours travelling across Canada to compete in

national comp€titions. Although this lifestyle sounds exciting it involves a

commitment to intense training, team schedules and many hours living with a small

group of people, teammates and coaching staff. In spite of the resemblance to being

a worker, athletes do not enjoy adequate protection. They do not have a union to

represent their grievances so concems such as wages, compensation, better

workrng condilions, assist¿¡ce in education, harassment and discrimination can

ofæn be overlooked.



In May 1992 the Minister's Task Force on Federal Sport Policy (Canada)

released the report, Sporl The Wav Ahead. This comprehensive document

addressed the "pu¡pose and place of sport in Canadian society, the values and ethics

that should shape and underpin its future conduct, and the roles and

responsibilities" of each stakeholder in Canadian sport (p.1i). The report reinlorced

the widely held belief that sport was 'ã significant part of the social, cultural and

recreational fabnc of Canada. " The Task Force identified the values that Canadians

expect to guide sport in Canada, the most important of which is the focus on

athletes and their needs.

As the core of the system, athletes must be supported in a holistic
way - with care for the individuals growth and development,
physical, moral, emotional and spintual health. (p.57)

The "athlete-onented system" ensures that athletes are secure in the

knowledge that their rights are well defined, their health and safety is considered,

their access to fair and meaningful participation and respect for the person is

marntarned. In addition they have a dght to quality coaching and quality sports

expenence wluch are enshnned as essential characteristics in an athlete-onented

sport system. In providing a positive andjust experience tro athletes at all levels the

Task Force recognized that issues such as "freedom of expression" and "freedom

from ha¡assment" were essential rights.

Although athletes are the core of the sysiem, coaches and teammates play a

key role in the athletes growth in sport. For instance, coaches are responsible for

the quality of the athletes' sports experience. The Task Force søted:

Not only is their presence powerful, but their presence is constant.
Athletes come in waves through the system but coaches are there
wave after wave, providing instruction, direction, motivation,
values and models. Athletes learn how to play games and in the



process they leam how to live life. The coach is a mentor and an

èducator in-this process, often spending more time with the athlete
than the athlete'¡ own parents do. Good coaches develop great

athletes. Good coaches- nurh:re good people. Good coaches are

good examples and instill great values. (p 65)

Two years before the Task Force released its recommendations, the

Natronal Conference on Coaching Strategies, 199O, developed and adopted value

statements to guide the development of coaching in Canada. Like the Task Force

they had a vision of athletes as the central focus of the Canadian sports system,

coaching practice should be designed to meet their needs ln addition they strongly

recommended that "every athlcte (be) entitled to a qualified and certified coach (p.

66)." Their philosophy included a statement on equal access for all coaches:

Equal opportunity is a cornerstone of coachíng in Canada All
inâividúáls , regárdless of gender, race, age, ability status, socio-
economic statui, sexual onentation, or geographic region, should
have opportunities to become coaches. (cited in Task Force report,
pp.66-67)

This "sport for all" concept is based on values of equrty and access'

however, the Task Force Report, 1992, stated that "the current realíty in Canadian

sport is that many individuals face significant baniers to participation in sport" and

that "the sport system does not include all Canadíans" (p.147). The chapter on

"Equity and Access" included issues which looked at the expenence of rvomen,

Indigenous people, Canadians with a disability and ethnic and visible minorities in

sport. It is interesting to note that despite the visions that the Task Force reported in

Sport: The Wav Ahead, the equity and access chapter did not include a reference to

the barriers that lesbians (or gay men) face while participating in sport. The issues

that were addressed in "Equity and Access" are in line with officical Sovemment

policies on equity issues- Although there is no reason given for the omission of



addressíng bamers that lesbians and gay men confront in sPort, I would surmise

that the silence sunounding the presence of lesbians and gay men in sport

contnbutes to the absence of addressing these issues in this report. However, the

principle behind "sport for all" is the concept of inclusiveness, does thrs

inclusiveness not entail lesbians (or gay men)? In thís thesis I will show that the

spofs world is a long way from including or affirming lesbian athletes.

Lorde ( 1984) defines heterosexism as l'the belief in the inherent superiority

of one pattern of loving and thereby its nght to dominance," and homophobia as

"the fear of feelings of love for member's of one's own sex and therefore the hatred

of those feeling in others" (p. 45). Heterosexism and homophobia in women's

sports have only been addressed publicly in the last decade. Previously, individuals

had wntten about women's sport but had avoided the lesbian issue (Woods &

Harbeck, 1992). Bennett (cited in Nelson, 1991) labeled thrs avoidance of

addressing lesbianism in women's sport "a silence so loud it screams" (p. 139).

Although lesbians have not been overtly derued access to part¡cipation in sporß or

active living, the heterosexual image of women in sports persists and is

encouraged. The lesbian label is strll used to intimidate lesbians and undermine

attempts by all women to challenge constructed gender relations in sport. Griffin

(cited in Nelson, 1991) states:

Women's athletics is, in fact, held hostage to fear of the "L-word."
As long as women's athletics continues to deny that there are
lesbians in sport [...] we will never control our sporting lives and
will be forced to wâste energy delending a counterfeit heterosexual-
only image that we all know is a lie. (p. 142)

The Women's Sport Foundation (WSF.¡, the Canadian Association for

Health, Physical F.ducation and Recreation (CAHPER), the Amencan Alliance for
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Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance (AAHPERD) and the Canadian

Association for the Advancement of Women in Sport (CAAWS) have provided

sessions on homophobia at their annual conferences. The issue of concem has been

that homophobic harassment results in the invisibility, silencing, rejection and

isolation of the lesbian athlete (Griffin, 1989; Griffin & Genasci, 1990; lænskyj,

DA1, 1990,1991). l-enskyj (1991) documented the responses of these national

sports organizations; ( 1) in 1983 WSF conference participants produced a

"resolution in support of lesbians" (p. 6ó); (2) in 1985 and 1986 CAAWS

recommended that it would "endorse the inclusion of sexual onentation in the

Canad¡an Human Rrghts Charter," and was "opposed to discnmination against

lesbians in sport and physical activìty" (pp. 65-66), and would support advocacy

efforts to ensure lesbian nghts; (3) in 1987 and 1989 AAHPERD sessions on

research on homophobia received very positive responses; and (4) in 1988

CAHPER resolved that "homophobia be recognìzed as an equity issue in physical

education and that opporturuties to discuss the mmifications of homophobia in

physical education be promoted" (p. 67). Lensþ3 (1987) also illustrated, hou'ever,

that there was often difficulty in women's sports organizations to resolve

heterosexist and homophobic issues. Although organizations had passed

resolutions in support of lesbians representing a move toward effective solidanty

between all members, homophobia often remained a pewasive concern. She stated:

It had been suggested that CAAWS lost many "good women" when
lesbians became more visible and vocal, [...] no one suggested that
"good women" were also lost when the organization failed to
confront the homophobia problem. (p. 384)

A more recent article in USA Today (June, 1993) entitted "Gays in sport:

Still in the shadows," suggests that sexuality issues are still a "hot topic" within



sports (Brady, 1993, p. 2B). But the attitude in sports remains, like the United

States military, "don't ask, don't tell" (p. 1B). The message constantly made

apparent is that it is frowned upon to be gay in sports and this is manifested by the

use of language and behaviour in sports that is both homophobic and heterosexist

(Brady, 1993). Bull (1995) states that homophobia retains a strangle hold on pro

sports. Meisel (cited in Bull, 1995) suggests:

It's (sport) the last a¡ena where homosexuality ís not acceptable, and
there is no evidence at all that the situation is changing. [...]. People
seem to have accepted the sports closet as inevit¿ble. (p. 29)

In reality there is virtually no support for athletes to 'come out' in sports and

the sports world "shows little interest in mal'rng 'coming out' easier for gay

athletes" (Bull, 1995, p. 30). To illustrate this point Bull cites a sport consultant

who insists that lesbian and gay athletes have "no business even discussing their

sexual onentation publicly: "

Sexuality and sexual preference are not anyone's business [...]
whoever makes it a public or political issue is wrong. There is
nothing professional sports teams can do with it. It's not something
that I would ever raíse with a team. I take issue with anvone who
tnes to make it an issue. (p. 30)

We know that lesbians participaæ in sport but professionally very few

lesbians are explicitly "out." Martina Navratilova, in women's lennis, is one of the

most notably lesbian athletes io "come out." Recently in OUT (1994) she

acknowledged that she has not "emboldened" other athletes to come out. She

remarks that she has been "out" since 1980 and has "never noticed a line forming

behind me" (p. 94). The reason why a line has not formed behind her is because it

is still better for lesbians, especially in professional sport "to be seen, not heard"



(Reed, 1994). When inteniewing a young lesbian golf pro, Reed asked why the

need for the silence?

Because it would be suicide. Because you'd get cut of from every
endorsement oppofunity possible. Because there's money and
careers at stake. [...]. There was a mandatory players meeting once,
one of the top players, a dyke, led the meeting. She told us,
"Ladies, we do not care what goes on inside your bedroom door.
But keep it there." The message was loud and clear: For the
women's golf tour to succeed, we need to rid ourselves of the
lesbian stigma. (p. 92)

The "institution of compulsory heteroSexuaJity" described by Rich ( 1986)

has been identified as the cause of discrimination which impacts on the lives of

lesbian athletes a¡d leaves them isolated, denying their emotional lives and

retreating into sameness (Baxter, 1983;Krdd, 1983;l-enskyj, 1990). The

maintenance of heterosexual attractiveness in women's sport is an example of this

acquiescence to patnarchal and heterosexual hegemony and homophobia. Due to

heterosexism and homophobia the lesbian's athletic career, depends on her passing

as a heterosexual woman for fear of personal safety and exploitation.

A lesbian, closeted in her job because of heterosexist prqudice, is
not simply forced into denying the truth of her outside relationship
or pnvate life. Herjob depends on her pretending to be not merely
heterosexual, but a heterosexual woman in terms of dressing and
playing the feminine, deferential role required of a "real" woman
(Rich, 1986, pp. al-a\ [emphasis in onginal text]

"Compulsory heterosexuality" (Rich, 1986) is marntarned by the concepts

of heterosexrsm and homophobia which are actively reproduced in society in order

to maintarn "heteronormativity" (Hennessy, 1993). For a woman to be both athletic

and lesbia¡r is the antithesis of the constructed traditionally passive femirune role, in

addition, the underlying assumption that society is inherently heterosexual denies

and erases lesbran existence. This denial and erasure pervades sport, therefore, a



lesbian athlete who is interested in pursuing a sports career through an organized

national, provincial or varsity programme does so within a sports system in whlch

she is often forced to remain silent about her sexuality and one in wtuch her reality

is often excluded.

Research Purpose

There has been concern has been voiced about the lack of inquiry which

specifically addresses the subjective experiences of ìesbian athletes who are

constrained to remain invisible (Brorvn, 199i; Griffin, 1987; Nelson, 1991). In

this thesis I give a small sample of lesbian attrletes the opportunity to tell their

stones about their expenences in sport, and explore whether homophobia in sport

affected their lives. Because of "compulsory heterosexuality" there has been a

paucity of research investigating the expenences of lesbians in sport (Griffin,

1987). The issue has either been neglected, or focuses on the effect of the strgma of

the lesbian label on all women athletes. However, lesbians are doubly stigmatized

in sport both as women and lesbians (Hargreaves, 1990), therefore, I belleve

lesbians provide a unique perspective on how they participate in the 'compulsory'

heteroserual rvorld of sport. The lesbian athletes' accounts provide insight into the

issues and concems which they confronted in the institution of sport. I have

formulated the following research questions to guide thrs exploratory research: ( 1)

What are lesbian athleæs expenences in sports? (2) Do lesbians develop strategies

to cope with their experiences? (3) How do lesbían athletes make sense of (explain)

their experiences in sport? The research focus is on a radical feminist cntique of the

socia.l construction of lesbian sexuality which has been defined as being 'outside the

norm' of heterosexuality, a norm whlch I theorize is maintained by heúerosexism.
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Frye ( 1991) suggests that the language of science, rooted in male defimtions

contnbuþs to the exclusion and tnvialization of the lesbian as "no linguistic

community, no language and, therefore, in one important sense, no knowledge [. .]

keeps our (lesbian) expenence from being fully formed and a¡ticulate" (p. 6). In the

research each participant had the opportunity to create their own vocabulary and

meanings from their lives through in-depth interviews, and they were valued as

agents of knowledge in the research process (Frye, 1983;Harding, 1987; Kirby,

1991). Feminist researchers have cntiqued traditional episúemologies which have

systematically excluded women as agents of knowledge and the lack of recognition

that societal definitions and social context inform women's subjective realities

(Hardrng, 1987; Millman & Kanter, 1987, Morgan, 1983). Therefore, I used a

femirust methodological approach to explore the subjective expenences of lesbians

in sport. Lenskyj (1990) stresses the importance of women-centered research in

sport, the goal of which is women's empowermenl through acknowledging

women's location and marginalizatíon in the broader social context. She suggesrs

that women should be collaborators in the research process creating knowledge

from their own marginal perspectives and reporting the quality of their own

expenences. This resea¡ch was grounded in the personal experiences and socio-

histoncal context in which the lesbian athletes located themselves.

Assumptions

Krrby and McKenna (1ffì9) define "concePtual baggage" as a "record of

your thoughts and ideas about the research question at the beginning and

throughout the research process" (p. 32). This process encouraged me to explore
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my personal assumptions and becåme a disciplined part of my recording of the

process and content of this research.

I suspected that lesbia¡rs in sport atæmpt to pass and/or are actively

encouraged to pass as heterosexual and this serves to PerPetuate the silence and

invisibility of their existence thus maintairung heTerosexist norms. I believed that

lesbians in sport developed strategies to cope with heterosexism, homophobia and

internalized homophobia; that this process is on-going in all aspects of their lives

and can affect their self-identity and self-image. I felt that age, experience, comfort

with lesbian identity, level of competi tion and the composition of the team (in terms

of number of lesbians or heterosexual women playing on the team) would influence

these coping strategies. These themes have also been advanced in the radical

feminist literature examining lesbian oppression in sport (e.g., Lenskyj, 1991).

Delimitations

The study was limited to lesbian athletes who participated in te¿m sports at

an inter-varsity or elite level of competition. I assumed that their experience would

be different to lesbians involved in recreational athletics The sample was a

purposive one, limited ro lesbian athletes who Played on teams which were not all

lesbian. My assumption was fhat this expenence would be unique in comparison

with lesbian athletes who play on all lesbian teams. This premise is supported in the

literature:

It's a nicer feeling somehow [...] maybe because there seems to be
more of an openness or more of an accePtance, where you can just
say anfhing that you ever want Ûo say [...] somebody will
undersønd, whereas on, you know, a team with straight people on
it [...] sometimes you just can't say some things you want to say
(Bredemeier et al., 1991,p. 100)
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It was this essential difference that I wanted to explore.

The support that I could provide ûo the athletes was limrted to "listening" to

their stories, thrs may have impacted on their confrdence and willingness ûo either

continue as a participant in the study or reconstruct really painful expenences.

Relevance of Research

Given the relative absence of research documenting lesbian expenences in

sport, the goal of this study rvas to contribute to the literature in the area oflesbian

sexuality in women's sport. In conducting this research I wanted to have an impact

on the issues concerning lesbia¡ athletes.

Although feminist scholarship has produced substantial women-centered

research in the last decade only a small proportion of this research directly

addresses lesbian issues in sport. The institution of sport symbolically contribuæs

to and perpetuates patriarchal culture. In addition, there is a resistance to feminist

scholarship, the claim is that feminism is merely a political activity and is devoid of

objectivity. Hall (1990) assures us that feminist scholarship fu (it¿lics added)

political. She indicated that through the linking of theory and praxis feminism looks

beyond a description of social realities to changing the way we live our lives, it "is

an emancipatory theory" (p. 234). The interdisciplinary nature of my study which

combíned femirust theory, methodologies and sport sociology contributes to a new

direction in exploring women's experiences in sport and recognizes the potentral

that sport provides to critic and deconstruct hegemonic structures in our society.

Hall also indicates that 'there is no need to apologize for ttus intentionally woman-

centered focus; it must continue" (1990, p. 236).
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Documentation of the findings will b€ used to better inform the sports

community about the nature of the cunent discrimrnation against lesbian athletes.

There have been some empirical studies with lesbians in sport, especially in

physical education. To date, hou,ever, I am not aware of any sfudy in Canada that

specifically explores the expenences of lesbian athletes. Other theoretical studies

have addressed lesbian issues in sport. Some have challenged the inadequacies of

the sports literature and cntique the institution of sport from a femimst perspective,

identifying patnarchal and heterosexual hegemony as powerful conslraints on

women's lives and sexuality (Bennett er al., 1987; Lenskyj, 1987, 1990, 1991).

Other studies have used anecdotal information and collective vignenes to hrghJight

lesbian expenences (Baxrer, 1983;Kidd, 1983; Giffin, 1989). It is essenrial ro

note that these studies have provided a pioneering step towards giving tesbian

athletes a voice and makrng their eristence in sports visible. Society, in general, is

antagonistic towards lesbians, therefore, there is always a risk present for

researchers workrng with lesbian issues. Due to the ground-breakrng work and the

discourse these studies have provided, I was able to do this research.

In the following chapter I review literature which; (1) documents the

expenences of lesbian athletes and which highlights why homophobia persists in

the institution of sport; (2) demonstrates that lesbian athletes can be empowered

through sport; and which (3) deconstructs the institution of heterosexuality as

socially constructed.
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In the third chapter I revierv the methodological design which best suited the

focus of ttus research, the participants who took Part in the research, the research

process and how I orgaruzed the data for analysis.

In the fourth chapter I present the research findings whlch document the

participants expenences in sport.

In the fifth chapter i describe how the athletes and I interpret the sPorts

world and their lives within that context. In addition, I describe the categones

wluch emerged form their accounts, illustrating the connectíons between their

expenences and relevant radical feminist deconstructions of heterosexism and

homophobia.

In the concluding chapter, I address areas which may need further

exploration, present visions for the future of lesbians in sport, and discuss the

implications of the present research.
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CII,A,PTER TWO

REVIEWOFLITERATURE

"The image of the sick, masculine lesbian sexual predator and her
association with athleticism persists in the late 20th century. The
power of this image to control and intimidate women is as strong
today as it was 60 years ago." (Pat Gnffin, 1992a, p. 252)

Læsbians and Sport - Barriers to Participation

Historically, it has been suggested that homophobia and heterosexism

operate in sport to silence lesbians. This silence contributes úo the divisions among

women in sport, perpetuates lies about the mearung of being lesbian and functtons

to keep women's attentíon on heterosexual reality. Homophobia serves as an

effective social constraint in women's sport, ít denies the reality of lesbians and

maintârns appropnate gender role behaviours (Gnffin, 1989). In essence the label

"lesbian" has been used effectively to control women in sport. Nelson (cited in

Brown, 1991) notes:

The strategy has to pretend we are not gay, and none among us is
gay, we tend to bend over backu'ard with make-up trying to prove
our femirunity because that 'þroves" being straight [...] "passing"
has never helped a mrnonty group [...] it doesn't help self-esteem,
nor does it help public acceptance. (p. 6)

Studies emerging in the last decade in the discipline of sports sociology with

femimst perspectives began to open the 'tloset door" and cntique that the fear of

lesbians in sport was directly related to men's need to control women's sexuality

(Lenskyj, 1983). In an article entitled "Why men fear women's teams," Rounds

(1991) interviewed Amencan sportswomen, players and administrators. These

women talked about men's concerns over women's involvement in team sPorts.

l,opino (a softball hall-of-famer) stated that "sport is a place where physiological
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advantages give men polver, and they're afraid of losing it, sports is the last greât

bastion of male chauvinism" (p. zl4). Similarly Vivas (ex-director of major league

volteyball) stated that'\vomen athletes are looked at as masculine and get the stigma

of being gay" and that the "United States in general has problems dealing with

women atl etes and strong aggressive females" (p. 43). This theory is reinforced

by the follou,ing quote:

You know what killed sports? Lesbians- Thls cost us in women's
basketball. But I know there are not as many lesbians now unless
I'm really blinded. We discourage it, you know. We put it under
wraps. (Former basketball promoter, quoted in Rounds, 1991, p.

43)

Attitudes such as those expressed by the basketball promoter inad't'ertently

legitimize the notion that lesbians can ruin sports, while at the same time they

prescnbe marntaining the facade of heterosexuality.

MacKrnnon ( 1987) identifies that accusations of being a lesbian in sport are

"directly relaæd to the sense that women athletes have of body as self, as acting as

opposed to body as somethrng that conveys sexual accessibility to men, as there to

be acted upon," and she furrher adds that it is "theatening to one's takeability,

one's rapeability, one's femininity, to be strong and physically self-possessed" (p.

122). Histoncally, therefore, society has viewed the presence of lesbians in sport

(and in society in general) as problematic and threatening because lesbian existence

is considered antithetrcal to normative definitions of femininity and heterosexuality.

Kyvallos (cited in Reed, 1994) søted:

If you are a confident atl ete, men are threatened. If you are a
confident lesbian athlete, they're even more threatened. The men
who control sports would prefer that women were not gay. If they
are, they want them to stay in the closet. That way, I think, in their
heads they think they can still 

- 
(sic) them. (p.92)
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As women have gained more power and prominence in sport, homophobia

has flounshed. To appreciate the power of homophobia in sport it is important to

acknowledge the histoncal belief that sport is a male preserve. Histoncally, sport

has been a male domain, athleticism has been equated with masculinity ('ùy'illis,

1982; Binell, i988). Feminists have developed a critique of sPort which

demonstrates that the institution of sport is an arena in wtuch masculine hegemony

is constructed and reconstructed to naturalize men's power over women (Boutilier

& SanGiovanni, 1983; Bryson, 1987; Hall, 1988; LenskÍ, 1983, 1987, 1991).

Throughout history sporting participation rvas deemed inappropnate with women's

traditional role. So-called "cross-sex behaviours," such as att eticism among

women, were posited to be indicators of emotional disturbance or sexual deviation

(Spence, Deaux & Helmreich, 1985) and sport was thought to masculinize women

(Colker & Spatz-Widom, 1930; Myers & Lips, i978; Wnsberg, Draper & Everett,

1988). There appeared to be an obsession wifh the potential loss of femininity in

female athletes and an implicit suggestion that a woman has to be something other

than feminine to be interested and successful in sports. The reification of the results

from these studies reaffirmed societal and patriarchal beliefs that sports were,

prímarily, a masculine validating expenence (Boutilier & SanGiovanni,

1983). Consequently, the exclusion of women from sport was justified through the

legitimizing of this patnarchal myth and, in addition, through promoting the notion

that sport conflicted with women's feminjnjty (Hall, 1988). Thrs lead to the

labelling of women in sport as "heterosexually problematic" (MacKinnon, 19ì7, p.

122). Theorists suggest that in reality the 'femininity' reported in traditional studies

of women in sport was a disguised word for 'heterosexuality,' and that the attention
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focused on woman athlete's femrniniS manifested the explicit and implicit lear that

she may be lesbian (Hall, 1988; Lenskyj, 1986; MacKrnnon, 1987).

Women's colleges and sports teams were assumed to be places
where mannish lesbians lurked. Women in sport and physical
educatton especially fit the profile of women to watch out for: they
were in groups without men, they were not engaged in activities
thought to enhance their abilities to be good wives and mothers, and
they were being physically active in sport, a male activity. (Giffin,
1992a, p. 252)

As men have considered sports their private domain any challenges by

women against the inequíties, or questiomng who holds power and controls

economic resources in sport has been met with the "lesbian" accusation.

Subsequently, the oppression of lesbians is actively reproduced in order that the

dominant group, predominanlly male, white and heterosexual, can enjoy its

privilege and power (Griffin, 1989). These scare tactics are used to sílence women

into submission. Sabo (cited in Nelson, 1991) suggests:

Homophobia doesn't pertain to genitals but tojobs. It doesn't
pertain 10 preference as it does to opportunity. Homophobia in
sports perpetuates male dominance and the male monopoly of
existing resources. (p. 145)

This is reflected in the fact that, in professional women's athletics, corporate

sponsors often threaten to withdraw financial support from sports events and

conferences if there is any acknowledgment of lesbianism. l.esbian athletes remain

silent to protect their eamings and many of the contracts with sports agents and

corporate sponsors "include a 'moral clause' forbidding 'conduct unbecoming a

professional' or any behaviour bringing disrepute or bad publicity" (Nelson, 1991,

p. 139). These clauses are used agarnst lesbians. Martina Navratilova

acknowledges that her sexuality has been the reason why comparues thought her

too controvercial for sponsorship. The repercussion of being an explicitly "out"
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lesbian for her has been the financial loss of millions of dollars in endorsements.

Financial concems will undoubtedly influence both professional and amateur

national, provincial and varsity athletes' openness about their sexuality. The limited

opportunity for women at this level and the emphasis on success inærrelated with

scholarships and funding fosters an environment for sexual and homophobic

harassment of lesbian athletes (l-enskyj, 1Ð2).

There have been several studies to show how homophobia in women's

sport disempowers women athletes (both lesbian and heterosexual) (Binell, 1988;

Blinde & Taub, 1992; Guthrie, 1982). The opportunity to highlight how

homophobia and heterosexsm directly aifected lesbíotÌ athlefes was advanced by

researchers who reported evidence from intervíews with only lesbians in sport. In

1983, Baxter, Goldstein and KÌdd directly and independently addressed the

concerns of lesbian athletes in sport. Goldstein (1983) in her article "Women

stnving: Pursuing the physical challenge" interviewed two lesbian athletes.

Goldstein highlights the passion that the women had in the pursuit of their sport and

their desire to maintain a¡ active and competitive sporting life. Concurrent with their

positive expenences in sport, Goldstein reports how being lesbian affected their

sports paflicipation. Both interviewees indicated that women's sport was paranoid

about the implications of lesbia¡ labelling and both reflected how they had been hurt

and hushed about being a lesbian. Carmen, a2i7 year old track and field athlete

stated

Once people fínd out you're gay it's almost as ifyou have a disease.
You're not an athlete any longer; you're a diseased person. So, I
didn't want to h-rnder my performance. So I'd have to be silenf. (p.
7e)
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Goldstein advanced the view that much work needed to be camed out to counter the

ignorance and fea¡ which surrounded the issue of lesbianism in sport.

Likewise Krdd (1983) in "Getting physical: Compulsory heterosexuality

and sport" stated that lesbians had o deal with many attacks conceming their sexual

orientafion. læsbians endured "whrsper campargns," they were "ostracized on

teams," and were forced to "listen to homophobic remarks," and "impose self-

censorship" (pp. 64-65). Krdd also highlighte! that individuals in the sports

institution hide behind homophobia, rather than directly confront theír biases and

assumptions about lesbians.

Barter (19t33) illustrated that lesbians in sport were rarely candid about their

sexuality. In "Lesbians and sport: The dilemma of coming out," she recounted

vignettes from a personal survey she conducted. The lesbian athletes positively

valued the confidence they developed in their bodies ard the bonding and security

of being part of a team. However, it was revealed that "to be a lesbian in sport is

not all confidence and power and self-celebratron, an equal part of life is self-

denial, secrecy and coded messages" (p. 19). Binell and Richter (1987) also

concluded that "intercollegiate sport u'as very alienating," and "was not a safe place

to be a lesbian" (p. 406).

In addition to the work done by Goldstein, K.rdd and Baxær in the early

1980's more recent evidence has highlighted that lesbians in sport confront silence

and discnmination and are targets of sexual harassment (Griffin,1989, 1992a,

1992b; LenskTJ, 199I,1992). Moreover, lesbians have been forced to quit their

jobs or abandon hopes of an athletic career or atlempt to hide their sexual onentation
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for fear of being ostracized (Baxter, 1987; Maclntosh & Whitson, 1990; Lensþj,

1992). Gnffin (cited in Nelson, 1991) states that:

Hate, fea¡, and discrimination are the problem. Denial has not been
effective. Secrecy-particularly in combination with oppression -
leads to shame. As long as women refuse to acknowledge the
pre¡ence o[ lesbians, the accusatron "Dyke!" will remain potent. (p.
148)

Recently Gnffin (i989), Griffin and Genasci (1990), Rorella and Murray

(1991) have illustrated the vanous ranges of homophobic behaviour and it's effects

on the lesbian or gay male sports paficipants. Fear, ignorance, silence, isolatíon,

violence and psychological stress are associated with the 'homosexual' existence in

sport. Griffin (1989), Griffin and Genasci (1990) were concemed with the

perpetuation of homosexual oppression throughout fhe institution of physical

education. Their goal is to stnve for op€n communication with individuals øking

the responsibility to confront heterosexist and homophobic attitudes. Gnffin

presented resolutions to promote equity in sports. These resolutions challenge

individuals to identify, for themselves, their intemal stereotypic¿l myths

sunounding their understanding of sexual onentation, and to establish a saler

environment ior 'homosexual' athletes. In addition to these resolutions, Gnffin and

Genasci include suggestions for ìndividuals striving to do research in the area of

heterosexism and homophobia in sports and physical education. They argue that

researchers should ask questions conceming their own beliefs, sexual onentation,

knowledge, ideology and the impact they will have on research with 'homosexual'

topics.

Roælla and Murray (1991) in their article "Homophobia, the world of sporr,

and sports psychology consulting" suggest that homophobia interferes with the
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athletes ability to reach her or his potential in sport. They were concemed with the

pursuit of excellence and success in sport. Evidence of this was illustrated in the

words of a female collegiate basketball player they interviewed:

Teams have turned on each other because of homophobia. Players
have tr¿nsferred from schools because the could not handle the label
of being on a 

¡'gay" þam. I have wondered about teams that show
so much talent on paper but not on the court or field, Did the issue
of homophobia prevent them from playing up to their full potential?
(p. 3s8)

The ramifications of homophobia and ihe effects it has on all those involved

in spofs, athletes, parents, coaches, administrators and those involved in

enhancing sports performance such as sports psychologists, were well illustrated

by Rotella and Munay ( 1991). They identified examples of homophobia from

individual recollections rvhich indicated that homophobia is damaging, irrational

and detnmental to the healthy development of'homosexuals' and heterosexuals. A

philosophy for effective sports psychology consulting rvas proposed which

involved the recognition that discnmination against 'homosexual' exists in sports.

A wísh list for the future was proposed and the adoption of these recommendations

was seen as a step to initiate the gradual elimination of the negative effects of

homophobia in the sports world.

In addition there have been sessions organized at many academic

conferences in whrch the heterosexist and homophobic nature of sports are

discussed. Despite these Lensþ.¡ (1991) suggests that the issue of homophobia

remains a pervasive concern and that the institutions of sport create a negative

environment within whrch lesbian athletes participate. Heþrosexism and

homophobia are pervasive rvithrn sport and this is demonstrated by the persistent

lack of tolerance for sexual diversity witlun its community. Sports associations and
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goveming bodies rarely address or acknowledge the existence of lesbian athletes,

resulting in the invrsibility of lesbians. There seems to be a¡ unrvntten yet

understood agreement among associations, goveming bodies and athletes to avoid

direct discussion on lesbian issues (Peper, 1994). If lesbianism in sport is

mentioned it is rarely valonzed.

It is not surpnsing then that, proportionately, a relatively small number of

lesbians are "out" in sports. Gnffin (1992a) stated thal there are at least six

manifestatrons of homophobia in women's sports; (1) silence, (2) denial,

(3) apology, (4) promotion of a heterosexy image, (5) atfacks on lesbians, and

(6) preferences for male coaches. These manifestations have the "effect of makrng

many heterosexual (and lesbian) women feel obligated to prove their feminiruty and

heterosexualify at every opportunity in order to dissociate themselves from both the

lesbian label and lesbians in sport" (Lensþj, 1%8, p. 57). It has been suggested

that fear and tension that exists between lesbians and heterosexual women in sport

(Gnffin, 1992a). t-esbians have been ostracized and ndiculed by heterosexual

sportswomen who are defensive about lesbian stereotypes and paranoid about being

labelled lesbian. Recent evidence supports the fact that this paranoia still continues

wittun women's sports circles today (Reed, 1994). Heterosexual women remain

divided in their support for lesbians. On one ha¡d sport is arì arena where all

women can exercise the right to be aware of their own physicality, in contrast the

strgma of being labelled lesbian creates fear, ambivalence and indifferent attrtudes

towards lesbians (Gnffin, 1992a). This is reflected in Vivian Stnnger's (a head

basketball mach at Iowa university) statement:

It's a temble thing to say, just because you're not married you're
gay. Orjust because you're married you're not gay. It's a sick
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thing. I don't go out Õf my way to find out. I don't want to know. I
do take offense to somèone suggestrng, "so many ofthem are gay
anyrvay. " Wow! I don't want an)'thing negative associated with my
profession. But it's really none of my business. (Nelson, 1991, p.
168)

Allegations of lesbianism serve to divide women. It prevents solidarity in women's

sport at the promotíonal, organizational and participation level (Lensky1, 1983).

Lesbians and Sport - Empowerment through SÞort

Reflecting on this literature the questión wh¡ch constantly arises for me is,

what do lesbians gain through their sports expenence which encourages their

continued participation. Considenng the hurtful effects of heferosexrsm and

homophobia documented in the literature it is difficult to comprehend why lesbians

continue to play withln the sports institution.

The number of lesbians participating in sports has never been calculated.

This would be an arduous task as so many lesbians are terrified of coming out

(Brown, 1991). Nevertheless, it has been suggested that there are more lesbians

involved in sport and physical education than might be expecæd by the estimated

distribution of lesbians in the general population (Bennet et al., 1987; Palzkill,

1990). Assessing this figure is dìfficult but it does support the m]'th that there are a

large number of lesbians ìn sports. Pronger ( 199O) recounts conversations with

lesbians who feared that they might not meet any other lesbians once they stopped

participating in sports. It seems ironic then that despite the insidious discnmination

whjch exsts in sports against lesbians, that they continue to enter the sports world.

Criffin (cited in Nelson, 1991) srates:

l-esbians a¡e not stupid. They know to go where there are other
lesbians. Sports arenas have been the place where there are women
who are striving to be strong and independent. (p. 146)
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Through sport lesbians.can develop knowledge and an intimate awareness

of their own bodies. It can promote competence, empowerrnent and assist in

identifying their own physicaÌ self (Baxter, 1983). It might be construed that sports

are considered a refuge by some lesbian athleæs.

This 'refuge' concept was examined by Palzkill (1990). She suggests that

developing a lesbían enstence would dissolve the intemal conflicts wÌuch some

women may experience as a result of participating in sports. Palzklll's article titled

"Between gymshoes and hrgh heels+he development of a lesbian identity and

exrstence in top class sport," examines the experiences of lesbian athletes who exist

in a sports environment that celebrates male values and norms, such as strength,

aggression, masculinity and dominance. She interviewed 19 alhletes who have

competed for West Germany either in individual ôr team sports. She suggests that

sports have been defined by men in order to validate male expenences and exclude

women, and that this is perpetuated through the reproduction of gender roles which

resuhs in certain sports being labelled "inappropnate" for women. The accounts of

the athletes support this notion of gender non-conformity. One athlete recounts that

"l didn't move in a feminine way, well simply because I moved in a very powerful

way" (p. 223). Palzl¡ll identifies that as these athletes move from childhood to

puberty their athleticism becomes less tolerated, and the resulting confllct isolates

them from previous ciuldhood groups and others who expect them !o conform to

conventional gender roles. She advocates that the sports institution offers a place of

refuge from the isolation that women may experience outside that sôcial system.

Sport then can legitimize the physical development of women. Thrs is supported by

one athlete's statement:
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If (sport) was an opportunity for me to exert myself and sweat, and I
don't know, that was o.k [...] everyone on all sides approved of
athletics, really doing sport, within a given framework. (Palzkill,
1990, p.224)

Sport created a space for women to empower themselves and feel less

isolated, however, it is difficult to believe that spof is truly a safe and free space for

women. Palzkill supports this notíon too, suggesting that sport denies women's

sexuality. The athletes talked about feeling "in-between genders," and the

contradictions they confronted as they attempted to meet the demands of the

traditional female role and being a sports$'oman. Palzklll infers that sportswomen

have developed straægies to overcome this identity cnsis. They may choose to leave

sport, ignore their sexuality or attempt to have a heterosexual relaúonship to

confirm their conformiry to societal norms. This is similar to themes articulated by

Griffin and Genasci (1990) and tænskyj (1988), who suggest that heterosexual

sportswomen attempt to, or are forced to constantly prove their feminity and

heterosexual ity in sport.

As stated earlier Palzkill ( 1990) advocates the development of a lesbian

identity to overcome these conflicts. This is contradictory to previous discourse

dealing with sportswomen whrch advanced the notion that women involved in

sports should attempt to remain feminine at all costs (Rohrbaugh, 1983). As

suggested previously this 'feminine' was a disguised word for heterosexuality

(Hall, 19f38). Palzkill states:

If, however, a girl does get involved in a relationship to [sic.ì
another woman [...] then this has a profound effect upon her
experience and defirution of being a woman [...]. 'Womanhood' in
this autonomous definition is no longer, as in the female sex role, in
conflict with the self and with personal autonomy and freedom. (p.
))1\
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All lesbians in the study confirmed that their attitudes toward their own womanhood

changed dramatically with the beginning of a lesbian relationshrp as their

wofhiness as women was reflected in their partners. One woman stâtes "there (as a

lesbian) I've felt really good as a woman for years and years. And really enjoyed it,

it's really great to be a woman" (p. 228). In concluding Palzkill (1990) does

recognize that being a lesbian in sport does have fearful implìcations because a

lesbian exrstence defies conventional female roles. She concludes that lesbians are

sílenced, sanctioned, denigrated and made invisible. This is consistent with the

literature reported earlier wfuch illustrates the systematic harassment of lesbian

athleres throughout the sports institution (Baxrer, 1983; Griffin, 1989; tænskyj,

1986,9a1,1991). Palzkill (1990) proposes that uníty among sportswomen is

required to develop a culture for all women in sport and again this is a consistent

theme throughout the literature on lesbians in sport. This was a pioneenng study

attemptin8 to incorporate theory and the subjectíve expenences of lesbian athletes.

In concluding this section the words ofa lesblan softball player indicate the

signrfrcance of her paficipation in spon.

I think there's an image. I think we have sort of, as a lesbian team,
an histoncally lesbian team, a social responsibility to put out a team
to represent the gay world and athletes. [...]. I think it's really
important - not only for lesbians who come to watch us who aren't
athlelic or don't play - to enjoy that and be proud of that because I
know the player's are, but it is importånt for straight people to see
that these are fun, kind women who are talented and lesbtan.
(Bredemeier et al., 1991, p. 100)

Despiæ the ramifications of existing as a lesbian athlete sport may act as a

environment in which lesbians can celebrate their physicality, and for certain

atlìletes it becomes a refuge from sociery. However, for other lesbian athletes their

expenencæs in sport may also be reflective of their exlstence outside the instttution
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of sport in a society that uses homophobia to strenuously defend heterosexuality as

the only viable form of expression of emotional and sexual commitment (Frye,

1983; Rich, 1986).

Theoretical Perspecti ve

In this sectron I will illustrate and descnbe the phenomenon of heterosexism

and homophobia, and how these phenomenon have been theorized as social

constructions. These constructions represent the cultural norms oI what is

considered appropriaæ sexuality and sexual expression in our society. [,esbia:rs,

histoncally, have been categonzed as sexual deviants and because of this lesbians

confront discrimination and are ostracized in mainstream society. The implication

for lesbians in sport is that their exrstence is covered up and their direct expenence

is rarely addressed. I will illustrate that the institution of sport is definitety not post-

oppression but rather that sport is influenced by the state of socíeÞ'and reflects that

society. The social relations which øke place in sport are expressed and advanced

by the relations that have been historically developed and reproduced in society

(Mackenzie-Dewar, 1991). Sport is an institution where socíal values, such as

power and pnvilege, are negotiated and I envisaged that the social relations that

result in discrimination against lesbians in sport would be merely a reflection of the

systemic inüolerance of 'homosexuality' in society. The institution of sport is a

microcosm of society and contributes to the perpetuation of values that sustain

"heteronormativity. " Sport is "a dynamic social space where dominant ideologies

are perpetuated" (Messner, 1988, p. 198), and lesbians in sport do not escape the

overt or covert discnmrnation which reflects the systemic intolerance of differing

sexuality's in our patriarchal culture.
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Cultural norms legitimized in our society are constantly reinforced until the

values are experienced as reality. This inculcation of dominant values rs pervasive

and results in a "hegemonic order" which Whitson ( i984) identifies as an "official

system of meanings and values op€rating at the level of feeling as well as thought,

in terms of which ensting ways of doing thrngs are experienced as sensible and

nght" (p. 68). Heterosexuality, as the only acceptable form of expression of

emotional and sexual commrtment, is legitimized and regulated in our society by the

dominant patnarchal a¡d heterosexual culture (Frye, 1983; Ricb, 1986).

Heærosexuality is assumed to be natural and nght. It is understood to "å¿

sexuality" (Frye, 1992, p. 55, italics in original). Generally, it is not perceived as a

choice, it is natural. Pressure to be heterosexual is reflecæd in the idealization of

heterosexual romance in art, literature, media and advertising (Rrch, 1986). Thrs

pressure is systemic yet it's 'compulsory' nature is complet€ly denied by the

dominant heterosexual culture. However, those who do not conform to the norm of

heterosexuality are pressured to remain invisible and are excluded from shanng the

"norms" pnvileges. Phan describes Lhe "dertned nonn" (italics in text) as "a

staadard of rightness and often nghteousness wherein all other are judged in

relatiÕn to it" (p. 53). There is an attempt then by our patnarchal culture to limjt,

control and invalidate those who are outside the "norm" of heterosexuality.

A radical feminist framework critiques heterosexuality as a category whrch

is socially constructed to maintain the exploitation of women as a class (Frye,

19S). The "heterosystem" (Durocher, 1991) has defined, limited and conditioned

the expression of sexuality in our society and has resulted in what Rich (1986)

identified as "the institution of compulsory heterosexuality" (p. 24). This has been
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imposed on women and has established the appropnation, the access and the

attention of women for men. Frye ( 1983) suggesls that lesbianism is "presumed to

be some sort of affliction, or is a result of failed attempts to solve some sort of

problem or resolve some sort of conflict (and if she could find another way, she

would take it, and then not be a lesbian)" (p. 159). Those who choose an alternative

sexuality to what is accepted are marginalized by society's normative values as

traditionally 'Temale sexuality is equated wtth.and defined as availability to be taken

by a man" (MacKrnnon, 1987,p. 122). To rqect tlus accessibility threatens the

maintenance of male control in our society (MacKinnon, 1987). There is an attempt

then by dominant groups (mostly male, heterosexual and whrte) in society to

marntain the invisibility of lesbian reality.

Thrs analysis of "compulsory heterosexuality" and the "heterosystem"

which descnbes the organization and regulation of sexuality in society, is being

pushed further by postmodem queer theonsts. They are explonng and

deconstructing the mearungs of heterosexualized gender relations and the multiple

positions of lesbian and gay sexual identities. With both radical feminists and

postmodem theorists there is an tâcit knowledge that the oppressive structures of

"compulsory heterosexuality," the 'iheterosystem" and "heteronormativity" are

maintained by the concepts of sexism, heterosexism and homophobia and the

categones of "lesbian" a¡rd "heterosexual."

Being a woman in our society one can be subjected to sexist oppression.

Although ¿/l women may be affected by oppression, lesbians are notjust like

heterosexual women but are subjected úo specific oppressions and are further

marginalized (Kifzinger,1987), as are many other women who face multiple
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oppressions because of systemic racism, ageism, and ableism. To be lesbian then is

to be doubly oppressed in a sexist and heterosexist society. l-esbian existence is

denígrated in our society because it is a rejection of compulsory norms and drrectly

or indirectly deníes male access to women's sexuality (Rrch, 1986). As a result

lesbians are excluded from sharing the privileges which are conf.rolled by the

dominant heærosexual cul rure:

To be lesbian is fo be perceived as someone who has stepped out of
line, who has moved out of sexual/economic dependence on a male,
who is woman-identified. A lesbian is perceived as someone rvho
can live without a man, and who is therefore (however illogicatly)
agarnst men. A lesbian is perceived as being oulside the accepøble,
routinized order ofthings. A lesbian is perceived as a threat tó the
nuclear family, to male dominance, to the very heart of sexísm.
(Pharr, 1988, p. 18) (italics in original æxt)

As stated previously, Lorde (19t34) defines heterosexism as "the belief in

the inherent supenonty of one pattern of loving and thereby its right to dominance,"

and homophobia as 'the fear of feelings of love for member's of one's own sex and

therefore the hatred of those feeling in others" (p. 45). Heterosexism is

instirutionalized 10 ensure its predominance and homophobia is the 'weapon' used

to ensure "hetemormativity" is regulated. It is acceptable for heterosexuals to be

open about their sexuality but if lesbians do, then the usual response is to say "we

are flaunting it" (Pharr, 19t38). Thrs maintains lesbian invisibility and excludes

lesbians from being equal members of our society. l-esbians are denied the nghts

and privileges afforded to heterosexuals. Exclusion based on sexual onentation still

remains one of the most acceptable forms of discnmination in our society, and as

yet the rights of lesbians a¡d gays have not been explicitly stated in the Canadian

Human Rrghts Charter. The recent defeat of Bill 167 (which was an anempt by the

Ontario Provincial Govemment ¡o legislate the re-definition of 'spouse' to include
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homosexual couples) in 1994, and the virulent opposition this year (1995) to the

Bill C-41 (Federal Govemment legislation recognizing that crimes such as gay-

bashing are motivated by hate) demonstrate that homophobia prevails in our highest

institutlons. Despite advocacy efforts to ensure nghts, lesbian and gay people

continually experience the lack of affirmatron of themselves, their culture and their

relationshrps wi ùin societal instirurions.

Despite the mainstre¿m assumption lesbianism is notjust about sex but can

be an option to resist patnarchy (Phelan, 1993) and its existence signals the

possibility of resisting constructed sex categones to other women (Frye, 1983).

Choosing a lesbian existence can signal that the "appropnation ofwomen results

from a social relatronship and not a biological fact, that the category 'woman' is a

social construct and not a 'natural group"' (Durocher, p.16). It is precisely because,

stereotypicâlly, lesbjans are not committed to the maintenance of a heterosexual

culture that they confront discrimination in socìetal institutions (Arnup, 1984;

Crumpacker & Haegan, 19&4; Hall, 1986; Khayatt, 1990; Levine & læonard,

1984; Wine, 1990).

Institutionalized heterosexism and homophobia silences lesbians and

marginalizes lesbian reality. fuch ( 1986) suggests that "the possibility of a woman

who does not exist sexually for men - the lesbian possibility - is buried, erased,

occluded, distorted, misnamed, and driven underground" (p. 7l). The radical

feminists cntique of heterosexuality as an institution continually discloses that

women have been forced to acquiesce to men in a society that serves only their

interests. Rrch ( 1986) concluded that "heterosexuality has been both forcibly and

sublimely imposed on women" (p. 57). The 'lie' of compulsory female
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heterosexuality pe{pen¡aþs the assumption that heterosexuality is innate and nafural

wiuch is set up as antithetical to the so-called "pen'ersion" associated with a lesbian

existence.

The lie keeps numberless women psychologically trapped, trying to
fit mind, spirit, and sexuality into a prescnbed scnpt because they
cannot look beyond the parameters of the accepøble. [...]. The
lesbian trapped in the "closet," the woman imprisoned in
prescnptive ideas of the 'hormal" share the pain of blocked options,
broken connections, lost access to self-definition freely and
powerfully assumed. (Rich, 1986, p. 64)

It has been documented that lesbian visibility is a threat to the maintenance

of male power within a heterosexual society (Krtzinger, 1987). The question that

can be asked is how does society react 10 this threat? Durocher (1991) suggested

that revealing the social construction of heterosexuality causes the heterosystem to

"cover the tracks of its construction, either by imposing a severe repression of

homosexuality or by integrating it jnto its discourse" (p. i4). This is similar to what

Krtzinger ( 1987) identifies in The Social Construction of Lesbia¡rism. Kitzinger

suggests that the repression of homosexuality (she focuses on lesbianism) occurred

through the construction of lesbians as deviant and sick. She states "the label of

mental illness serves, then, to invalidate and depoliticize incipient challenges the

dominant version of reality, explaining them in terms of individual weakness and

personal pathology" (p. 33). In sports this has been manifested in research which

posited that sports masculinize women (Colker & Spatz-Widom, 1980;Myers &

Lips, 1978). However, in the 1960's and early 1970's the lesbian was being

reconceptualized as an individual seeking her own serual preference, searching for

loving and self-fulfilling relationships, and one who could contnbute to the

diversity of humanity (Krøinger, 198f . Thrs reconceptualization occur¡ed around
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the same time as the second wave of feminism and an upsurge in the Gay liberation

movement which resulted in the discrediting of the lesbian pathological model

(Kitzinger, 1987). 'Homosexuality' was now being integrated in the

heterosystem's research (Durocher, 1991). Kìørnger (1987) identilies this as "gay

affirmative" research (p. 21). Durocher and K.¡lzinger have suggested that both

strategies, repression and integration, adopted by heterosexual society defuse the

threat homosexuality poses to the social system. This is illustrated by Krtznger

who states:

Pslchology has (on the whole) shifted from pathologizing
lesbiamsm, with associated attempts to prevent and eradicate it, to an
altemative strategy which relies on constituting and regulating
subjectivities about lesbianism which, while not preventing or
eradìcating it, render it politically innocuous. [...]. The
depoliticization of lesbianism is achieved in today's psychology in a
form adapted to the new social context of today: its elfectiveness as
a form of social control is undiminished. (p. 39)

Iltzinger (1987) labels this research 'liberal humanist' which concentrates on the

dignity and worth of the individual. Thrs gay affirmative stânce provided a new

direction rvithin sociological and psychological research on lesbians. The theoretical

premise upon which it is based was that lesbianism (and homosexuality in general)

is just another expression of sexual preference and acceptance of differenl lifestyles

was necessary' in society. While this is a positive step in attempting to eliminate

discrimination on the basis of sexual onentation, it fails to acknowledge that some

women view their lesbian sexuality as a political act against patnarchy. In this

analysis Krtzinger ( 19t37) concìudes that the lesbian becomes "a private a¡d

depoliticized entlty" (p. 45). She further adds that

Through a focus on the privatized 'true self' of the lesbian, in which
her 'real' identity is located, psychologists promÕte such 'human'
goals as self-actualízalion,self-fulfillment, and personal happiness
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for lesbians, thus emphasizing person-change rather than system
change, and distracting attention from the sociopolitical and
institutional aspects of lesbian oppression and the lesbian threat.
(p. 3e)

Kitzinger (198? identifies four themes pervasive throughout liberal

humanist research on lesbiarusm; ( 1) a beliel in the similanty of lesbian and

heterosexual women, (2) rqection of lesbianism as the central focus of identity,

(3) lesbianism is as natural as heterosexuality, and (4) denying the threat that

lesbians pose to the nuclear family and society and their contribution to society's

rich diversity. These themes are consistent with themes found in the literature on

lesbials in sport; ( 1) the belief that heterosexual women and lesbians expenence

similar oppressions in sport is reflected in liberal feminist altematives to sport. They

suggest widerung the parameters for the participation of all women in order that

they can all experience self-fulfillment and empowerment through sport (without

always recognizing the multiple layers of oppressions which some women in sport

confront); (2) the rejection of lesbiamsm as the central focus of identity is illustrated

in reports that the athlete's sexual preference distracts from their physical ability,

and that homoseruals a¡e individual and athletes, no more, no less; (3) that sports

experience can assist in developing women's allegiance to one another and that

sexual expression between women in sport is not the central issue; (4) identifying

homosexuality as simply a choice of lifestyle, a different sexual preference for some

athletes; and finally, (5) the digruty of all athletes, the extinction of devaluing

lesbians as human beings, providing a safe and affirming climate for lesbians in

sport to eliminate oppression and celebrate diversity is a theme wluch pewades

most of the sport literature mentioning lesbìans.
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This literature tughlighrs and adva¡ces the undersønding of lesbian

sexuality in sports. It is essential, horvever, that an emphasis on changing the

hegemonic structures becomes the focus rather than on lesbian conformity and

assimilation into existing social structures. Kitzinger ( 1987) suggests that attitudes

of tolerance and acceptance of the l¿ ealthy homosexual (italics added) and her or his

lifesfyle reduce the threat that 'homosexualiry' may pose to the domina¡t order. It

renders it merely a harmless expression of sex,uality. These attitudes contnbute to

an ignorance of the pain of invisibility and denial of the social realities with wluch

lesbians live. Since the issue of women's sexuality in sport has advanced feminist

researchers have continually strived to increase support and affirmation of lesbian

sexuality. They stress that there must be a commitment to establish a safe and

affirming climate for lesbians (Gnffin, 1939).

As identified ea¡lier the concept of homophobia in women's sport has been

used to explarn' the irrational fear that maintarns the isolation and silencing of

lesbians in sport (Baxter, 1983, 1987; Krdd, 1983) and the means by which

heterosexual women a¡d lesbians are prevented from striving for empowerment

through sports (Brown, i991; Lenskyj, 1983, 1984, 1987; Griffin, 1989; Grilfin

& Genasci, 199O; Rotella & Munay, 1991; Rounds, i991). Kitanger (1987) labels

homophobia a constructed "diagnostic reversal" (p. 57) which shrfts the

classification of lesbian as pathological, to the individual, who cannot accept

lesbians, as disturbed. Thrs approach is concemed with homophobia's effect on the

individual homophobe rather than those who are the victims of homophobia.

Kltzinger states that homophobia as a construct ignores institutionalized oppression

of lesbians. She cnticizes the use of operationally defined scales to measure
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homophobia as they place the e. mphasis on individuals to react to "pro-gay" and

"anti-gay" (p. 59) statements. Individuals are, therefore, categorized and

encouraged to change their homophobic attitudes as opposed to challenging society

to change the systemic discnmination towards lesbians.

Krrzìnger ( 1987) is critical of how the concept of homophobia has been

populanzed in psychology, society and with lesbian and gay orgaruzations. She

suggested that this has had the effect of promoting the dísciplines of psychology

and therapy. The experts (italics added) stnve !c assist rhe lesbian and gay

individuals to discover their own self-worth and rescue the homophobic individual

from their disturbed attitudes. Promoting the discipline of psychology and its

attempts to reduce the impact of homophobia is the focus of rvork by Margolies,

Becker and Jackson-Brerver (1989) and Rotella and Munay (1991). Krtzinger

(1987) argues that it is less threaterung to view homophobia in individual terms than

to look at it with a political perspective. She states:

Homophobia serves to depoliticize oppression against homosexuals
and lesbians, and legitimates with the name of science, a particular
set of liberal humanistic pnnciples as the appropnate components of
subjectivities about homosexuality. (p. 62)

Durocher ( 1991) is also critical of this celebration of diffenng sexual

"preferences" and suggests that it is not incongruent with the heterosystem's

ideotogy. Presenting lesbianism as a "lifestyle" negates it as a form of resistance to

the heterosystem and does not recognize that lesbianism may be socially

constructed. Durocher sta¡es that the "heterosystem has the capacity to absorb and

transform cnlical and dissenting positions and discourses to fit its own image and,

in doing so, defuses any threat to its orvn existence" (p. 14). This is similar to rvhat

Whitson ( 1984) identifies as the dominant culture's process of absorbing poæntially
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contradictory altematives into its structure by incorporating them within its own

mealings and practices thus maintaining its own value system.

A radical feminist analysis q,ould advocate that heterosexism be recogruzed

as a dominant perspective in patriarchal culture. Heterosexual hegemony has

resulted in institutionalized heterosexuality wluch has consequences for both

lesbians and society (Lenskyj, 1991). Society may endorse some tolerance of

differing lifestyles and sexual preferences but ¡esists attempts to socially and legally

support lesbian political rights. In confronting heterosexism radical femimsts

attempt to diffuse the power of homophobia. This will assist in eliminating

oppression and in affirming diversity (Brorvn, 1991; Griffin & Genasci, 1990;

Palzkill, 1990).

Choosing a radical feminist a¡alysis offered me a "theory central to which is

an analysis of lesbiamsm and heterosexualitj- as political institutions and a rqection

of personalized interpretations" (Krtzinger, 1987 , p. 63). This is an altemative

approach to liberal humanistic perspectives which posits that lesbianism is not a

threat to society. My premise was that lesbians in sport are oppressed by

homophobia wtuch is reproduced by instirutionaJized heterosexsm and that this

may impact on their experiences. Kitzinger ( 1987) and Durocher ( 1991) idenrify

lesbianism is a potential threat to patnarchy and view radical feminism as a

conceptual tool for analyzrng lesbianism as a political stand against the

heterosystem.

The threat lies in the possibility that a discourse on the potirical
significance of lesbianism might develop a class consclousness in
women and provide a concrete means of breaking out of the
relationslup of appropriation. (Durocher, 1991, p. 16)
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t enskyj ( 1991) dr¿ws from Kltzinger's The Social Construction of

Lesbianism (1987) to support the need for a political understanding of lesbianism in

sport. lænskyj critiques previous studies in sport suggesting that the research

concentmted on depoliticizing and privatizrng lesbiarusm resulting in a "conspiracy

of silence" (p. 65). She concludes that naming and challenging lesbian oppression

from a r¿dical feminist perspective will recognize the political impact of lesbianism

and develop political strategies 10 act for change in sport. Pnvatizing lesbian

expenence disempowers lesbian action for political change. Durocher (1991) søtes:

As long as this resistance is only practiced on an individual basis
and is not accomparued with a collective, public discourse, it
remains an individual act which has no political impact on the
heterosystem. (p. 16)

A radical femjnist discourse provides a powerful indlcation for the direction

for future research with lesbians in sport (Lenskyj, 1991). This exploration

provides us with an understanding of how lesbians construct their realitres in sport

and identlfies whether cultur¿l attitudes impact on their expenence.

The social constructiorust perspective that theoretically informs my

theoretical framework is not without its criticisms. it is important to indicate that

there is a weakness in the social constructionist argument. Fuss (1989) suggests

that the perspective does offer a strong theoretical position from which to

investigate sexual identities and their socio-politrcal meanings. However, she is

cntical that it only views identities as sociallv constructed which negates the

individual psychic consciousness in identity formation.

In other words, it is to disregard the importance of the
psychoanalytical insight which holds that homosexuality is not
opposed to heterosexuality but lies within it-as its very precondition
since all identity is based on exclusion. Dismissals of homophobia
in favor ofheterosexism overlook the fact that homosexual desire
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plays a role in all psychical formations. (p. I 10) (emphasis in
original text)

Fuss ( 1989) identifies that the social constmctionist view of homosexuality is

challenged by essentialists who claim their homosexual identrty as an "identity

politics based on shared essence" (p. 98). Social constructionism, therefore, poses

a threat to what Fuss defines as lesbian theory which posits the existence of a

"lesbian essence" (p. 98).

Identifying a lesbian essence assumes that essentially all lesbians share the

same needs, expenences, concems and resources. Their identities would not be

defined or dependent on social interactions (De l,auretis, 1990). The social

constructiorust perspective defines experience as a product of social interaction and

the meaning ascnbed to those expenences is determined by the social location of the

individual. À lesbian identity is, therefore, an active construction of one's own

histoncal context (De l-auretis, 1990; Kitzinger, 19t37). De l-auretis suggests that

Women take up a position, a point of perspective, from which to
interpret or (re)construct values and meanings. That position is also
a political assumed identity, and one relative to their sociohistorical
location, rvhereas essentialist definitions would have woman's
identity or attnbutes independent of her external situation. (p. 262)

The fact that I purposively sampled only lesbian athletes assumed a

suspicion that they essenlially expenence a particular social location which sets

them apart from other rvomen in sport. Yet at the same time I incorporated a

perspective that viewed these essental locations and expenences as socially

constructed. A radical feminist framework 'khich draws its strength and staying

power from a receptivity to culfural differences" (Fuss, 1989, p. 99) informed the

process of my research. The descnptions and interpretations were grounded in the

personal experiences and socio-histoncal context in which the lesbian athletes
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located themselves, thus reportlng the multiple realities rvhich they expenenced in

sPort.

Rrch ( i986) concludes that questioning the institution of heûerosexuality

allows feminists to demonstrate the silence that exists in society and explore new

possibilities.

The assumption that "most women are innately heterosexual" stands
as a theoretical and political stumbling block for femtnism [...] to
acknowledge that for women heterosexuality may not be a
"preference" at all but something that has hâd to te imposed,
managed, organized, propagandized, and maintained 6y force is an
immense sæ¡ 

1o qalg: if yòu consider yourselt freely aná ..innately"
heterosexuai. [...]. To táke the srep oi questioning,will call for a'
special quality of courage but I think the rewa¡ds will be great.
(pp. sO-sl)

Through this study, which combined radical feminist theory and sports

sociology, the realities of lesbians in sport are brought to the attention of all those

involved in sports. In attempting to raise the consciousness of athletes and sporting

associations to address this issue and overcome inequities in sport, I also hoped that

the lesbians athletes would become intensely cognizant of their poûential to assume

control over their sportíng lives and challenge "heteronormativity.',
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CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

As i understand it feminism means resisting (alone and together) all
the ways that women are controlled, used, limited, and mãde to'
accept defirutions of ourselves thal we did not create and do not
want. It means analyzing the conditions in women,s lives and in our
society_so we can make productive changes. Since silence has been
such.a large part_of our oppression as wómen, we resist by
spgking, by making r:p^ names for what we know, and by changing
the language that has left so much in women's lives unnamed anî "
misnamed." (Keith Louise Fulron, 1993, p.5)

The purpose of this thesis research was to explore the subjective

expenences of lesbians in sport. The task of describing the expeiences of al

lesbians in sport was beyond the scope of this project. However, the participants

who shared their stones with me have succeeded ín creating a vital commentary on

their lives as lesbians in sport. There has been a paucity of empincal research in this

area, therefofe, lesbian athletes accounts or stories are not always readily accessible

for analysis. It was essential then to take into account the purpose of the research

and determine the best way possible to accomplish a way these lesbian athletes

could create knowledge and tell their s¡ories (Kirby & McKenna, l9g9). A

"methodology is a theory and analysis of how research does or should proceed',

(Harding, 1987, p. 3), and rhrs thesis is informed by feminist methodology.

Feminist methodologies identify women's experiences as the centre of the research

focus (Krrby, 1991) and stnve to achieve approaches that can be used to understand

women's worlds (Harding, 1987). For this research the objective was to record and

report descriptions of a way of life, to discover how lesbian athletes construct their

realities in sport. To this end, I conducted in-depth interviews with eight lesbian

atl etes between March 1992 and November 1994_
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Women have been systematically denied the possibility of producing

knowledge (Harding, 1987) and this can be extended to include lesbians who are

further marginalized in society (Frye, 1983). Using feminist merhodology !o guide

this thesis, I explored lesbian experiences' in sport and how lesbians gave meaning

to their social situations. Kirby and McKenna (1989) identify this type of

methodology as one that stems from the margins and those who live in margina.l

contexts; "those who suffer injustice, inequatity and exploiøtion" (p 33).

The methodology from the margins is based on the commitment to
advancing knowledge through rèsearch grounded in the expenence
ol llvtng on the margins. . . . . In particular, methods from the
margins must focus on describingreality from the perspectìve of
those who have been excluded as producers of resèarch. (Krrby &
McKenna, 1989, p. 64)

Feminist methodologies with their emphasis on the qualiøtive process was

selected for this research because they place women's experiences at the centre of

the research process.

Sample

The sample was a purposive one. Purposive sampling identifies a particular

group who can provide an understanding of the research focus and who can elicit

the most comprehensive information about the topic of interest (Lincoln & Guba,

1985). I was interested in researchtng the experiences of athletes who identified

themselves as lesbian; who participated in tearn sports at a¡ inter-varsity or elite

level of competition; and who participated on teams that did not identify as lesbian.

Paficipants were invited tojoin in the study by ,.snowball', and 'Triendship

netrvork" sampling and were selected for participation based on the follorving

criteria; 1) arì interest in the research; 2) an ability ûo artrculate their personal
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experiences;3) a willingness !o participate in the research within the conditions I

have set for confidentiality/privacy;4) rvillingness to be part of the on-going

process of the research; 5) local availability and 6) English speaking. The

participants pretty much self-selected themselves, either I was given the names of

individuals "l should talk to," or participants were lold about the research through

someone else, or expressed an interest to participate while talking to me about the

research.

Participanls - Sport and Lesbian Broqraphies

All eight participants were Canadia¡. Seyen were Anglophones, one was a

Francophone. All the participants were white and came from middle-class

backgrounds. Although local availability was a cntena, I did have the opportunity

to interview three athletes from Vancouver and one athlete from Toronto. The

remairung four participants live in Winnipeg. Due to the cntena I had set for

participant's involvement, inter-varsity to elite level athletes, all the participants

were university educated and their areas of study covered physical education,

english, arts and political studies. The athletes competed in the following sports;

basketball, field hockey, ice hockey, lacrosse and water-polo. Generally, they had

betrveen one to twelve years experience in high performance sport. I have given

each athlete a pseudon)'rn to matntatn the confidentialiry of their accounts. The

participants were as follows (names are pseudonyms);

"Kelly"was an 18 year old student who had competed at club provinc¡al and

national championships in her sport. At the tlme of intewiewing she was strli

actively involved in high performance spoÍ.
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"Tina" was a 20 year old student who had competed at club provincial and

national championships in her sporr. Ar rhe time of inrerviewing she was still

actívely involved in high performance sporl

" Aoife" was a22 year old student who had competed at a provincial,

national and CiAU (Canadian Intervarsity Athletic Union) level in her sport. She

had also been identified as a potential national team prospect. At the time of

interviewing she was still actively participating in high performance sport.

"Dara" was a24 year old student, sales assistant and wnter for her

university newspaper. She had competed at club provincial and national

championships in her sport. She hadjust stopped competing in high performance

sport.

"Sandra" was a 30 year old teacher. She had competed at CIAU level in her

sport. She was no longer participating in high performance sport, although she was

still actìvely involved in recreational sport.

"Meghan" rvas a 32 year old teacher. She had participated provincially in a

number of sports but in her main sport she had competed for Canada at intemational

competitions including two World Cups. At the time of interviewing she was still

actively involved in high performance sport.

"Julie" was a 33 year old research co-ordinator. She had competed

provincially and nationally in her sport. In addition she had competed for Canada at

intemational competitions including a World Cup and pre-Olympic qualifying

competition. Although she had retired from high performance competition she was

stlll involved in recreational sport.
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"Heidi" was a 33 year old leacher, She had competed provincially and

nationally in her sport. In addition she had competed for Canada at intemational

competitlons including a World Cup and pre-Olympic qualifying comperirjon.

Although she had retired from high performance sport she was still involved in

recreational sport.

In addition to being elite level athletes these participants were also lesbians.

I will descnbe, generally, what their lesbian biographies looked like when they

were participating in their sports. This will establish a context through which to

explore; their expenences in sport; the strategies they employed to ma¡âge their

experiences and how they made sense of their expenences in sport. The length of

time that these athletes had identified as lesbian vaned. For the four participants

aged 25 and younger, Aoife, Dara, Tina and Kelly it ranged from trvo to five years,

for the four particípants betu,een 25 and 35, Sandra, Heídi, Meghan and Julie it

ranged from 9 to 17 years. Of the eight participants five had cunent lesbian

partners, the status of the other three women's relationstups were not discussed in

the first interview, although in a second interview one of these three women

acknowledged she had a current partner.

Vr'hen I asked them in the interview, "how would you define you sexual

identity and what words are you most comfortable with describing yourself," I got

a range of responses. Seven of fhe participants identified as 
..lesbian," 

Dara called

herself "queer. " Of the seven participants Heidi, Tina and Kelly initially responded

that they were lesbian but preferred to use the word "gay" ûo describe themselves.

Although Meghan drd not use "gay" to describe herself she stated, when I asked

'had she always defined herself as lesbian?"
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Sometimes itjust seemed a little bit too strong because I am attracted
to men. it doesn't mean that l'm not attracted to men, even sexually
I'm attracted to men. It comes down to the comfort level in the lonþ
run. (p.9)

Similarly Julie responded that she now called herself a 'lesbian' but was not always

comfortable with that label:

Thafs inær_esting because if you'd asked me that question six years
ago I would've said 'bisexual ' and I've been bisex-ual for a number
of years and it actually explained a lot of my - it was an accurate
description of who I was in love with and who I had sex with. (My
female partner) and I've been involved now for six vears and I wind
up using the term 'lesbian' loosely and feeling more comforøble
with that now. So it's been an interesting progress. I'm not one of
those lucky few who at age 5 wakes up and says ..1'm 

a lesbian.,'
(p. 3)

Aoife also stated that it 'took her a couple of years" before she really knew

or defined herself as lesbian but now she was comfortable with being called

"lesbian, dyke or lezzie." Among the participants Dara rvas the only one who used

the word "queer" too descnbe herself. She søted:

I like it betær. At first I didn't like the rerm [...] but i like ir even
better than 'lesbjan'just because it envelops so many more people I
think thanjusr."gay and lesbian."lt's inclusive, yoú can jus't say
"queer" and it's everybody. [...]. It embraces evèrybody-that is-not
in the status quo whether they're straight and into S/M'or not! [...].
I think it's a rerm of rhe '90's ! (pp. 10- I 1a)

[n a second interview she added:

I think as far as 'queer', 'lesbian', 'dyke', 'gay', they'rejust labels
and some people just feel comfortable with one or the othèr. I like
being called 'queer' more than 'lesbian' but I find lately that itjust
ghanges depending on where I'm at and how I feel. I've been using
'dyke' a lot latelyjust because I feel dyke is a really strong word and
when I want to feel strong I use that. Queer, I guess I thinl it does
encompass a bigger community, bigger than just the women's
commumty and bigger even than the gay commumty. Like there is
so many different people, trans-gender people, and I guess that's
everybody that's not the status quo. Queer is not being part of the
status quo and notreally wanting to be and there's strarght people
who are queer 1oo because there are straight p€ople whó arè intc
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different things, notjust having sex in the missionary position.
(p lb)

In addition ûo ask¡ng them how they delined their sexual identity I asked

them were they 'out' (disclosed that they were lesbian) to anyone in their spots

career. All the participants declared that initially in their elite sports they were not

'out' to their coaches or teammates. Dara recalled:

I was out with my parents and family and with some of my really
good fnends but at that tíme I was not.out in (my sport). I-'m sure
people picked up onit. Like people, you know, ihey're not stupid
but I was never comfortable. (pp.12,13a)

Sandra did not disclose to anyone in her sport that she was a lesbian but

presumed by the end of her university career that "everybody knew!" Likewise

Heidi and Tina were not 'out' to heterosexual players but assumed that others knew

they were lesbian, and along with Kelly srated that they were .out' with other gay

players in their sports. In addition to being 'out' with the lesbian players on her

team Meghan had 'come out' to her team manager. Aoife was the only other athlete

who had explicitly 'come out' to hercoach and her heterosexual teammates. She

remembered why she told her teammates:

The reason I came out - it's kind of a long story - I came out on the
team because I moved in with one of the players who was a very
good friend of mìne, we were very close buiweren't partners oi
lovers, or even thinking about it. I mean I thought shè was great, I
lusted after her but that was ridiculous because it was never-going to
happen. She was the strarghtest women in the world, unbekñowñst
to me she was not the straightest women in the world (laughs).
Anyrvay,lhe long and the short of it was we got together (-then) she
realized she could be with this other woman so she went to pursue
this other woman and I was krnd ofleft havingjust had this major
lwakgning and here was no place to go. I had t-o tell a couple of my
fnends because they were my fnends and I needed suppoi from -

somebody because I wasn't ggtring any and I told them and they
turned around and told a lot of other people. So I am out, everybody
on the te¿m knows my sexuatity but I haven't told them | (pp.iT-
13a)
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In addition she told her coach: .

I came out to (my coach) because I didn't want to play summer
(sport). I just wanted to go away dunng that (summer of trauma). I
had to move out of the apartrnent I was shanng with this exlover
and I didn't want to play because I was so traumatized and I
couldn't deal with it. But I had to t€ll her because she was my
personal, regional coach and I had to go through her to do that. And
I just ended up telling her every'rhing, I spilled my guß. (pp.2t-22a)

Finally, Julie stated, that despite the fact that her most significant relationships were

always with women, "it wasn't until i got out(of sport), that I came out!',

As well as the range of self-definitions and stages of disclosure in their

sports careers their accounts also identified the range of feelings they had during

their 'early days' as lesbians in their sports. Seven participants indicated that they

were not comfortable with being lesbia¡ when they were first 'coming out.' Sandra

"didn't want to admit it ûc myself and certa:nly didn't want to admit it to other

people." The following two accounts illustrate the range of feelings most

participants had about their developing lesbian identities:

At that time everybody was always ølking about homosexualitv
'cause there was some of the coaches that were sort of labeled âs
being lesbian and I just sort of said, "oh, tlus is øboo, this is not
nght." l felt like a homophobic person myself in a lot of ways just
because-of my own attraction to women and trying to suppress some
of that. I don't know ir was definitely a struggle. (Meghài, p.11)

Whereas Aoife recalled that she "never had any doubts about (her) sexuality. She

recalled that being a lesbian was the "one thing that (she) wasn't grieving about!,'

When I said I never had any doubts about my sexuality, I think that
I meant tro say that I always knew I was not straight. I reached a
point in my life where I was confident with my sexuality after my
first b-reak-up that I was happily exploring my communiry on my
own. I rvas ready to come out, menrally. (pp.1-2b)

Of course the way these partrcipants felt about being lesbian did not remain

static throughout their lives in sport.
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Although I've struggled with it because, you know, before I used to
think that it as wrong, it wasn't acceptable and now I'm getting so
many people to accept me, and knowing , "well, it can't be that
bad!" It's not an issue for me anymore. (Meghan, p.24)

Although most of the participants are still not 'out' explicitly in their lives jn

sport or elsewhere, generally, their acceptânce of their lesbian identities ranged

from, as Kelly recalled, "getting to the point rvhere I've accepted it more than ever,"

where they had "come to terms with" their identíties to, as Tina stated, being "very

proud of u ho I am."

Method

The purpose of this research was to give lesbian athletes the opporturuty to

break the silence fhat envelops them in sport. The method I used to meet this

objective and to provide for a rich descnption of the multiple realities of the athletes

was a semi-structured, in-depth intewiew technique. A framework of questions

was prepared to guide the interviews (Appendix A) and ensure that the research

focus was explored. The goal of the interviews was to have the participants refiect

upon their experiences as lesbian athletes. The interview schedule was designed to

establish a picture of their lives and questions explored; the meaning of sport as an

activity; their experiences as lesbians in sport; their interpretations of their

experiences as lesbians in sport; and their future vrsions for sport. The interview

guide provided a general framework for the interviews, and was informed by my

knowledge of previous research and my own expenence.

OaHey ( 1981) identifies interviews as "a strategy for documenting women's

own accounts of their lives" and "as a tool for making possible the articulated and

recorded commentary of women" (p. 48). Throughout the research process I
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continually examined the quesfion quality, order and direction of the interview

schedule to marntain the focus of the research. The interviews rvere an interactive

conversation and allowed the athletes to disclose their stones on a one-to-one basis.

At the same time they rereived immediate support, verbal reinforcement and

feedback from me o acknowledge that their accounts were valid.

The participants were informed of the research purpose in our lirst contacts

and when we met I provided each particjpant rvith a synopsis of the research (from

my submission to faculty ethics) and an inten ierv guide. In addition we discussed

what form the interview would take, i. e., length of interiew, type of questions to

be covered. I brought two copies of the consent form (Appendix B) to the interview

which both the participant and myself signed. This letter of consent ourlined the

purpose of the research and the rights and obligations of both the participant and

myself. Each interview was tape recorded upon the consent of the participant and

ranged from one to two hours in length. Following each interview the tape-

recording was transcribed verbatim for subsequent data management and analysis.

Seven intewiews were carried out over a penod of 18 months beginning in

March 1992. The last inten'iew was carried out in the November 1994. In the first

18 months I did some preliminary analysis of inten'iew themes. From this I

generated a second set ofquestions for each participant. Each participant was sent a

copy of the preliminary analysis, a copy of the interview recording, and a request

for a second contact. The partrcipants out of province were sent a second set of

questions, a blank tape to record their responses and a letter updating my cunent

progress. From fhis 'marl out' I received two responses (one taped, one typed). In

addition, I set up a second interview with a local participant. One other participant
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wished to be interviewed a second time but unfortunately our schedules did not

allow for another interview.

As part of the research design I also recorded my reflections and field notes

to descnbe the inærview process, to provide interpretive comments on how I

conducted the interviews and how the participants responded, to reflect on the

process and content, and to identify emerging themes. Some of these reflections

were recorded on the tape immediately after the interview. In addition, before

transcnbing the fapes I listened to eåch interview and recorded notes on Lhe content

of fhe interview and my process during it, i.e., use of probes, whether I forgot a

major question, whether I was distracted by the setting. The notes were recorded in

twojoumals which I kept, one for reflections on the process of the research,

another for my reflections on the emergjng content. These joumals are documents

of my personal thoughts and assumptions during the entire research process and

continualìy provided direction and refinement of my process. This detailed

recording also helped me to be continually aware of my conceptual baggage which

may have influenced the development of the study and allowed me to identify my

pre-conceived ideas, notions and prqudices. These recordings were an essential

piece of how I adhered to femirust methodologies.

Doing feminist resea¡ch demands that my participation ard presence
- my voice - within my research prqect must be explicitly admitted
and included in the product of that research. (Haggis, I99O, p.77)

Recording allowed me to acknowledge "directly the relationship between the

research and (my) private and politrcal lives and opinions" (Kirby, 1991, p. 176).

By explicitly stating my assumptions and conceptual baggage I feel that the research

can be evaluated by others within an appropriate context. It remains essential that
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my researcher's subjectrvity and that of the participant are not eliminated in the

process.

Power and Ethics

This research involved a relationship, an interaction between the researcher

(me) and the researched. Embedded in this relationship there is often a power

differential in favour of the researcher. This power initially fueled the research and

directed me to ask questions. However, it was essential that this power was not

abused. Rrstock (1989) states that 'the notion of power for feminists is often

problematic because ofour desire to empower rather than misuse or abuse power',

(p. 3e):

. . . we treat our participants with respect and equality; we locate
ourselves within the questions we ask in our reiearch; we seek to
make our research socially useful, butthe issue of pou'er remains-
regardless of our attempts at sisterhood, thoughtfulness and
sensitivity. (p. 40)

I acknorvledge thaf I had power in the research process, in terms of asking

questions, providing reflection, analysis and endíng the process (Ristock, 1989).

Stating and explicitly defining my own experience, position ald bias in formulating

a theoretical framework ensured that I, as researcher, acknorvledged my

responsibility to the participant. In addition, it prevented the exploitation and

negation of my voice over the voices of the participants (Krrby & McKenna, 1989;

Oakley, 1981). Ristock (1989) poses the question 'Tor whom am I wnting this

dissertatron?" (p. 39). Although my knowledge fueled the research and questions, it

is also essential thal I acknorvledge thal in this process I discovered knowledge

created by the participants (Harding, 1987; Kirby, 1991; Ristock, 1989). The inrent

of my process was to be consislent with feminist research, to present the
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opportunity to those on the ma¡gins to create knowledge. The intention u,as to

allow the subjective accounts of the athletes to become the data that I analyzed.

Feminist researchers indicate that research should not be ..on persons" but..with

persons" (Kirby , 1991, p. 172). With thrs in mind representation of findings are,

therefore, balanced and illuminated by the active voice of the participa¡ts (Harding,

198-f . Their words are those you will see most as readers. Each athlete is

represented bcause they a-ll provided valuable insight into their lesbian lives. one

of the inherent pieces of power that I had was to select ,what was saíd', ,who said

it' and 'what it best illustrated.' I have endeavoured to honour all the partjcipants

stories so thal they may feel represented in the description of their accounts and in

fact I oflen found it difficult to leave any of their words out.

I always tned to overcome the power dynamic between myself and the

participant by involving the athletes in monitoring the data gathenng process,

consulting them dunng the preliminary analysis, and negotiating the destination of

the research, I was sensitive and respectful of the participant needs, provided them

with non-judgmental feedback, and conducted all encounters in a non-threatening

manner. Takrng into account:

That in any situafion where one is the interviewer, a power dynamic
already exists. The interviewers knou'ledge of this and sensiíivity
around this issue is important. It is ttre shãring of information aúut
self, as much as that is possible, that breaks tñe dominanldominated
dynamic. (Silvera, 1989, x.)

I was careful to make the participants aware of who I was in this resea¡ch so

I developed an introductory 'speech' about myself. In addition, I also shared my

experiences in the interviews with them. Furthermore, when I asked them what

words they used to define their sexuality, which words they felt comforøble with, I
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endeavoured to use ,l¿¿ir descnptors throughout the interview. I also held back in

the interviews from naming their experiences as experiences of 'heterosexism' or

'homophobia' if they did not define them as such. Krrby and McKenna ( 1989)

suggests that research should be "non-invasive" (p. 79). To be non-invasive means

that the participant needs are respected in the process of gathenng the data. With

this in mind I made the data collection, the recording instrument and the note-râking

as unobtrusi'r'e and non-threatening as possible.

In tbe research I adhered to feminist research ethical guidelines according to

Krrby ( 1991). In addition to the ethical responsibiliries addressed in the preceding

section I made sure that; informed consent was obtained, and all participants had the

option to withdraw at any time dunng the process;confidentiality, pnvacy and the

dignity of the participants was ensured and they were invited to play an equal part in

the research process. In addition, their identities are not disclosed in the analysis or

reported of findings, their names were removed from the transcnpts and tapes and

codes were assigned. At the completion of the resea¡ch the tapes will be erased.

Furthermore, no deception was used, and the process was structured to me€t the

needs of the participants, and I did not create or contribute any undue nsks to them

dunng or after their part in the research process ended.

Analvsis

The transcribed interviews were read several times during whrch I identified

key phrases and words which assisted in determining what Glaser and Strauss,

1967 described as "categories" and 'þropenies. " I made margin notes on the

transcripts, flagged and colour coded emerging themes. These themes provided

descripûons of their expenences and identifìed mearungful pieces of informatron
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about their lives in the sports world. At this point I looked for "in vivo" codes

(Strauss & Corbin, 199O), terms used by the participants, to descnbe the emerging

concepts. Thrs breaking down of the transcript allowed me to describe the concepts

as individual pieces of information. These themes then were constântly compared,

coded and reflected upon úo provide a nch and complex description of the lives of

the lesbian athletes.

In essence, analysis consists of moving data from category to
category (constant comparative), looktng for what is common
(properties) and what is uncommon (satellites) within categories and
between categones. The data is arranged and rearranged until some
measure of coherence becomes evident (Krrby & McKenna, 1939,
p. 146)

After the first coding of the inten'rews I recognized that their accounts fell

into five specífic "domains." Consequently, I organized the fírst descnptions of

their experiences ìn the following way; whnt were fhe occurrences of positive and

negative expenences in their lives in sport; who was significant in contributing trc

their expenences in sport; åow did the participants cope with their expenences; wlry

did they think they had the expenences they did in sports; and the corcequences of

their expenences in their lives. These irutial organizng themes emerged as a result

of the questions I was asking; can you ûell me a story about your expenences

(what), how do others treat you (who), how do you cope (how), how do you feel

(consequences), and how do you explain what happens (why). Within each one of

these domains sub-themes emerged which illustrated the domain (i. e., " l just left

the team" was 'horv' they coped; "l'm sick of explaining my sexualiry" reflected

their feelings).

However, after further analysis I realized that these domains were not

separate but rather that they overlapped to inform and shape the lives of the
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participants in sports. Wbat emerged from this second layer of analysis was a more

complete picture of;fhe conlext in rvhich they participated in sport, wJtnt theít

experiences were withjn that context, Íhe strdtegies thev used to deal with their

experiences; how they made sense of (understood) the sports world as a

homophobic and heterosexist institutíon; and how they made sense of (undertood)

their individual lives withrn that sports world (wÀy it all happens). This gives a

more complete picture of lesbians subjective expenences in sport. Thirty{fuee sub-

categories emerged from coding within these domains, these sub-categories were

arranged into four descriptive areas, and were then compared and assembled into

six conceptual categories and three satellites (Appendix C). Kirby and Mckenna

(1989) describe "satellites" as "uncommon" information that does not always 'Ît
comfortably witlun caægones" (p. 14ó). The "satellites" in the analysis of the

lesbian accounts resisted inclusion in the conceptual categones but were

"consequences" of the expenences incorporated in these categones.

Although the process was grounded in the women's personal experiences

(Frye, 1991;Harding, 1987; Morgan, 1983; Stanley & Wise, 1991), I did say in

my research proposal that I would explore these lesbian athletes experiences from a

radical feminist perspective. My review of the liter¿ture and my conceptual baggage

informed the final conceptual caûegones that were then used to descnbe lesbian

athletes expenencas in sport. However, I feel the sub-c¿tegories wluch came

together to form these categories accurately describe the participants experiences in

sport and the use of "in vivo" codes meant that I was always attempting to relate the

analysis üo their direct expenences. This analysis allowed me to conæntrate on

those pieces of the interviews that illustrated horv heterosexsm and homophobia
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works in sport and how they h¿ve impacted on the lives of these athletes. I am

aware also that thjs theoretical fr¿mework may have limited the categones and

themes which were generated from the data. However, at all times, I was extremely

aware of my personal bias and believe that I have remained truthful to the voices of

the participants throughout the process and to the experiences they shared in their

accounts..

Validitv

The goal of this research was to allow lesbian athletes to talk about their

expenences in sport. A conflict in feminist research is how to report these

subjective realities. However, this cannot be achieved fully as the process of

interviewing, since interpreting interviews and making sense of others lives is one

of objectification.

The question becomes how to produce an analysis whích goes
beyond the experience of the researched while itill granting them full
slbjectivity Hou' do we explain the lives of others withoul violating
their reality? (Acker, Barry'& Esseveld, l99I,p. 142)

It was essential at all times that the athletes' voices are present throughout

the recounting of their expenences. Defining my subjectivity throughout the process

in my researcher's joumal "makes available for eth¡cal scrutiny the 'inællectual

autobiography' of the researcher" (Tait, 1990. p. 183) and I remain accountåble to

the stories which the women articulated (Kirby, l99l). With this in mind I

endeavoured to verify preliminary analysis with the individual participants. Ktrby

and McKenna (1989) identify that "asklng back" (p. 122) musr occur to be

consistent with the dynamics of the research process. In addition, Guba and

Lincoln ( 1931) state:
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The detei-mination of credibility can be accomplished only by økrng
daø and interpretationò !c the sources from which they weré drawñ
and askrng directly whether they believe--find plausibie--the results.
This process of going to the sources--often called ,.member checks"_
-is the backbone of satisfying the truth-value criterion (p. l1O)

Part of the inæwiew involved a debriefing during which I asked the

participants about the interview process and the research. All ofthem stated that it

was important to get lesbian sports süones,,out there!,'One athlete was.,klnd of

excited" about the prospect of beìng intervierved. While another stated:

(The intervieu,) is wonderful, it's incredibly validating. It's great,
it's great. That's why when I had the intial þhone cdlhom if¡"n¿,
I just said, "god, you know, I'd love ro tal[ about rhis.', This is
great, no, I think it's wonderful. I think your questions are great,
they're well rounded and touch on all asþcts. 

-(Heidi, 
p.q9f

As stated previously I drd attempt to validate the findings by cross_checkrng

with the participants in a second contact, however, not all the participants

responded. However, one account from a second interv'iew illustrated the

importance of "askíng back" for me. When I shared the prehminary findings with

her she stated:

P: I liked to see the different perspectives, you know? you can tell
who is older, who is more experiènced. I kilow I,m the youngest,
more inexperienced, just getting off with things, and I can tell-from
other quote_s_that someone had been through iia lot longer than I had
been. [...1. You can definirely see the ranle.

l: Youreally articulated your feelings well, so I hope when you read
it, you krnd of felt that I was representing it properly?

f : Ye$ I uas really.pleas_ed wirh whar you put in from my input.
Actually, I was surpnsed, I didn't k¡ow Ì haé thar much to offi:r
towards it, to rell you the truth ! (Kelly, p. lb)

Several other participants were really happy about the opporturuty to ûell their

stories and as the researcher it was validatrng to hear that they too felt that the thesis
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topic and process was essential and that it felt "really good" trc tâlk about their

expenences.

Although generalization of the findings in feminist research is not an issue it

is important to use the themes that are generated here to descnbe the social relations

that may impact on the re¿lity of lesbians . The lesbian athletes' expenences

articulated here are subjective, not representative or generic, and ttus research

acknowledges that we are all differently positioned and pnvileged, therefore,

conclusions cannot be generalized. In addition, due to the exploraûory nature ofthis

thesis theoretical saturation may not have been reached in all the categones

generated. However, the lesbian stones of their experiences can placed in a context

of a sports world that is dominated a¡d defined by white, heterosexual males. The

research recognizes that lesbians are 'knorvers' and that their experiences are

'legitimate knorvledge,' and provide a vital commentary on our understanding of

the sports world. Although the sample was small it has exposed issues that need to

be addressed within the sports institution. The lesbian athletes accounts, improve

our understanding of their lives as lesbian athletes and this identifies the need for

action to produce social change which is an essential component of leminist

research (Kirby, 1991; Millman & Kanrer, 19U7).
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CHAPTER FOUR

STORIES FROMLESBIANS AND LOCKER ROOMS

'"The word lesbian is instilled with the power to halt our work and
control our lives. And we give it its power with our fear. "(Suzanne
Pharr, 1988, p.25)

Ttus chapter will describe the sports expenences of the lesbian athletes

interviewed. Having described the culture of Canadian high performance sport

(Chapter One) in which they participaæd I wili first describe the meaning rhar sporr

had in the lives of these athletes. This provides a more complete picture and

understanding of theír expenences in sports because it establishes the

'essentialness' that sport had in their lives as elite athletes, and consequently, their

desire to remain in sport despite the experiences they had there.

Sport - The Athletic Experience

All eight participants spoke about the centnlity of sport in their lives. They

were always encouraged to participate in sports from an early age:

My parents were enthusiastic. I had two parents who believed
whatever their youngest child could do, whether it rvas play road
hockey with her brothers, nde bikes, race dorvn the street with them
on roller skates, then great! They constantly encouraged, never
discouraged. (Heidi, p.3)

Heidi was given every oppofunity to succeed:

My parents both having (athletic) genes wanted me to have every
possibility that was presented ûo me. So financially nothing ever
held me back. If I needed money, equipment, rides to games they
provided it. (Heidi, p.4)

Several women identified their fathers or other male role models as the most

important inlluences in developing their love for sports:
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My father \r¡asvery, very bi9 on sports. He pushed my brothers into
sport, they never liked it, so I picked it up. That pleased my father. I
had fun and that's basically how I got into sporta. My fathèr was
very supportive and he encouraged me,he understood so he
supported me. [...]. My brothers too often bragged about the
accomplishments I made in sport. (Kelly, pp.2-3a)

My uncle had a lot to do with it. He øught me how to catch a ball,
how to fight, how to throw. (Tina, p.2)

Overwhelmingly, most athletes were encouraged to try as Heidi stated, "anything

and everythrng" in sport by both parents:

My parents were really positive, especially coming out to see the
games, they just were really encouraging about mè going for
something that I really wanted to do. I can never think of anyone
saying anything negative about it. It was very encouraging. I felt
like people thought it was near playing sporrs. (Sandra, pÞ.2-3)

In addition to parental and family encouragement some participants were further

reinforced to pursue sport through peers and teachers who "backed a lot of activity

for girls:"

(I had) teachers who were strong female role models, encouraging
!h9 girls 1o do whatever the boys could do. I was never discouiagèd.
My schml was renowned fo¡ it's athletics. They highly encouraged
girls to do the best they could. (Heidi, pp.2,6)

The enthusiasm for sport demonstrated by others in their lives as children, and

recognizing their own potential as they achieved sporting success, became factors

that pushed sport to the forefront of these women's lives.

Currently the athletes are at vario¡5 stages of sports participatron, however.

in their stories they descnbed sport as being the "most importânt thrng in (their)

life," it was central to themselves, essential to their identities:

My athletic career started when I was seven. I was a jock, I was
completely immersed in sport. [...]. Yes, I was completely
immersed, lived and breathed sport. Thtnking aboutlt in sôme
ways, i knew nothing else. I was good at it. I liked it, I loved the
camaraderie, the team. I loved being physically active and being able
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to push my body farther, that's still something I enjoy doing. (Jutie,
p3)

This account echoed many elements of the participant's sport biographies. Sport

was and is still for some, an essential focus and love of their lives. Heidi recalled

that her sports career "all started when she u,as krckrng in the womb," for others

sport was the "biggest focus" in their lives and from what they remembered was the

"best part" of their childhood's:

I was always very active, I loved athletics and I seemed to be
naturally good atjust about everything so I really enjoyed it. Sport
was the most important thing in my life. I really loved it and I
wouldn't have changed anything about my athletic pursuits. (Aoife,
P.3a)

Some recollected that even at an early age they rvere "regularjocks" and 'total

keeners:"

I 've always liked sports. I remember my big high in elementary
school was playing soccer at recess, playing baseball and softball
and wrestling u,ith my cousins. I just ahvays liked the feeling of
being active. (Meghan, p.3)

Others recalled sport being "fun," "enjoyable and an "exciting" part of their lives:

Afær I stopped playing (university ball) I thought, "l'm never going
to have that much fun at something again. I just never got tired of it.
I would've liked to keep doing it for as long as I could. (Sandra,
pp'4-s)

The physical nature of sport captivated the attention of these women,

participants loved the competitive side of sports and the inherent challenge it

provided:

For me, I th-rive on the actual playing and physical challenge, and
the mental challenge. [...]. I mean it's the actual feeling from
playing, the int€nsity, the challenge that I thnve on that keeps me in
(my sport). It's the thnll of the personal challenge involved.
(Meghan, p.47)
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All participants had an ovent'helming desire to challenge themselves to improve

their skills and push themselves to the physícal limit:

I remember wnting in a little black book of mine, my goal would be
to make the Olympic team for basketball. I figured I wóuld get into a
sport that could take me the farthesr, to the hi-ghest level poõiUte.
(Tina, p.5)

Participating in sports for Aoife was tantamount to ,.fulfílling 
a dream', and

contnbuted to her mental well-being. For all the participants sport was fundamental

to their sense of self-concept, self-esteem, confidence and self-care. ..Feeling in

greåt shape" help€d Sandra feel good physically, more capable in herjob and,

generally, to feel better about herself. Others who struggled with their confidence

levels found that the confidence they gained from sport definitely transferred to

other areas of her life to make them stronger people. Kelly sfated:

(Sport) gave me a lot as far as confidence in mvself. a lot of
motivatio¡. It.helped me with my_school work .cause I was ahvays
motivated to do the best that I could in sport and jt klnd of
overlapped and went into my school woik. So it,s helped me a lot as
far as school and evetyday life, I guess. (p.3a)

Sport also provided a 'mental' break from other demands:

When my parents_were divorced (sport) was a bit of an escape.
Doing sometiung I loved, being around people supportive of me, it
was wonderful, a release rn a very positive way. Iì-rvas great.
(Heidi, p.3)

The physical and mental benefits of pursuing a sports career were central to

the athletes continued participation. Although the desire to achieve in sports was not

one that these athletes necessanly felt they were bom with or motivated themselves

to do from an early age. They all acknowledged that dreams and desires for sport

achievement were very much influenced b¡' sig¡¡if¡cant others in their lives in their

early sports careers. However, they continued to pursue elite sport of their own
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accotd, they wanted to do rt, nobody pushed them, therefore, the ,.inherent

challenge" that sport presented for these athletes coupled with their continued sports

successes motivated them to strive to .,be the best:,'

I love he]ng 
lhe besr, I_didn't like being second best, a step behind

others. I've.always had it inside me to 
-be 

the best or to really put
elerythrng into something I love. I've found a sport that I tovè and
that's the biggesr rhing. (Tina, pp. t-7)

It was clear from their accounts that sports represented the .,biggest 
and

best" part of the participants lives, mentally, physically and socially. As they

progressed and achieved more personal success they pursued sport at a high

performance level to fulfil the challenges they set for themselves.

Sport - A l-esbian Space?

Despite the participants overwherming love of sport and the centrariry of it to

their lives it was clea¡ that this culture of sport did not treat them in the holistic way

that was recommended by the l'finister's Task Force (see Chapter Onc). They were

not allowed the freedom to express themselves as lesbians, neither were their lives

free from harassment in sport.

In conlrast the participants identified that they were passively and actively

encouraged to suppress their lesbian ídentities in the culture of high performance

sport. Messages conveyed about lesbian sexuality in their sports environments were

rarely positive. Julie stated:

There-rsn'ta political force to say ,.it's okay to be a lesbian and be in
sport. " And because that wasn,t there peopie were hiding and when
you see people hiding they're afrard and ybu know it's Écause it's
so damn homophobic!'' (p.6-7)

within their sports they confronted discrimination at both the micro level (from

individual homophobes) and at the macro level (from insitutionalized
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heterosexsm). In their everyday expenences it appeared that their interactions at the

micro level afferted their lives most as lesbian athletes. Two significant groups of

indiviual homophobes impacted on their experiences, the athletes' coaches and their

teammates (both heterosexual and lesbian).

Our coach, I mean she can set the tone, and unfortunatelv the tone
that has been set is not one that brings about a lot of opeíness and
discussion or sharing (Meghan, p.47)

All participants recognized that thei¡ coaches were in positions of power over them,

especially since sport was and is central to their lives. The athletes, therefore,

worked hard in their sports to impress their coaches. It was clear that these athletes

wanted to demonstrate to their coaches that they were competent in the tasks they

were assigned, could reach their potential and that they had few weaknesses. Being

lesbian was not descnbed as a 'weakness' by any of these athletes. However, they

perceived that acknowledging one's lesbian sexuality would ,weaken' the coaches

recognition of their competence and value as athleæs and individuals. They

perceived that they would have to be stronger people and better athletes to remain in

the program. Aoife felt that the scrunity that she perceived she was under, often

prevented her from always playing her best. Yet at the same time being the best was

essentral to all these women because they feared they might be ,cut, from the team

because they were lesbians.

P: I felt really under a lot of pressure to perform very well in my
third year especially in order to prove to myself that I was really
happy as a lesbian. "Look horv happy I am, I have so much
conhdence, let me play!" I felt I had to prove myself.

I: Do you thrnk that any of the other straight players on the team feel
that they have to prove themselves?
P: Some of them do, but not for the same reasons, that's for sure!
(Aoife, p.34a)
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Given this perception of coaches 'power over the athletes,' most of these women

felt that disclosing their sexuality to their coaches was not an option for them in

their sports, for many, their coaches "did not know" or "djd not n¿ed to know,' that

they were lesbians.

Te¿mmates also sigruficantly contributed ûo negative attitudes lowards

lesbian sexualiry but their attitudes had a different impact on the players because of

their closer relationship to the participants:

As far as the team goes there's very few girls on our team who are
(lesbian)..Like a low percentage of the team. And ah, the other girls
who.aren't, they seem like they're very, very homophobic. (Kelly,
P'7a)

Wlule the participants could achieve some distance from their coaches, distance was

more difficult to acfueve between teammates. As varsity and elite level athleles they

practiced many times together and spent long hours and days with their teams on

road tnps. Participants perceived that their teammates would be uncomfortable with

lesbians, consequently, none of the eight participants had openly identified as

lesbian to their teammates dunng their sports career unless they felt compelled to do

so. However, that is not to say that they were not 'suspected' or .gossiped'about

by their teammates. Although teammates do not possess the pon er to influence the

path of an athletes career as their coaches do, teammates do demonsûate power to

sanction sexualities. They did so in similar ways to the coach but also in ways that

were unique because of their closer access to their teamma¡es:

(My teammates) were (saying about another player), "well, we don't
knorv if she is one (lesbian) but we have our ieasons to believe so
we're going to stay away." You lsrow? "We know we're not!',
They'-re not going to take their chances! There's one girl in particular
who if anyone (lesbian) was around, she didn't want an)'thing to do
with them ! (Kelly, p.6b)
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Overwhelmingly not qeing '1he way it was supposed to be" echoed most

participants' experiences with their coaches and teammates. Attitudes were not

always overtly discriminatory, however, neither did they convey many positive

messages about lesbians. Generally, these athletes expenenced hostile attitudes

towards lesbia¡ sexuality. This hostility and contempt towards lesbians was

demonstrated in Kelly's leam motto:

If you're straight, you can skate! (p.4b)

It was apparent from her experience then that heterosexism and homophobia

flounshed on her t€am as only heterosexuals were welcomed to play. In general,

lesbians were "frowned upon," "not understood" or, more usually, lesbian issues

were "not addressed." ln team sports where there is an expectation of sameness and

cohesion (the team is like a family) the rules of not fitting in are great. For lesbians

then there are few options to be 'out' as lesbian athletes.

In hrgh performance sport women athlet€s do not necessanll'have only

women coaches and the participants descnbed male coaches attitudes towards

lesbians. Dara told me she had heard "horror stories" about her former partner's

experience on a national team. The male coach's reaction was either to avoid lesbían

issues or explicitly discnrninate against lesbians. He often stâted, "we'll have none

of those (lesbians) on our team" (p.12a). However, this male coach's reaction

appeared to be the exceptron rather than the rule. Meghan was "not sure,'if a male

coach she was coached by knew that there were lesbians on the team but perceived

that 'he didn't have any problem with it at all and recalled "if anything he was

always trying to pick up the players!" The other participants perceived that male

coaches "didn't treat them (lesbians) any differently," 'didn't have any problem
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with it (lesbian sexuality) at all," "didn't care because it (lesbian sexuality) wasn't a

big issue for them" or that "sexuahty is not that bjg a deal for them."

The two male coaches I've had, since l've come out to myself, have
been in the summer program [...]. (One coach) has dealt with
hundreds of lesbians and he's known about all of them, i'm sure.
And he's just really easy, you know? You're their to play (sport)
and if you're a good person he'll accept you. There are some
strarght players that he doesn't like and there a¡e some gay players
that he doesn't like but he doesn't drscnminate. He doeinl t máke
underhanded homophobic commenrs. (Aoife, p.44a)

Another described how her male coach openli addressed the issue of sexual

diversity on her team dunng a road trip:

He said "now look, probably half of you are lesbians on this team,
half of you are not. I don't knorv for sure and I don't care. you're
all athletes on a team," and he said 'ãs far as I'm concerned [...]
there shouldn't be any issues with any of you towards each othèr.
So I don't rvant any cliques and I just want you to be open wíth each
other and enjoy each other's company. (Heidi, p.44)

Although, this participant descnbed tìrs attitude as a ,.wonderful and great

approach," she indicated that based on her expenence and the experience of others

she has knorvn, female coaches show more support for lesbian athletes. Another

participant also felt that 'Temale coaches react a lot better," whrle another felt that

alttrough having a woman coach was not always a "positive thing" for her, having

more women coaches would be "really important as far as accepting goes." It was

ironic that mostly all of the participants elite sporting careers were dominated by

women coaches yet many of them reported that their expenences were less than

favourable when their female coaches were confronted with issues of lesbian

sexuality. Both coaches and teammates played a dominant role in maintaining a

homophobic environment because they did not affirm lesbian sexuality.
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Another group of individuals, who interacæd with the attúetes at a micro

level, contributed towards maintairung a homophobic environment; friends, family

and colleagues. All tbe participants commented on how the attitudes of these

individuals towards lesbians effected them as lesbians. Many of these attitudes were

experienced outside the context of sport, however, some participants recalled how

comments about lesbians within, and specific to the context of sport rvere often

madc:

The boy'friend entourage that hung around when rve played, the
hangers on, they were pretty negatrve about that kind ofthing
(lesbian sexua.liry). Thet'didn't hesitate to ma}ie negarive coñments
whrch really did a 1ol l laughs) for hou' I felt about ihings. Like they
were quite negatr_ve (and) if they weren't always negatii'e they werã
never positive. (Sandra, p.22)

Some of the individuals that were most significant to these atirletes in their

lives in sport affected what expenences the participants had, how they managed

their lesbia¡ identities, the mea¡ring they gave to their lesbian sexuality and the

prominence it was allorved 1o play in their lives. In the participants accounts it was

apparent that sport was a central focus of their lives. In their early sports

participation these athletes did not identify as lesbian but as they got older and

embarked on their sports careers they were all conscious of their developing

identitles as lesbians. They rvere aware that at the micro Ievel, through their

interactions with coaches and teammates in particular, that the institution of sport

did not welcome lesbians. Consequently, none of them wanted to ,Jeopardize

(their) sport career in any way." This ultimately affected their lives as lesbians in

their sports, how they interpreted the sports world, a¡d ultimately how they

reflected on their individual lives as lesbians in sport. As the participants pursued

their sporls goals they were acutely aware of the structure and the stakeholders in
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sport which malntained heterosexism and homophobia a-nd the impact that in their

pursuir of an open and accepting sports environment.

Sport - The Continuum of Lesbia¡ Athletes Experiences

Given that sport was not always a space that was welcoming to lesbian

athletes' the remainder of chapter Four documents the everyday expenences and

negotiations these lesbians described that were part of their lives in the sports

world. This section will illustrate the range of'expenences descri bed by the

participants. In the interviews I dìd not ask the participants specifically to identify

either the positive or negative conditions that they had expenenced in sport. I

simply asked them to tell me "stones" about being a lesbian in sport. In most of the

stories they told me they did not paint a picture of their sports environments as

being always unconditronally accepting and affirming of their lesbian sexuality.

However, their accounts described a range of experiences, sometimes where

lesbians and lesbian issues were treated positively or where lesbians and lesbian

issues were treated more negatively. The expenences they identified are described

on a continuum from their most positive to their most negative experiences in sport.

I arranged the descnptions oftheir experiences into the following themes; openness

and Acceptance, Support, Tolerance, Discomfort, Assumptions and Sanctioning of

Heterosexuality, Pathologizing t esbian Sexuality, and Confrontations.

Openness a¡d Acceptance of Serual Diversitv

Some participants reported heanng others say, .,it doesn't really matter if
someone is gay or not!"

It doesn't really seem to matter to some people. They're the people
that are there to play, and if you make (the play), yoir're all nght.
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[...]._People that I have a more personal relationship with are pretty
much very accepting. (Aoife, p.30a)

Generally on their teams which were predominaltly heterosexual lesbian

sexualify was not talked about, however, some participants did report that they did

experienced a degree of openness and acceptance of lesbians. One participant heard

other individuals say "there was nothing wrong with (lesbians)" or that being a

lesbian did "not change who you were. "

I found out later that there's a /ol of people who knew (l was queer).
It didn't change how they saw me which proves that if someone is a
little open minded thar it doesn'r really mâtær. (Dara, p.39a)

Both Dara and Heidi commented that they were often asked about their .girlfriends,

and other aspects of their lives. Dara "really came out ûo everybody" when one of

her relationslups ended. Subsequently, her peers knew her next partner, knew they

were living together and were "really cool" about the situation. in addítion her

colleagues in sport asked lots of questions about her life and it was their willingness

to ask questions whtch gave her the opportunity 10 educate them on sexual

diversity. She often arranged games between the "stralght" team and the ,,gay,'team

she coached a¡rd recalled her "straight" teammates reaction:

We'd play my (gay and lesbian) team but I rvould play on the
women's team. They all k¡ew I coached (the gay and-lesbian team)
and they started saying (to me), "these guys aie ieally nice. They,re
the nicest teåm we play.'' Then we srarréd-ølking abour (gay) súff
(and) my coaches talked ro (my fnend) and I abðut whatit ù-as like
þing o^uç they.asked us questions like "why do you have a Gay
Games? (p.21a)

Meghan developed a "really strong friendship" with her teams' manager

because she had told her manager "nght up front" that she was a lesbia¡.

Consequently, Meghan felt could be "very open (with her manager) and ûell her
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everything and anythrng." ln addition, her manager became a.,really positive

person in terms of accepting and notjudging" Meghan's sexualìty:

I feel I can be so open about (being lesbian) and talk about - like the
other night [...] someone tned to pick me up at the bar and I told her
the situation. I thought it was really fun to 6e able ûo share that with
trg1. S-he was.also getting insight and I think she grows by it as well.
All of a sudden she feels included. (pp.26, aL,a$

Tina remembered how one of her teammates put an arm around her while talkrng in

front of their team, a team who had not been very accepting of Tina as a lesbian.

The action of the teammate made Tina feel really good, a¡d was something which

she would always remember. Julie stated that .,openness" was expected on one

teafn she played on because her coach was 'out'as a lesbia¡. She stated that

openness created a different atmosphere from other less accepting teams on whlch

she participated.

Participants believed that individual homophobes were a minority on their

teams. After an traumatic 'coming out' Aoife remembered that on her team, the

following year, things were "a little different, everyone and everyttung seemed back

to normal. " After breaking up with her partner Heidi also recalled feeling accepted

because her peers empathized with her trauma. She descnbed how diversitv was

viewed among heÍ teammates:

P: On myfrrst university team there was this potential for
bac\_stabbing. When I went to imy second university team) it was
îotnlly fhe reveße and I thought it was a mature attitûde, a more
acc€pting attitude amongst the players. I would say more players on
the team at (this university) were gay and yet the iñterminllirig was
much more^apparent. You weren't either straight or gay at polar
opposites of the spectrum, you were sort of enmeshin!, eimeshed
all the time, socia.lly, athletically. It was very much mõre cohesive.

I: You were a player first?
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P: Ðiacrlyl Sexual identity second or tlurd which was really
wonderful because it becam e amore rnnnal quality about iomeone,
or trait or identrry, almost became a non-issué.

I: That's a good thing in a way because when not such a big dea_l is
made, it makes women who are gay more comfortable?

P: Far more! (pp.20-21)

Heidi assumed that everyMy on her team, and in her sport knew about her lesbian

relationship. She said that people expecæd her to show up with her partner at

competitions and that her peers, "straight t.uÁrut., * well as gay" would ask after

her partner, she found this very validatrng. She was aware that teammates ,,talk

behind other people's backs" but remarked that if her teammates "thought

negatively about (her) they kept it to themselves, theyjust never did it to (her)

face." Consequently, disrespect was not apparent to her. Heidi also reflected on an

experience that she had while participating in the Gay Games in her home city.

Throughout she had successfully managed to escape recognition and public

disclosure by avoiding television.cameras and 'strarght' faces in the crowd.

Ironically, having remained incognito, the finals of her event were judged by a local

'strarght' colleague. She recalled tus reaction:

P: I just cracked up (laughs) when I saw him and he saw me and I
said 'oh my god! Hi, how are you?

I: Did you get any backlash from hrm?

P: Not at all. He smiled! And I said (to him), "I hope you
understand about my concern based on the stigma thaicould be
attached to this?" And he was excellent. He sard ,.no problem at all. "
He was great. (pp.35-36)

When others were accepting and open to sexual diversity these athletes perceived

that their lesbian lives were validated and supported.
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Suooon

In addition ûo being open and accepting some participants felt that their

tearnmates supported and respected what they were doing with their lives.

I: You said that when you came to (this city) first that one of the
other lesbians on the teâm took you under her wing so you really felt
a kind of suppon? Graduallv did you feel vou uerè getling sup¡ion
from other þlãyers on rhe teám? Vou talkeá about b.ãutin!'up ti,ittt
someone?

P: Yeah. When I told them they were really concemed. [...]. One
player came over and we talked and chatted about it. She asked me
how_ I.was feeling, it was really, really surprising. It was something
I didn't expect for her t,o be so concemed.

I: That must have been very affirming for you?

P: Yeah, it was ruce, it was really nice. (Dara, p.41a)

Dara felt that, generally, her teammates had an understanding about "relationshrp

problems," consequently, when her relationship ended they constantly ,.checked in,'

and "asked questions" which helped her coped with her loss. She felt that they

cared about her life and were very supportive "even though they were strarght!,,

Similarly, Heidi recalled how "the str¿rght world and the gay world came together

to express their condolences" when her relationship ended. Both these women

descnbed the support they received as "amazing," "it really shocked (them)" and

was sometlung they would have never expected."

Heidi found sport a release because she assumed that people in her sport

knew or presumed she was gay. She felt that as a collective group they were

supportive and shared 'laluable" expenences, something which she found

"energizng" and "incredibly validating. " She recollected first 'coming out' into her

sports environment:
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I.knew (my partner_and I) had this incredible connection through
this sport that could be validated. There's quite a community oI
athletes that if they're nÕt gay, then there a¡e certainty playeis that
respect relationships between same-sex individuals. And in (our
sport) even though in some areas there was a stereotype that some of
the het€rosexual þlayers tried to disregard and negaté.'There were a
lot that said."heh, you're who you are, enjoy, you seem really
happy together, go for it!" (p, 17)

Later she added:

I believe that on the field there was a carry over, the attitude
expressed on the field was very much a respectful one and really
tr,'lng lo encgurage everyone to be their beit. Not only as an athlete
but fo be self-driven. T.ike to do you best, ',break through the mental
bamers and play well because if you play well our tearñ plays
better." I think there was a carry over of that kind of attiti¡de on the
field to off the field more so than not by the straight players towards
the gay and vice-versa as opposed to being unsuþpoitive. (p.23)

Aoife felt the same support when she disclosed that she was lesbian to her coach.

She needed someone to turn to after having had a "traumatic,' first relationship with

another player:

I came out to her (coach) so she knows. She seemed very accepting.
She_en_couraged me to play [...] and get myself into a spáce whire I
could feel comfortablein and I will always remember being able to
tell her that. " (pp.21-22a)

The support which some of these athletes expenenced often led them to

believe that they would be accepled in the predominantly heterosexual culture of

sport as individuals who 'Just happened to be lesbians!" Some athletes said that

they were never in a situation where one person said, ..you're gay, I just can't deal

with that, forget it!" For some it never came to that which was somethrng they

appreciated, many felt that they had been lucþ because they knew that

discrimination often happened in "temble, terrible ways."

When I wasn't ou-t in (my home city), like I never had a really bad
expene.nce. Like I've neve¡ had anybody in spon like really ábuse
me and call me'îyke." Like "what to fuck aie you doing, 

-blah,
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blah, blah or anything like rhar. I thrnk I've been quite lucky but I
think it happens. in sport, in any job that I 've evei done (l haven't
had people) shying an'ay from me because I'm queer. And I rhink
I've been really, really lucþ in rhar way. (Dara,'pp.56-57a)

However, not all these athletes' expenences in sport were always absolutely

positive. More often in the interviews they descnbed expenences where they

definitely did not feel supported or accepted as lesbians. When I asked them to

describe rvhat it was like ûo be a lesbian in sport, overwhelmingly, they began to tell

me stories about some of the more negative attitudes and behavjours they had

experienced or observed as lesbians. Sandra stated:

You would think a lot of teams would be a klnd of haven. That there
would be a lot more people accepting of that y,tnd of thing. But, you
k¡ow, it could have been vvay bèrteifor us, it really coulã've, yóu
know? I think we made things harder on ourselves, I really do. But
it could've been a muchmore positive expenence for us, you would
think that it would have been.

. .l know people must look at it and say, .bh it,s ideal," you
know, "you're on a sports team. Isn't that what you guys likei" But
you know rvhat I mean? Itjust rrd,v¡'I as positivé as it could,ve
been. And I say that at the same time as sàying it was one of the å¿st
times that I ever had. It was wonderful. Brit ittould have been more
positive! (p.28)

The rest of this chapter documents the participants descnptions of the more

negative and insidious aspects of theír sports expenences as lesbians, and the

str¿tegies they used to deal with these attitudes in sport. These stories and

incidences form the majority ol their experiences as lesbians in their elite sports.

Toler¿¡ce

Kelly remarked that her teammates could "handle (lesbians) really well" and

"don't tre¿t her any differently at all" (p 8a). However, ûolerance was not uniformly

expenenced by all participants. Aoife remarked that she was ..pretty well jzst

tolerated by a couple of (her teammates) " and that varied from team to team. Those
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that did expedence lolerance perceived that it ma¡ifested itself in an '!ou're okay

even though you're a lesbian" attitude. Aoife recalled that some heterosexual

players "reached a level of tolerance" for some lesbians but not for others. I asked

her to comment on 'why' these ttvo levels of differentiatjon occurred. She stated

that a level of ûolerance usually occured when teammates thought someone was ..a

good enough player" trc be accepted even though she might be a lesbian. Her theory

came from observing her teammates choose the "less attractive (lesbians), the ones

that fit the stereotype to talk abouf'(p.41a). Consequently, she recalled that those

who "predominantly had realþ short harr and aren't classified as attractive', were

treated differently than those who were'Just" toler¿ted. I asked another participant

about these patterns of tolera¡ce:

I: Do you.think it's changing a bit? People who assume you're gay
now say, "well, she's a really good hockey player and works háró,
what f she's gay?

P: I thrnk so. I think so. It's like, "well what if she's gay? So rvhat !

You know she's a nice person!" (Tina, p.16)

Often tolerance was only exhibited when the participants were not explicitly .out, 
as

lesbians or did not "flaunt" thejr lesbian sexualìty. Dara stated fhat on her former

partner's national team:

The (heterosexual) women are fine with (my ex-partner) and fine
with the other one or two players that have ðome and gone on the
team who were queer, and not ouf. (p.lza)

When Aoife søted that some "strarght people tolerate me and some of them

are great" it was obvious that tolerance ûo her was not a positive experience_ It was

condescending and implied that lesbians were only to be tolerated when it was

convenient or when their 'face fit.' When lesbians were not tolerated in sports the

participants described that other behaviours and attrtudes we¡e manifested.
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Ar oidance

Most of these athletes described that their coaches, teammates and others in

spot were often uncomlortable with lesbians and lesbian issues. They perceived

sports people were "not as comfortable" with lesbians as they were with

heterosexuals, and that most of them would have "a hard time dealing with

(lesbians). " Others were often "threatened," 'ãfraid" and "worried,, about the

possible enstence of lesbians close to them. Consequently, lesbians were

physically avoided or lesbian issues were not addressed.

Physical avoidance occurred when these lesbian athletes were in close

quarters, in hotels or locker rooms, with other team members. Aoife remembered

that her teammates tvere "really reluctant to be in the same room alone with me,'

when they discovered she was a lesbian. Kelly's teammates were often warned to

"stay away" from suspected lesbians, consequently, she perceived that they would

"avoid (her) a little" and '\vouldn't associate themselves with (her) anymore', if they

knew she was lesbian (p.20a). Aoife labeled this physical avoidance ,,the locker

¡oom effect: "

No one wants to change (in the locker room). I mean you're always
showenng together and when I had my relationship $,rth my first
partner I didn't all of a sudden think, "oh, I can't wait to sh'ower
with the team (laughs) ! That's not what happened at all. I mean
that's got nothing to do with it, "l'm not interested in you!" They
have a hard time gettrng over fhat! (pp.47-48a)

Kelly's account echoed this point when she descnbed her teammates behaviour:

Like in the shower, they'd all shower up quickly and leave if a
couple of the (lesbian) girls were in rhe shower. (p.8a)

ln a second intervierv she added:

You_knew they weren't really comforøble with themselves. They
wouldn't express it but deep down they would klnd of søy away,
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especially in the shower. You can tell by who would take a shower
and who wouldn't. (pp.3-4b)

The participants remarked that lesbians and lesbian issues were often

verbally avoided. Their sports colleagues gave the impression that they did not wanf

to hear about or discuss lesbians. Participants commented that discomfort was often

reflected when "something was not satd" or in an 'hnspoken tension" that surfaced

when lesbian øpics were mentioned. Heidi was aware that there were "certain

things" she could not talk about and, in general, there were certainly "no serious

political discussions" about lesbian issues in her sports. Dara stated:

With the straight all women's team that I was on, it wasn't talked
about. (p.7b)

I asked Heidi about the "everybody knows (there are lesbians in sport) but nobody

says anything" syndrome described by Griffin (1992). She stated rhat although

disrespect was not explicitly evident "lesbian sexuality was never talked about"

openly on her team. Similarly, Meghan commented that she never really knew

whether the heterosexual players knew she was a lesbian because ..nobody's ever

asked (her) if (she) was." In addítion, Julie commented that even when it was

known that her two coaches were lesbian there stlll was a lack of verbal comfort

with addressing the issue:

\obody talked about their relationship openly. [...]. Nobody |alked
about it. We just knew, "oh yeah, they're together." (p.6)

Verbal avoidance was best illustrated in Dara's descnption of her team,s

reaction to what she described as a partrcularly "hateful and homophobic comment. "

When someone on her team wished 'ã whole bunch of fags" we¡e killed, she

remembered how:
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I Just stood there. I turned around and kjnd of tooked at everybody.
And nobody blinked aà eye, or enyrhittg. They just kind oi didn,í
s¡y anything. or acknoivledge what she iaid. Thèy just kind of kept
doing u har rhey were doing (p.3à)

As stated there was rarely "massive discussions,' about lesbians, generally, the

participants reported that people "never really said anything" although, Dara figured

that "enough of (the team) knew (she was lesbian) just because of conversations

They didn't havel" She commented:

Like with me on the team, I wasn't oui. I wasn.t really seeing
anybody at the time, I don't think. I wasjusr actually Átartinfto
come out when I was managing the rearland no_oné really aiked
me..They. asked me todo things with them and I either sard ,yes' or
'no' but they didn't ask me about u'hat I was jzst doing. Liké ,.what
did you do this, weekend? Where did you go?r'They nãver asked me
those sorts of tfungs because either thèy krew,and didn't want to
ask me or they di[n'twant to know. (fp.52-53a)

Physical and verbal avoidance of lesbians and lesbian issues were passive

manifestations homophobic attitudes and behaviours. As the athletes continued to

describe their experiences they also identified more explicit acts of antiJesbian

attitudes a¡d behaviours. The fulcrum of these more negative manifestations was

the explicit and persistent assumptions of heterosexuality demonstrated in their

sports wtuch established the perception that lesbian sexualitv would not be

toleËted.

Assumptions and Sanctiorunq of Heterosexualifv

The participants reported that if was rare for lesbians to receive positive

acknowledgement in their sporting environments, that within the .,heterosexual

domain" of their teams there was little open recogrution and affirmation of lesbians.

In their sports environments if was assumed that everyone was heterosexual unless

'suspected' otherwise. Kelly's teammates . didn't think it was possible,' for her to
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be a lesbian because she was so young, whiìe Dara descnbed he¡ peers regularly

stated in her company:

Well, [...] I don't think I know any gay people (p.25a)

Dara decla¡ed that "most people in this world assume heterosexuality and assume

everybody's straight" (p.5b), therefore, in situations where their lesbian sexuality

was not known others assumed that the participants were leading heterosexual

lives. Consequently, they were often asked, ..do you have a boyfriend?" Or.,when

are you going !c get mamed?" Heidi recalled:

(My colleague said) "oh, I'm trying to hook you up with John this
Fnday- wrll you go our with him? And I'd say, .nô, I've gor other
plans." "Well who are you going to be with?,'-,A friend."ì,Oh
really.'|" Some people guessed I Ìn sure. And other people were
wondenng whl l wasn't dating. (p.12)

Heidi also commented that her colleagues "still refer to my boyfnend', and ask..if

I'm going to see my boyfriend this weekend?" Sandra descnbed her teammates

reactions to her lesbian sexuality after assuming she was heterosexual:

Women who played with us, you know, who were really close to
us, did a lot of things socially with us, the¡' didn't know. When they
found out they were like "okay, that makés sense." [...]. But at firsí
it was, ."really, with wþ-o? ìMho were you with?" Come on! (bangs
the table) Smell the coffee ! (laughrer) (p. il)

Even when some 'came out,' a common reaction of fnends was to ask if their

relationship was like "girlfriend/bofriend?"

In addition to heterosexual assumptrons participants talked about how

heterosexuality was sanctioned as the norm, heterosexuality was constantly

valorized. From an early age many hrew that ølkrng about ,.homosexuality,, 
was

oudawed and persistent questions about "boyfriends" conveyed an expectation of
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heterosexualiry. Kelly told me that onc€ she mentiÕned a male fnend, a.,fea¡', that

she might be lesbian dissipated:

P: I constantly had people ask me like, do you have a boy{riend yet?
Because people in my home ûown have heárd rumors (about me '
being lesbian.¡.

I: So do you think they equate having a boyfriend then with you
certainly being safe?

P:Yeah. Like 
^recently, 

I was just on campus and I was talkrng úo a
couple of my friends from (home) and thèy had defnitely heãd all
the rumors especially (becauqe of who I'rir livingïíth, ihey
associate me with her. They figure-.,you must be!.'l was tali<ing to
them and I said 'Vell I have to go, I'in expecting a call,,and thãy
just kr_nd of a1s¡¡¡sd that it was a guy. erid it dr'} happen to be ã
male friend of mine and so they got ãll excited. you'linorv? Happy,
they just thought it was g,,eal. (pp. 16- l7a)

Having 'a man' indicated that individuals .were safe' and their heterosexuahty

could be validated. The participants recognized that this validarion was much more

evident in the social support for heterosexual players. Aoife described the social

sanctiorung of her heterosexual feammates lives:

The straightness of (my university), it was al$'ays there, always in
yoyl faT, especial.ly on_ rhe ream. Everyone talkéd aboui boyfienAs
and laughed, joked, and-teased *'hen a new lellow appeared at the
game. No one ever did that when a woman came ûo ùãtch me even
though they knew exacþ whaT. she was there for (p. 1b)

As a consequence of thrs sanctioning heterosexuals teammates were

defensive about their heterosexuality. Aoife described that her teammates were

"always talking abour men and trying to pretend they're srraight, (p.29a). This

sanctioning was not exclusive to teammates. Sandra recalled that:

With every woman coach you're not going to find someone who is
going to make young lesbians feel comfortable or feel good about
themselves, you know? (My coach) sure didn't go outõf her way to
do that in my last year playng. I mean she's the-best coach I eve;
had and she's done very good thlngs wjth the programme. But you
know, personally, I mean she didn't make me ieefany more
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comfortable than arty of the other ones did. In fact, some of her
comments - I mean the first thrng I found out about her wasjust
how much she enjoyed makrng people know on the team thãt she
wasn't lesbian. And in no uncertain terms ! you k¡ow, stuff like
"hello, I've been sleeping with _. (p.30)

Ironically, despite assumptions of (global) heterosexua.lity in sport the

participants also knew that there was an awareness that, in reality, everyone was

not heterosexual, that there were lesbians in sport. Given that awareness others

valonzed and 'flaunæd' their heterosexuality to repel rumors that they might be

lesbian. As heterosexuality was valonzed as the ,norm,' any diversity from that

sta¡dard was often perceived as unacceptable and deviant.

Patholoeizine Lrsbian Sexual iW

The sanctioning of heterosexuality reinlorced for these atl etes that lesbia¡

sexuality was not considered normal. Despite the fact that .homosexuality' was

eliminated as a "mental disorder" from the American psychological Association's

Diagnostic Statistics Manual (DSlr4) in L973 many peaple still considered it borh a

sickness and a deviance.

(l was) watching the news one night with my dad. [...]. There was
something about gay or lesbian activists on T.V. and hè said ..when
you get out there, be careful. There's a /ot of them out there. you
don't want to get caught up in thatl Stay awav from that ki¿d of
thln.g!" And at Lhat lime I was alread¡ sÍeeping with my teacher!
(Kelly, pp.15-16a)

Sandra remembered books around her house entitled ,Those Unhappy Gays.'

These religious books certainly gave her the "hint', at a very young age that lesbian

sexuality would not be not approved of in her household, and would be viewed as

morally wrong. As she got older she became more aware that ¡esbians were

perceived as mor¿l deviants. she recalled her former pafner's ex-boyfriend telling
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her that her relationship with his ex-girlfnend was .,abnormal 
and unnatural,,

(p.23). Kelly reinforced this notion when she commented that ..strarght people

perceive gay as being abnormal, not normal', (p.38a). An experience that Aoife had

illustrated this disturbing trend of pathologizing lesbian sexuality, she described

'coming out' ûo her closet fnend, a teammate who she hoped to receive emotional

support, however, she reaiized immediately that being lesbian was not something

her friend would accept. Indeed being lesbian immedrately thrust Aoife outside the

realm of saruty in her fnends opiruon:

It was a_really hard time for me and I thought she would be there for
me and I said, "you know, I'm lesbia¡.', Ând she sald ,1rlul did
y.ou Fy.?'l] sajd, "l'm gay, I'm lesbian." And she said ..oh, I'm
shocked ! I'm horrified I Oh my god, I can't believe it !', Her head
was in her hands and shejust krnd of got up and walked away. She
said^"well, you can'tjustify yourself, you cãn't explain this, õan
you? It's all mental." (pp.l4-16a)

Another participant commented that because lesbians were considered

deviant they were often subjected to "absolute chastising" and were ,,always

scomed" in her sport. others told me that they had overhead conversations in which

lesbian sexuality was referred to as "such a disgusting thing', and ..it's sick.', ln

numerous conversations when the "topic of the day" was ..who was and who

wasn't (lesbian), there was a "rolling of eyes,,, ..groans of disgust', and statements

like "oh god!" t esbian sexuality was not perceived as normal:

I imagine some girls kind ofjoke about it. Like my roommate had
gone úo the bar with (the team) and actually my pútner had just got
back from rraining so I spenr the rime witli hei. Ànd one ofihe g"irls
said to (my roommare), "oh, we don't want you to go back to fãøl!
You can come and stay out late." I don't know whaí she meant but I
4*?yl.- the first impression thar I always get is oh, you know, they
think it's dirty and gross, and ever¡hing. 6ina, p. tá¡
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Julie was told by her family she was "living this big, bad, homble life" (p.ll. In

her household lesbian sexuality was viewed as a sickness something that her father

thought her could cure by "injecting (her) with hormones" (p.5). pathologizing and

makrng moral judgments about the rightness of heterosexuality and the ,wrongness,

of lesbian sexuality establishes lesbians as outside the norm, ..the other. "

Consequently, participants suggested thar their sports colleagues believed they had

a "skill" in recogruzing lesbians.

I think everybody on the team knetv or seemed to know who was
not (lesbian)." (Heidi, p.27)

Recogruzng "who was and who wasn't lesbian', reinforced for these athletes the

idea that lesbia¡s were viewed as "different." To be defined quite lite raJly as,,those

kind of people" or "fhaÍtyry of woman" conveyed the message that only

heterosexuals were accepted. The following extract from one inærview highlights

others' perceptions of lesbian "differentness:"

P: (Being a-lesbian) hasn'r affecúed my field hockey. It's just me,
same but different.

I: Wïat do you think of the attitude, you know, ..well you're still a
gwû player even tlnugh you're alesbian?

P: I know! "Well what did y'ou thrnk was going ro happen? Like
"both my arms a^re going to fall off ! And I won-'t be a6Íe to play
anymore! " (Aoife, p.46a)

Heterosexual assumptions, the social sanctiorung of heterosexuality as the

norm and pathologizing lesbian sexuality are key aspects of heterosexism and

contnbute to the perc€ption of lesbian sexuality as deviant. Despite liberal

affirmations of "lifestyle" choices which were voiced in other environments

participants often experienced contrary attitudes in lheir sporting environments.
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Confrontations

These contrary attitudes were often manjfested in .confrànutions.. 
Lesbians

or lesbian issues were zof always avoided because, as Meghan recalled, often

"everybody was talkrng about "homosexuality.,' In this theme of confrontations

there was again a range of 'confronfatjons ' agarnst lesbians; speculation,

sÎ€reotyping, disassociation, differential treatment, and explicit attacks.

Heidi recalled that her teammates would.,think out loudly,', ,.oh god this is

(lesbianism) becoming pervasive." Ironically, despite assumptions of

heterosexuality, many heterosexuals in sport believe they are sunounded by

lesbians. Part of the tension created in sport comes from people speculating that

lesbian sexuality is rife in sports. People speculated and spread rumors about ,who

was and who wasn't lesbian' on their own teams or on opposition teams.

I.was told nghtof the bat, as soon as I made the provincial team _ I
thtnk it's sometlxng that all the nerl, little people get told. Like ,,so

and so's a dyke, so and so's a dyke. And- so'is sie, and so is she.
And she's living with her. I gor âll this information and some of it
was lies. [...]. Total gossip! (Aoife, pp.l0-11a)

Rumor-mongering indicated that lesbians would not be accepted as speculation was

rarely followed by positive comments, in addition, cerrain individuals and teams

become "renowned as being marnly gay. "

My high school teacher - I told he¡ I was going to luniversity) and
she said'\,vell I guess we should æll you ihen ihat the coach-ánd the
assistant coach are sleeping together. And the coach always has
members of the team come over and stay at her house." t:..]. And I
went (to universiry) of course and found out that it was all lies.
(Aoife, pp.11-12a)

sometimes the participants themselves were 'under suspicion' whle at othe¡ times

they obsewed how others were puf under suspicion:
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(My teammates) mostly know who is and who isn't on the team.
One incident came up where the strarght girls were sittin! around
and discussing who was and they pretty much picked evérybody.
But when they came tro me they didn't think I was. (Kelly,-p.7a)

Some participants recalled asking themselves, ,.how do these people know?

Many had "no idea" and did not 'lnderstand" how these rumors spread. part of the

speculation involved a 'law of association,' if someone knew or socialized wilh

lesbians then fåey were considered to be lesbian too.

We heard-later what people said abouius, you know? That ,.you're
all a bunch of lesbians because you play for one. .,you mustbe of
course! (Sandra, p. l5)

When Aoife told her coach and her best fnend, a teammate, that she was a lesbian

she commented that "by the end of the summer everybody knew" but she never

discovered "who did the talking." Similarly Dara commented:

I found out later that there's a lot of people who knew about me -
not through sports but who knerv from óther people. Like from
work and stuff like that - k¡eu' that I u'as queer. You know? I didn,t
tell theml And they're like "oh yeah! (The¡1) found out from
somebody else or somebody told them. " (p.39a)

Rumors were often spread maliciously without any recognition of the

consequences for the "suspects. " Negative gossip and speculation flounshed

especially if individuals fit a lesbian stereotype.

In order to be identified as 'the other" lesbians have to be recogruzed as

different. In order to magnify lesbian 'differentness' from heterosexuality many

participants identified that stereotypical beliefs of lesbians were prevalent in sport:

(The) lesbian_ stereotype, as perceived by straight people in my
expenence - I don't believe in the lesbian stereotype - 1is somðone
with) short hair, doc's (shoes), softball player, aggressive, not
attractive to men, no make-up. (Aoife, pp.1-2a)
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Furthermore, this participanf remembered a group of players being identified .,so

obviously as dykes" because they were wearing .,black leather wifh chrome

zippers!" Dara commented that in sport .,it is assumed that people who look .dykey'

are dykes. " Heidi's account reinforced this notion of how others identified potential

lesbians:

There were a core of women who were very protective of their own
identity, sexual identity. To a point where thêy would blurt, out on
many occasìons - how so and so from. whaterèr team _ ..gosh, 

she
looks so gay." you k¡ow? ..Look 

at the hair cut, look at ile size of
her, look ar the way she walks" (p. 19)

In sport "everyone's impression is that all Iesbians have short hair" or that lesbians

are "rough or boyish." A definite stereotype was that all lesbians are .,butch:"

P: Like often I hear that from my friends (teammates), just in
situations they say "wow butch!ì,We u,ere at a bar aid I was with a
f-nend and we vlalked b¡ a rable and she said ..oh. dvkesl.'There
was four women sitting there and I was like '.maybe?" you know?

I: Do you think there is a stereotype then?

P:.Uh-huh. definitely. I'm sure they don't rhink that, you know, a
dyke is a beautiful, feminine women. They associate róugher
looking women, moustaches or really shoit spiked hair. Íhere is
defirutely a srereorype. [.. ]. I'm surè if they iaw four really
feminine women sitting at the øble they $,ouldn't sav the sáme
thing. Er en though all four of rhem could be....

I:'Lipstick lesbians?'

P: Yes. (laughs) 'Lipsrick lesbians!, (Kelly, pp.32_33a)

Stereotypical beliefs about lesbian behaviour also exsted. Many of their

teammates believed they "had such a big understanding of it (lesbian sexuality),

they "thought they knew everything about it" and could descnbe ¿¡a¿ tty ,fuhaÍ"

they thought lesbians did. Aoife remembered teammates sayng with ..authonty',

that 'bne plays the man and one plays the woman.', Ironically, she added that her
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teammates equated lesbians with radical feminists and man-haters. The stereotype

of lesbians both 'wantrng to be like men'and ,hating men'often confused her.

Behavioral stereotyping focussed on the perceived importance of the sexual

aspect of lesbian sexualiry. The participants observed that often derogatory

comments were directed towards lesbtan .sex.' Teammates often made subtle

sexualized comments about lesbians in the shower room:

I.wasn't around but (my roommate) sa:d that (the team) were having
showers [...] and someone dropped the soap and (onej girl said ,.oË'

too bad she (the lesbian) wasn'r there!" (Tiira, p. lb)

Participants were extremely aware of these behavioral stereotypes. comments like

"you'd better watch out you don't drop the soap on that person" told them that

lesbians were viewed as "voyeurs," sexual maniacs.

People used to make comments about our coach. There were rumors
going around that there had been something bettveen (a player) and
this coach. And with that, I think people's-first responsé wäs ;,1

think you'd bet{er watch your stel; arôund this coaôhl', (Sandra,
P.14)

The presumptron was that lesbians were waiting ûo pounce on unsuspecting

heterosexuals at every moment. when teammates were really reluctant to be in the

salne room alone with Aoife, she felt Iike saying, ..1'm not going ro rape you ! 
., 

Tina

commented that her teammates probably thought she was going to try ¡o ..pick them

up. " There is a belief that lesbians 'Tlaunt" their sexuality and again this solidrfies

the m1'th that sex is central to "who lesbians are,'and .,what lesbians do.',

Another aspect of thrs behavioral stereotyping was described by some ofthe

particpants who are teachers. They stated that it had become ..fashionable,' 
and

"trendy" in schools for children to use "stereotypical homophobic comments" to

tease others inside and outside sport:
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Every second word they call each other is ..fag', or.,that's gay.', ..I
can't_believe you did that, that was roo gay." [...]. I don,t ieríember
people usi¡g that phrase when I was growrng up. But I think it's
something that came about saying "it's gay' io mean ..it,s stupid.',1
remember guys calling each other ,,fags" but that,s been arouird for
awhile. (Sandra, p.23)

Another teacher heard similar comments from her students:

"Oh, that's really gay!" Or he's gay, he's in ballet." ..Banshnicoff,
who cares. He might be a good ãthlete but he's gayl', (Heidi, p.39)

Physical and behavioral stereotypes established a ,,mind set" for what

lesbians were supposed to "look like" and "what they do." participants believed that

promoting these stereotypical attitudes was a way that lesbians could be identified

as different. As many participants were not explicitly .out' 
as lesbians in their

sports it was difficult to challenge and confront these stereotypes, therefore, myths

are pelpetuated.

Once a lesbian stereotype is established in their sports participants descnbed

how others endeavoured to protect themselves by makrng it explicitly clear that they

were not lesbian. In addition trc defending and sanctiorung their heterosexuality

participants observed others attempting to disassociate from the lesbian label,

protecting themselves against something which was viewed as ..less favourable."

One rather eccentric individual on our team, very outspoken, always
playing up to the guys whenever she could and ðoifäng herielf, '
would say the odd comment to another player. .Oh, look at her,
she's pretty cute!" It would be a kind of an',off the cuff, kind oi
comment. The same individual though would have real problems
being identified ?s being on a team with a lot of gay athjeþs. So ir,s
kind of a contradjction, a tremendous contradicti-on. (Heidi, pp.27_
28)

The fear for ma¡ry heúerosexual teammates was being lesbian-bated:

I don't know whether it's paranoia but when we go into the dressing
room - you know how girls are? They, you knowl put their arm
around each orher or something like thai? But rightãway they look
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1t you and they thrn!, "oh god, if I do rhis does she think I,m gay?"
Do you know what I mean? (Tina, p.1 l)

Participants acknowledged that this detachment from lesbians was exhibited

by both heterosexual and lesbian teammates. Lesbian teammates att€mpted to

disassociate themselves from other known or suspected lesbians, feanng they might

be labeled. some participants expenenced a lack of support from these other lesbian

athletes. Tina commented that she thought.,our kìnd" were .,supposed 
to stick

together" (pp.la-15), however, in contrast shê was .,used.'bv 
other lesbians to

deflect suspicion from themselves:

One of the girls on our team, she's gay, and she just came out with
it and said.to a couple of girls, ..well (îina) is gay and so is (her
partner)." 'Cause she's been in the closet for súcÉ a long time I
think she wanted to direct the attention of the issue towirds (us) and
notjust herself because she's been the only one on the team. (p.9)

she recalled the lesbian players on her team pretending they were heterosexual by

talking out loudly about men. She recalled they would say, .,god, that guy's good

lookrng," when they were really looking at his girlfriend:

It seems that there's a couple of them (lesbian players) thar use (mv
partner) and I as. a scapegoar- They lead a dou'ble'life. t . l. They '
brought one of rhe straig.!t gj¡ls over, that's fine, but yòu 

-have 
ó

think ol it, you know? Likel wasn't - I didn't wanr to deal with rhe
questions like "oh, where do you sleep?" you knou, what I mean? I
was asked by a.couple of girls in my owz home which really
lrustrated me. They c¿uì't use my partner and I as a scapegoât.
(p.10)

Part of disassociating from lesbians was reflected in another aspect of

'confrontations,' the differential treatment that lesbians expenenced compared to

heterosexuals. some athletes stated that 'out' lesbians or'suspected, lesbians were

ostracized and their social lives were rarely validaúed. Da¡a recalled how comfort

with, and recognition of lesbian relationships on her team was not the same as for
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heúerosexual relationshrps. læsbian couples were invited to team parties, however,

their relationships were not "as comfortable a thing,, to acknowledge or were not

"ta.lked about quite as much" as the relationship between, for example, her male

coach and his female partner. " l-esbians were often dealt with in a distinct wav:

P: (Our coach) is very ruce to all the boyfriends that come to watch
the games and things like that.

I: Is she nice to the girlfriends?

P: No, no, she's not at all. Every time you go and talk to your
partner or for that matter anybody that-she [nows is a lesúian, [...]
yog kn9w, it's the best way io mãke sure you're going to g"t on the
field, If the other dyke on our ream wanrs ro get oi Uõ fieiä, if sle
hasn't been playing - she ne_uer gets to play -fthe coach) is very
dlscnmtnatlng a€arnst her. you should Þlk to her. Shejust has to
wander over and stârt chattlng to me and (the coach) wiïl put her out
on the field because she doesñ't want her ølkrng to me. S'o rt,s a
sure way to get some arlenrion from (the coach). (Aoife, p.27 _?ßa)

Thls differential treatment sanctions heterosexuality and persists because

heterosexism and homophobia are tolerated in their sports. participants descnb€d

that 'differentiation' flounshed and allowed individuals to "exclude', lesbians o¡

lesbian 'suspects' from their immediate social group. One woman recalled:

If we're on trips and everybody says, ..we're getting up and going
to.fhe bar," rhe)'invite everybody bur rhey maie it ieeå _ whËn thiy
aik the gay girls on the team - lilie they dón't want them to come.
They ask them but it seems like rhey'rè almost being polite (Kelly,
p. 11a)

Another aspect of drfferentjal treatment was the .right' heterosexuals

assumed they had to question the sexuality of .suspected, 
individuals. Julie

experienced this questioning from her family, they continual inquiried about her

teffnmates:

I come from an incredibly intensive Roman Catholic family.
Profoundly homophobic parenrs. [...]. And I used to bring 1my
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sports) friends over. And they'd walk in the door and mom and dad
would ask 'ãre those lesbians?" (p.4)

Another part icipant experienced similar family interrogations:

My m^othe,r is always askrng me abour boyfnends. ..Do you have
one? Can.l see a picture? When are you getting mameOi 1...1. I
rhink my brorheri have an idea. (Théy'rel atwãvs asking meif I
have a boyfnend. Ir's a big concem for túem. lketty, pltZU¡

Sports colleagues and teammates were as explicit with their questioning. Julie

recalled that she and her teammates were often asked ,,you guys are a bunch of

dykes, aren'tyou?" While Aoife recalled:

I remembe¡ that she (a teammate) told me that she went to (a
province's) room in the hotel and (a player from that province) led
the onslaught. "So whar's with (Aoiie¡i What's goinþ on heré? We
heard such and such and so and so!" (p.42a)

Tina was asked by her teammates in her own home where she slept. These inquines

came about bec¿use she shared living space with a woman she was suspected to be

in a relationship with. Similarly Kelly was a suspect:

I had a girl (teammate) sit down and ask me. She said ,,are vou
gay?" ltjust kind of blew me guard. (pp.11- 12b)

Individuals who were not 'thought to be' lesbians or stereotyped as resbians

were not interrogated about their sexuality, that 'privilege' was given to lesbian

'suspects. ' Having their sexuaiity questioned was something that all the participants

either anticipated or expenenced in their lives in sport.

The most explicit aspect of ,Confrontations' 
descnbed by many participants

was identified as more direct attacks ûowards lesbians and lesbian sexuality:

I feel that sometimes when the gay issue comes up, everyone cuts it
down. (Tina, p.32)

'confrontations' contrasts with the 'Avoidanc€' theme discussed previously. when

the subject of 'lesbran sexuality' could not be avoided it was mrely accompanied by
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affirming comments. Tina, who was .suspected' of being a lesbian, told me that

one ofthe first 'confrontations' she had was when teamaate told her categoncally

that being a lesbian would precipitate a distinct change in their fnendship. she

stated:

Last year thrs girl came up to me - like I just came out of the closet
two years ago - and she said ,.oh, 

J hearihere's a lot of rumors
going on?" Andl sard.,oh?" And she said ,I hear you,re gay.; i
said "oh really?" [...]._l handled it very calmll,. I nÉuer reãtty
answered it. [...]. And she said,'.well.:l jusr wanred to let yóu know
that if you u,ere, I'd treat you differently. I wouldn.r like íou. to;
know?" And she left it ar ihat. So rhat k_rîd realty w"te mé up, iit""wow,'' you know? (pp.8-9)

Aoife who 'came out' to her coach remarked that the initial support and acceptance

she expenenced decreased, instead her coach incessantly attåcked .lesbian sexuality

in the following playing season. Her coach ofrcn reacted strongly to Aoife,s

appearance if she dressed like a stereotypical lesbian:

I. hal_ajeanjacket on over top of a white T_shirt and my track pants.
And I think I was weanng a baseball cap AnA f cameiítonerimy-
9.oa9!'s) viciniry. And shè said ..oh, you look like rhose women
(lesbians) over there. Take yourjackêt off and your hat o[f, and
spruce yourself up a bit." The assistant coach was very good and
she sard to rhe coach "l hardl¡ rhink that's appropnare'to-say
sometlung like that. " And th^e coach sard *wêil iliey look lik; hell,
and I don't want thar rype of woman reflected on óur team.,, (p.älO

Aoife suggested that the coach's "under-handed homophobic comments,' always

'tmply that it (lesbian sexuarity) is just not acceprable on our ream. " she highrighæd

another incident where her coach openly vilified Iesbian sexuality:

P: We had a team meeting at (a ûournament), it was in the moming
and two players hadn't showed up to the team meeting yet. So (thË
coach) said "where are (rhose twó players)?" And someone said
'bh, the last time I saw rhem they ú,erê having an intimate brealdast
together_" And (the coach) sard ..oh my goodãess ! Well, we can t
have any of tftal on this team!',

I: Are these two women involved?
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P: No, not at all

I: Ir was just ajoke?

P: It was just.a joke! It was jusr thar sorr of rhing. And thrngs like
that happen all the time. Likè it's so common ipiZ:a)

Incidences of verbal bashing, whisper campaigns, homophobic jokes slurs,

and derogatory comments were directed towards lesbian sexuality. One participant

had to confront what she described as ..openly, vocal homophobia," while all the

participants talked about overheanng "condescending comments,, about lesbians.

When I asked some of them to descnbe these comments, generally, they referred to

them as being very 'ãnti-gay" and "destructive.,'

I think of the comments people make and how they react, jokes,
slurs and things like that. you know? If you put your arm around
somebody or make some kind of gesturé of fiendship with another
girl, 

Lou know, "you're a lesbianl'Or .,les-be friendô"jokes like
that. Do you k¡ow whar I mean? lSandra. p.22)

often sports people had "nothrng to say but bad thrngs" about lesbians, always with

"negative connotations. " Disrespectful comments often accompanied..gayjokes.,,

Thesejokes vitified lesbians, most often were sexual in nature and usually .played

up' the stereotypical my.ths about lesbians being sex maniacs. Dropping the soap in

the showers often heralded a plethora of gay jokes.

Participants often experienced an "intense reaction" towards lesbians and if
lesbian topics were on the agenda Julie recalled that it created a "major turmoil,

almost like World War III had erupted.', Extreme animosity ûowards sexual

diversity was salient in one partrcipants account:

It was the time when there was that big earthquake in San
Francisco? We were in the changing rôms, i't was after practice.
And someone was saying, ..oh yea-tr, did you hear aboutìhe
eanhqlake? It cut out rhe.basebal I game."And lanother player)
turned to whoever was talking and said, .do you know whât I'really
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wísh? I really wish there was a whole bunch of fags undemeath that
bridge and it came crashing do*'n a¡d killed them-al -,' I could, noi
believe that something so hateful would come out of somebody's
mouth. (Dara, p.33a)

some participants families also "lashed out with ongoing verbal assaults and

homophobic stuff. " In particular Julie described her father as "abusive,, towards her

lesbian sexuality. He would yell and scream that her sport was fu of "god damn

lesbians" (p.17). ln another incident her brother verbalry threaæned her that he

would "call the cops" because she was a lesbian. For this woman derogatory

comments and offensive jokes were not subtle, she did not have 1o decode the

underJying message.

Several participants were cognizamt that ..gay_bashing', 
was a reality and that

it clearly demonstrated disapprova.r of, and hatred towards lesbians and gay men.

Although none of the participants observed or expenenced physical baslung

directly, Tina explarned that she often felt physically threatened by a teammate. In

addition to telling her that she 'ïould not like her if she was gay,,'a teammate

harassed her on the ice while playing:

She always takes cheap shots at me, like all the time. Like last year,
when I was cutling across the goal she stuck her knee out. Evei
since.that dayJ haJed þ9r. [...]. She tned to krck ar me and tnp me.
Like kicking (laughs). You know? And I'm currrng toward thê net
and she's still like really, you know, slashrng me ãrd everything?
(p 38)

Tina reassured me that her teammate took 'theap shots" at everyone but she felt

more harassed because she was alesbian. Another participant also recalled an

incident where at practice one day another player was "out to get me, to lut me for

some reason" (Dara, p.22a). However, she did not attnbute this physical

ha¡assment directly to homophobia. The explicit nature of direct ,afiacks' on
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lesbians and lesbian sexuality indicated to these athletes that their sexuality would

not be affirmed in their environments. In addition to sanctioning heterosexualify as

the norm these overt confrontations always implied that lesbian sexuality was

abnormal, disgusting and morally wrong.

Generally, the participants confronted a range of expenences from openness

to explicit homophobic attrtudes and behaviours in their sporting environnents.

Although participants experienced positive attitudes, it was apparent from their

sûones that tolerance was of¡en demonstrated on the condition that they were not

explicit about being lesbian. They were aware that it was not al\Nays,.okay,, to be

lesbian, that Iesbian sexuarity shourd not be "fraunted" or "falked about. " They all

observed or expenenced the pathorogizing of resbian sexuality, avoidance of

lesbians and lesbians issues, and confrontations towards lesbians. The expricit

discnmination resulted in, as Aoife described, a "pretty poisonous environment" for

lesbians in sport. In addition, they experienced heterosexual assumptions,

valorizing and sanctioning of heterosexuality. However, there is also a perceptron

that lesbians are everywhere in sports which allows for speculation and

stereotyping to take place, generating homophobic discnmination towards lesbians.

However, the athletes were also aware that the existence of lesbia¡rs in sport is also

demed. Through these methods lesbian sexuality in sport is regurated, lesbians are

identified and once suspected they are ostracized out of spor.. consequently, a the

athletes described that it was sometimes necessary to assume a heterosexual image

to remain safe, and in their sports. The mecharusms they used to manage their

lesbían identities, and decrease the nsk they perceived in being identified as lesbians

will be discussed in the next section entitred, 'Lesbian Athletes Strategies.'
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Sport - læsbian Athletes Strateeies

In the interviews I asked these lesbian athletes to descnbe their sports

experiences, ard given the "poisonous environment" that many of them descnbed,

how they coped with the discnminations that they confronted on a regular basis?

what emerged from their stcries was that the pa¡ticipants employed many strategies

to cope with the attitudes and behaviours they experienced.

In my third year I was pretty much trying zor to rarse eyebrows. I
wanted. to get somewhère with {my sþori-¡ and I wanted to get
somewhere with py team I wanred o be accepted in this tärn. (My
sport) was my only really personal space and I'really wanted to fèei
very comfy and accepting and e\ ery-thlng so I didn'i bring any of
my lesbianism into (m¡ spon). (Adife, pp.f:_:+a¡

Tlus section will descnbe the extent of the strategies these participants

pursued to manage their own lesbian identities in sport. The paficipants have

frequently; tried to "appear" heterosexual; changed their behaviours and

conversation in order to deflect suspicion from themselves; compromised their

feelings; or in contrast, taken risks to make their lesbian identity more visible.

These coping strategies can be placed on a continuum from passing as heterosexuar

to being explicitly out. The strategies used depended on the nsk they felt in being

identified as lesbian in sport. The greater the nsk the more .closeted, 
the

participants remarned. I arranged their strategies into the following themes;

retre¿ting into sameness; s ence; secrecy; withdrawal; reversing the tolerance; and

risk-taking.

Retreatins into Sameness

It has been suggested in previous literature that lesbians .,pass,, 
as

heterosexuals to cope with the risls they perceive in being identified as resbian
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(Gnffin' 1992b; woods & Harbeck, 1992). rn the ìnterviervs I carried our it was

clear that thrs was also a process which was part of the lives of the participants. As

¡esbian atl etes the participants have felt constrained to hide their sexual identity,

"give the impression that (they) feel the same way as the predominantly

heterosexual crowd, and that they are heterosexual. when teammates ridicule gay

athletes Kelly descnbed how she .retreated into sameness.'

In fron-t.of the other players, I don't really sa¡.anything at all. I
don'r. I'm n¿..¡ negarive_ro_ the gay athlètei. I def Ãircty'don,trry to be
negative at all to them. Like I ivant to søy neut"ral, máke it seem as if
I'm n¿utral aú¿ut the u,hole situation. 'Cáuse I don.t want to be
thlo¡vi_ng digs about them, hke the gay arhleres, just to make others
think that I'm not. I justlike tc sta¡:as neutral aï possible 1pp.j1_
LL.r)

In a second interview Kelly tord me that she hadjoined a new team. They had heard

rumors that she was a lesbian, consequently, she had to give them the impression

that she was heterosexual. Kelly described her experience when she began playing

for this team that was "more homophobic" than her previous team:

I,had to pretend to them th-rough-my whole season, I had to prove to
them rhat l.was straight. My girlfnãnO is playing fór this team and
no-one had any idea about hér, well not rhafshãknew. But we
wanted to play ¡ogether and that was her team, and she wasn,t
wllllng to leave it. I wanted to move on, so I did what I had to do to
play (with her). (pp.4-5b)

Not all the participants were in situations where they had to ,,prove,,they 
u,ere

heterosexual. However, at certarn times in their lives they all actively suppressed

the expression of their lesbian sexuality because they felt the ..pressure 
to conform,,

to "appear like one of the crowd" and pass as heterosexuar. Given the hostire

sporting environment which they described, it is not surprising that they worked to

conceal that they were Iesbian.
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I always had the collegiality and the warmth and comparuonship rhat
I felt far more wirh my t€ammares, yer I was tryins tci Oo t¡e soi,ãiiu
acceptable 'daring boys.'I would really have ráthe"r been our in n.'
playìng fields rather than going on a dáte u,here I had to follorv
some socially prescribed was of acting and behaving. (Heidi, p.10)

The conditions which caused the participants to 'retreat into sameness' were

either self-motivated and proactive, where the participants made a conscious

decision to deflect suspicion from themselves or they were responding and reacting

to explicit homophobic comments or feelíngs expressed in their sporting

environment. comments such as "we'll have none of those women (lesbians) on

our team" influenced and pressunzed some afhletes to suppress disclosing their

lesbian identity. Instead they reacted by hiding themselves and their reactions to

explicitly hostile attitudes. Some strategies involved laughing at gayjokes,

mentiorung 'straight' social places, not confronting lesbian issues and being silent

and secretive about being lesbian. Kelly commented:

If rhey (teammates) say a gay joke or something, I ,ll laugh. (p.34a)

Whtle Sandra explained:

Jokes and ttungs, I can even remember ¡¿l/lng them in first year.
Amazrng actually. But I do remember maiiin! comments and that
kind of thing. I remember takr ng part in conversations speculafing
and not being really positive aboút it (lesbian sexualityj lpp.tC,i}1

Both these participants told me that they tried "not to get too heartily involved" with

discussions that appeared "ûotally agarnsr it (lesbian sexuality),' or ..make out that

(they) were homophobic." However, Sandra stated that when her team were

speculating and spreading rumors about others being lesbian, she was ,,probably

right in there (saying) "oh really, are you serious?" In addltion all the participants

were aware of the lesbian stereotype a¡d at trmes acted in such a way as to
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completely distance themseh,es from the .lesbian 
image. , Julie commented that

because her team were "always scomed as lesbians," she:

Went into a hyper-feminine mode on the national team. I think in
response to a Iot of what was happening, both in terms of sex and
gender. (p.7)

Likewise Kelly recalled:

I don't think there is a gay dress. I dress comfortable like an other
athlete, I guess, sweatsãnd a T-shirt but then agarn all the straighi
girls, they dress rhe samc way. So I don't knoü if I look gay tõ
them, I don't know if I look lay to anyone. (p.35a)

Another strategy used to retreat into sameness was stressing their interest in

the opposite sex. Heidi achieved this through being non_committal about her

partners' gender when asked about her ..pretty private life:,'

(My colleagues) often refer to my boyfriend that I'm in a
r.e,lali9l"sfie 

:vr,tlr 
as gpposed to ñy - yo-u knou,- and me knowing

It's.€lrllnend. I l.ust have to be aware of the one word (laughs) ,gTrl,
or 'boy!" And it's just very convenient for me to carry'it o"n. Ánã I
{op'1hav.e to speak specfcally about gender. I can sáy what ,we,
dld. Gender becomes - doesn'i really become necessary to refer lo
and it appeases them! (p.3 i)

The extent to which 'retreating into sameness, occurred was dependent on

the amount of pressure the athletes felt at any given time to remain invisible as

lesbians and appear heterosexual. Many participants tralked about "doing the dating

guys thing" to cover-up. Meghan recollected that after her first major crush on a

female tea'nmate she "kept seeing a whole bunch of different guys.', While Kelly

stated that to disassociaûe herself from the lesbian label she often talked about male

fnends and explained her "act" involved:

Hanging around wjth a lot more male fnends orjust talking about
(them). Like 'il ralked ro rhjs guy ronight" or .T'm going orît with
this guy. " (p. l6a)
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Tina took a more drast¡c measure to .retreat into sameness' and ensure her

credibility with her heterosexua.l peers:

I didn'r fit in with all those girls, that's big titne.I didn't fit in
because they all had boyfriends and I wasî't seeing anyone. And in
my first year of university, I was so pressured aboir everyone
having boyfriends, everyône had sei, that I went and had sex with
this. guy, just to g^et thar pressure of my back and what a stupid thing
to do, you know? (p.47j

From their stones it was apparent that ,retreating into sameness, allowed

some partrcipants to pass as heterosexual and fullill heærosexist assumptions while

marntaining the secrecy of their sexual identity. Given their perceptions oftheir

hostile environment mary of these athletes had no other choice but to trv at fimes tc)

"appear like one of the crowd."

Silence

silence describes how participants stifled themserves in reaction to sudden

confrontations about lesbian sexuality. Silence is a reactive strategy (8. Jackson,

personal communication, January 15, 1995) which the participants used to cope

with the "poisonous environment," silence allowed some participants to maintain

the cover of "sameness." Tina described how this silence manifested itself:

The woman rhat helped me out (at home), started me weight_lifting,
shewas gay. I was hanging around with her all the time, we
clicked, we were such good friends. And everyone was ôoming up
to me and started askin_g mequestions, ..\.t,ell, is she gay?', end"l,in
llke, torally defensive. I'm like *l don'r know! And ii she is I don,t
want to be hanging around ! (p.16)

This self-defensive silencing presewed her credibility with those who were mahng

the inquiries. other panicipants silenced themselves when they were faced with

inquires about their 'significant others.' Ke y stated that when people asked her

who she was seeing romanticalry, "r telr them "no-one!" (p.r7a). Tina fert that she
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had to silence herself when talkrng about her pafner in conversations with others.

she explarned, '?hen I talk abour (my partner), I krnda like say (her) name quietly"

(p.33). In the interview she indjcated the process she goes through by actually

whispering her partners' name, the murmur symbolically diminishing her partners'

importance in her li[e.

Participants also remained reticent when specifically asked about their

sexuality. when a teammate confronted rina about her sexuality she ,,just let her

keep talkrng and never rearly answered" (p.g). In the incident when teammates

asked Tina where she slept in her own apartment, she recalled ,.side_stepping 
the

question" (p.10). When Kelly was asked by a teammate was she gay, she chose not

to 'come out: '

I didn't know what to say. I was just ,,umm, no!', And I said ,,I
don't think that's any of your buiìness anyway.'. And u,elusr krnd
ol laughed about lt and went on w¡1h our conversation..' 1þ. l2b¡.

It was apparent from their stones that their self_silencing also ensued

incidents of gayjoke telling and any type of verbal gay bashing. When Kelly,s

teanmates made "lesbian"jokes about dropping the soap in the showers and

"laughed andjoked with (her) abour if bur (she) didn,r say anyrhing at ail,, (p.8a).

l-ater in the interview I asked her how she would respond in a situation if someone

was to say in a derogatory way, .,oh god, that's so gay?" She stated that if it was

'Just one comment, I won't say anlthing or I'll jusr laugh', (p. l9a). Similarly, Dara

sard that "dropping the soap" comments were frequent at her practices and arthough

she felt like challengíng their comments she recalred that she 'Just sat the¡e and

didn't say an)'thng" (p.26a).
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Da¡a also felt compelred to tisæn in sirence when she he4rd another player

wish "a bunch of fags were krlled" in an earthquake. she descnbed to me how she

stood initially almost frozen to the spot and when she looked around af the other

players and realized that they were rof making comments or responding, she ,.never

said anything to (the player) about it" (p.32a). Meghan reca ed an incident where

some teammates were discussing "who was and rvho wasn't lesbian" on her team

and how "disgusting" they thought lesbian sexuality was. She remembered

remaining silent and listening to what they were saying about others. Although

Aoife thought it was ironic that her heterosexual teammates spent ,,hours bashing

men," she chose to be silent on those occasions, having "nothing to do with it.',

Although most of her teammates knew at that time that she was lesbian, she felt that

takrng part in male bashing would confirm the stereotype of lesbians as man-haters.

Even when Kelly was being offered contacts and resources in a lesbian commuruty

in the city she was moving to, she remembered reacting in such a way as to not

explicitly confrrm her sexuarity, she remained non-committar about her sexuality.

Self-silencing was imposed by many partrcipants when they were reacting

to situations where their sexuality might have been questioned and where they

anticipated a risk in being labeled lesbian.

Secrecv

Athletes also described having to be secretive about their sexuality. ln

contrast to silencing, secrecy was a proactive strategy (8. Jackson, personal

communication, January 15, 1995) which the participants used to ensure they did

"not make comments to identify themserves" as lesbians. Rather than trying to pass

as heterosexual, secrecy involved strategizng to prevent others from seeing them as
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lesbians. Although they appear similar, secrecy involved censonng information

about their líves rafher than explicitly preænding there were heterosexual. Griffin

(1992b) labelled this subtle difference as ,,covering."The following themes

emerged in what I labelled secrecy; gathering information about others' attitudes;

planning how to respond to confrontations and discriminatory remarks;and limrting

information about their Uves.

In order 1o maintaln secrecy some athletes developed the ability to constantly

monitor others' attitudes towards lesbian sexuality. 1trhen I asked Kelly what cues

she looked for she explained:

I try to analyze and say, "well are- they doing that to me? Are they
going to b€ thar way towards me?,,1 luess I just look for the initÍal
reactions from people. (pp.1l-l2b). - -

l-ater she added:

I'mjust seeing how people reacr, how it changes myself, how rt
charges my relationship u'ith certain people, jüst trying to basically
garher information. ( p.2 ib)

Meghan also explained:

On tour we'd (m),team) go for walks and stuff. And the straight
players, they were making comments about this person and t[at
person.being gay. Like I just didn't say anyrhing. i just sort of
liste¡ed and ah, at the_time, you know,- was'aUsoiUing it all, and
thinking "oh my god, they don't think I am. (p.24)

Dara recalled when she moved to a new city she had to begin to gather information

about her new teammates' attitudes towards her and about lesbian sexuality. Heidi

also gathered information when her colleagues made comments that were "anti-

gay. " This alerþd her to their hostility and when they attempted to gain access and

information to her "private life," her previous morutonng allowed her to use

language that she knew would "appease" them and which would keep her ,þnvate
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life" a secret. when participants were not, to their knowledge, identified as resbian

by their peers, they gained accass to conversations their reammates had about

lesbians and allowed them to analyze the risks involved in being ,out.,

Having observed the systemic reaction towards lesbian sexuality some

participants planned how to malntain .secrecy.' 
Aoife leamed how to keep her

feelings "under lock and key" as much as she could wh e Meghan .,stuffed in her

feelings."These strategies helped them to avoid appeanng perplexed when

confronted with derogatory remarks. planning for secrecy arso described how the

participants prepared themselves to regulate information about their lives. Kelly

explained:

I 've been here a full year and the friends I've made _ I haven,t reallv
lalKed utth lhem much on the situation. I don't bing it up. I don,t 

,
want to, you know, get anybody suspicious. (p. lga)

For Kelly planning for confrontations began early in her sports career. she recalled

horv she "used to think about women more and more', even before her first

relationship yet at the same time she \r,as constantly being asked why she was not

"dating boys:"

I used the excuse that I'm more interested in sports. l,d say, ..I,d
p:."919Þ,yT1S go our and.if I had a boyfnerid, r;d probãúty u:ant
l9^:11l.rli ^l]lsspon 

and b*, 
ry.rn ar rhar spon.,'r ãways iaia,

(sporr) ls what ¡nterests me now!.'(p.4la.¡

Kelly realized from an early age that she should stop thinkrng about the possibility

of being gay because she was awa¡e that it was not accepted in society. She .,just

pushed it aside" and kept her feelings towards women he¡ secret.

Many participants were aware that as a result of heterosexism and

homophobia that the subject of lesbian sexuality was viewed as a .,úaboo.,,

Cònsequently, they "suppressed" and .lgnored" 
their feelings fo¡ women as a
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st*rtegy to marntain their secret lives. In addition to 'suppressìng' their feelings

participants prepared answers for those who inquired about their .secret, life. Both

Dara and Kelly indicated that they were ready to "make up" stories about their social

lives because they were 'hot really comfortable" disclosing their sexuality:

A lot of fnends ask me ah, u,here I've been going on the weekends.
Ah,.well I say "I go out to_a fnends place orio a-party, or to a bar.,,
And they always say, ..,well what bai?" llaughs) Wef ií¡ust tinãa
name one of the..s-traìght bars around and hoþe that rhey *.r*;i
lhere (taughs). (Kelly, p. i9a)

Part of planning also involved "turmng orf' their sensitivities to resbian

issues and even their own personal rives. Heidi exprained that often on long road

tnps with the natronal team she would receive retters from her partner. However,

she had to balance her feerings of being "touched" by her partners, words with

"shutting them off" in the hope that others on her team, particularly her coach,

would not notice. Although she found this "very difficult" and was ..not always too

successful," choosing r¡rf to talk about her partner maintained the secrecy in her life
(p.27). Ironically, even in a climaæ where Heidi's sexuality could be celebrated and

affirmed a1 the Gay Games, she commented that it was stilr necessary for her to be

secretive. she was on the organizing commrttee for the Games in her city but fert it
was essential to conceal her identity because of the "tremendous stigma" attached to

lesbian sexuality by the predominantly heterosexual society:

One.of the stipulatrons that I gave was that my name not be used on
øny brochures or an).thtng ofihat nature. So í rvas protective about
m-y.identity and I said, ..on no pamphlets, ¿¿ brochures, norhing.,,
Well, I ducked T.V. cameras all rhé ûme and I Ouctea,éporteisät
the time at the Gay Games. (pp.34-35)
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When I asked some other participanls about a potential appearance in the Gay

Games in their futures they retorted that keeping their identities a secret would

involve nol planning to participate in the Games, just yet.

In addition üo planning for confrontâtions these women also limited

informalon about their lives. Despite wantrng to say, as Sandra recalled, ..this is

who I am" and "this is who'm with," many of the participants felt compe ed to

guard theír sexual identity. An essential part of Iimiting information was the

participants' reguratron ofdiscrosing their lesbian identity. As stated previousry in

their lesbian biographres while they were participating in their major sport many of
these women did not telr anybody that they were resbian, and when I asked most of
them did they "come out" in their sporting environments when they were first

discovenng their lesbian sexuality many replied categoncally, ,.no!,,

I: At the time you got involved, did you tell anyone else?

P:'That I was expenencing this? No. lt was all on my own.(Meghan, p. t8)

Similarly, Heidi recalled:

l9l9i'],"11 4l?yjÍy Nobody kneu, for sure abour my relarionship
u¡ltn her. [...J. I never spoke to anybody about it and neither did she(my parrner). (p.15)

several athletes did not want ¡o "admit to other peopre" that they we¡e resbian

because it was something that they felt they could not expose in their sport:

I lalked to my other friends outside (my sport) and I sard to them
like, "I can'¡ tell anybody on 1my team), i can'tt; 1Oii, pp-.t5,
29a) -

Further limiting of informatron about themserves was achieved by what they

described as "hiding" and 'þretending. " In addition to remarning ..croseted,' 
some

participants described that secrecy involved "protecting" their.identity and ..pufiing
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up a front" to deflect suspicion from themselves. sandra commented that she ,.got

to be pretty good at the facade" by the end of her university sports career. The

"facade" enabled her úo mask her lesbian sexual identity. similarly, Jurie recalred

how marntairung a facade invorved remaining mute on the topic of lesbian sexuarity:

We censored ourselves on lesbian stuff t...1. We didn,t raise it as an
issue. (p.28)

Being secretive was a strategy that the athletes used úo cover_up their

identities as lesbians in sport, it involved gathêring information, planning for

responses and limiting information about themselves in order to mainøin a veil of
secrecy over their lives.

Withdrawal

In contrast to passing and remaining silent and secretive about their lives, all

ofthe participants indicated that they had, at t¡mes, wíthdrawn from both lesbian

and sporting environments to avoid being ìabeled lesbian and to avoid openly

homophobic attitudes. unrike 'retreating into sameness' and .silence,' 
being abre to

withdraw from a host e situation involved the afhletes assuming some contror over

what they were prepared to acknowledge about their lesbian identity or tolerate in

their lives. The participants often used language which illustrated a ,.physical,,

withdrawal from situations. Meghan commented that despite her very strong

feelings towards women she "n¿ver crossed over the line" to impose her feelings

on others (p.1. She described .holding 
back her feelings" because she knew a

homophobic society had rendered 'homosexuality' a "taboo. " when they were/î,,rr

'toming out" as lesbians few partrcipants physicarty sought out any lesbian support
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neither did they venture into a lesbian community or seek out lesbian cultural

events, such as the women's bar or Gay pride marches:

(My partner-and I) would talk about it a lot, you know? And wonder
what kind of craziness we were involved ¡ni...1. an¿ didn,t _ as
lgnq as- I was involved with this woman _ we aiän't reatty seek any
kind of support in the communiry that was out there. 1SaíOra, f.ej

As many of the particpants thought they ,,were 
the o nly ones,, (lesbians), they

initially kept very much to themselves because they did not envisage shanng their

lesbian lives with anyone. Heidi reca ed thinking "maybe there were other resbians

out there but we (partner and her) never interacted with them,,(p.32).

In addition to physically steering clear from a lesbian communiry some

participants abandoned their fnends, social roots and decided to either move awav

from their home cities, cutting all ties with home.

I'm actuallv not out in (my home city) and that,s probably why I
lefr. (Dara,'p. l3a.)

l-aær Dara added:

I just basically walked.away from^the city. Lrke I left for no really
good reason - people, like. inost of my fnends know wåy I left, '
probably because I could be more oui (where I was goiíg;, aná I
had nothing left in 1my home city¡. ip.37a¡

Tina recalled really isolating herself from people, not letting them know anything

about her lesbian life. when she was not playing on her team she stâted that she did

"things for (herself), kepr ro (hersef) because (she) didn't wanr ro bother anyone,,

(p.31). In order to stay away from those that created and maintained rhe ..poisonous

environment," therefore, she serf-imposed isolatron on herserf. Da¡a also chose this

withdrawal strategy when she opted not to try out for the nauonal team. After

heanng the "honor stories" about the treâtment of lesbians by the national coach,

she removed the dream of a national team place from her list of sporting goals.
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The act ofphysically rvithdrawing was also used as a defense against more

direct homophobic comments. After listening to a player ..wish 
a whole bunch of

fags were krlled," Dara recalled removing herself from rhe sifuation:

Ijustleft. [...1. -I had toleave. LikeI left, I don,t know rvhere iwenr, I jusr sat for awhile. And then I came back'lãLr a¡A did
wharever I had ro finish doing. (pp.32_3ãa) - - --

Aoife also commented that when her coach reprimanded her for lookrng like a

lesbian she "just walked away,,because ,.couldn,t 
handle it.,,(p.20a). Many times

she wanted to "stand up and walk out of the room,,but stopped hersetf because she

recalled "always getting so wishy_washy about ir!,, (p.25a).

As well as the heterosexual players avoiding the locker rooms some of the

participants also physically avoided locker rooms and showers after games. The

following accounts ilrustrate how these women coped with the.,rocker room effect:,,

I would rarely sh-ower because Ijust, you know, I iust felt
uncomforuble. (Kelly, p.4a)

Similarly, Aoife stated:

]n ¡nV 
rhird year I remember just running off rhe field _ like we had

:?1,1t^..?^ìi.y:lalrogerher 10 ger on rhe pla¡e? And I u.outd sprinror rne netq, rhro\4 my equrpment in my bag. Sprint to the shówers,and be out of rhere beiore the team haOhnifreã*uirn,ng ao*n .ono-one had ro deal wirh rhe srress of showenng witü..î tp.¿Sàl-
Tina stated that she d¿d shorver with the team but she withdrew her gaze rrom rhe

other heterosexual players:

I do have a shower with.rhe.rest of the girls, the stmight ones. Andah, none of rhem have nice bodies -1"íuyi i e;tîãi,. beside rhepoint (laughter). Bur i don't really ,úr" ;r;ny;irh"m. [...]. I don,tdo anythinç oùr of rhe ordinary, I ír*n l.i rr,ä óuiåi rnË rótlng åithem or anything like that. (pp.3l-32)

Occasionally, however, these withdrawal strategies were not enough to
cope with the "poisonous environment,,' subsequently, other types of coping
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mechanisms were employed to herp participants escape the hostility. sandra recafled

using alcohol as a way ofdealíng with the secrecy and antiJesbian attitudes:

I've thought about it (dnnking and socializing) within the realm of
lesbians in sport. That was a 6ig concem for"me rn my university-
I:iT *:""* ir's pan of rhe wáy I deatt u.irh things,by Onnt<in'g. t
Know r t's not everybody's siruation but it $.as rhe ltuaiion withìnv
panner and I at the time. That's how we dealt with thtngs, t*" ráiã
to ourselves) "l'm sure it'll go away if we dnnk one moietì ltaugtrì;That's.always somethrng I ñanæd ío talk to othei women about and
lee if that's been part oflheir expenence and seeins if that,s how
they handled ir? [...]. lr was for'me. (pp.32_33)

In addition Julie recarled that after particularly violent and homophobic reactions to

her lesbian sexuality from her family she physica y sought help when she ..turned

to a therapist" for counselling (p.19).

when the discrimination reached a level which some of the participants

would not torerate they withdrew from their sports altogether orjoined new teams

in the hope that the atmosphere would be less .þisonous.,,When 
I asked Aoife

what made her søy in her sport, she stâted categoncally that she was ,,nat going to

continue being there," she was going to leave because of the hoslire atmosphere. ln
addition, when I met Tina sometime after our first interview she confirmed that she

had left her team because the atmosphere was not a healthy one ior her to be in as a

lesbian. Kelly also told me, in a second intenierv, that she had also moved to a new

team. The act of physically withdrawing from their sports and pursuing somethrng

less discnminatory was cerrarnry an essential coping mechanism for these atr etes.

unfortunately, Kerry's new team that was "twice as bad" in ûerms of being hostile

and homophobic than the one we discussed in our first meeting but she opted to

play there for other personal reasons.
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Generally, the process of withdrawing physically allowed these athÌetes to

deal with whatever was "thrown at them" because they could ,escape, 
attacks.

Withdrawing provided them with some personal space away from deslructive

behaviours and negative attitudes.

Reversing the Tolerance

Reversing the'tolerance' these athletes often experienced in a homophobic

sports world was another strategy they used to manage their lesbian identities in
sport. Having listened to many messages about how others might not accept them,

some of the participants turned this 'ûolerance' a¡ound to reflect their views of what

låey, as lesbians, found acceptable and not acceptable:

Il:.::|d,h.:ftillmy coach and æammares) were more loteraring of
:T_11y^ 

t,Li.b"] you.know, I don'r really care anymore. Theiare
gotng ro ha\e !o tolerate m.e berause I am here. Anä, you kno.i,l,m
putting up.with råzm, so rher'llhave to put up wittr ni". That,s ihe
way I feel! (Aoife, p.42a¡

By reversing the tolerance these participants flipped the responsibility for
acceptance onto their own shoulders and took contror over what fåey were prepared

to tolerate in their rives. Meghan explalned that her response úo others who wourd

not accept her was to say that her sexuality was part of her and .,if you don,t accept

it, that's okay, that's your choice but ithas nothìng to dowith me,,(p.22). Aoife
described how she dealt with the very hurtfur reaction of her best fnend to her news

that she was lesbian a¡d how she coped with playing on the same team that season:

Ijust ignored her. Ijust couldn't have an¡hing to do wlth her or
etse tt $as too much. Sf e w3s roo much io deã wirh. My way of
coping with it? Well I just figured, ,,wett 

she,s noirv orthif.,, And
.,t naue enough gnef to deal with right now. She can do he¡ own
rrungt ' sr¿ needs some help, that's fine! (p.lga)
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Both these women afforded themselves the option of not tolerating those who did

not tolerate them rather than acquiescing to accepting condescending torerance.

Meghan descnbed a situation where she observed lesbians reversing

tolerance and was unique to he¡ story. She explarned that lesbian athletes on her

national team formed the most powerful group of players, and they often displayed

a lack of tolerance towards heterosexuals. she commented that being a resbian was

definitely a facl'r¡r in bnnging the lesbian group closer together and that the newer

players who were not lesbian sfruggled more in getting in, and feeling accepted on

the æam:

P: With the exception of one player of the eight (westem) players,
they're all Iesbian. And becaüse ihe¡.'ve play-ed ò man¡ years

l:,q._t¡:i Td rhey spend s9 mu5h rim-e togerÉer ouriAe (rÉe ipon¡.
lr s reafly brought them a lot closer. So thar makes it a rype oiclique
that's really hard to get into. Less so for me I think because I øn a
Iesblan. tsut when I lisren to the younger players, it's a real, you
know - rhey real.ly feel rhis (pausês) Oi"sranciríg. Like zoi accépting.
It's lunny too. It's the lesbians on the team thãt are more or less -
saying, you know, ,,we accept you or we don,t!

I: Klnd of a role reversal?

P: Yeah. But I mean it's power in numbers and they,re a very
strong force. (pp.29-30) -

Another way participants reversed the .tolerance' 
was to confront the

heterosexual assumption that lesbians were always ,frying to pick them

(heterosexuals) up." The stereotype of lesbians being .sex maniacs, which I

described earlier prompted Aoife to retort, "r wish my hetero fnends would not

flatter themselves" (p.zb). While Tina commented that ..none of them (her

teammates) had nice bodies" (p.32) so she was not interested in them! crearry this

reverses the m,'th of resbians as voyeurs and sets up their heterosexual teammates

and thei¡ hete¡osexual bodies as ¡¡¿r acceptabre to lesbian gaze. Aoife's words
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summed up her strategy of reversing tolerance. It was apparent that she detected

that feelings of 'disapprova| often persisted behrnd the outward displays of

'tolerance. ' She lound this condiîional toler¿nce of others condescending:

Like, oh, peoplejust have the most hilarious perceprions. lt.s so
lunny. And they say, ',oh, \\,e arcepl you.'. And thät.s wonderful.
But, we , too bad,,,I do 'r accept you! (p.46a)

Reversing tolerance was a strategy through which these athrefes took control

over what they, as lesbians rvere prepared ûo accept from their heterosexual

teammates and coaches. In essence the lesbian att etes began to determine what

they would tolerate, reversing the condescending tolerance they often expenenced

from others. This in itself is an act of resistance.

Rrsk Taklne

At the end of the continuum of .lesbian 
straægies, is the theme of nsk_

taking. When coping with the .,poisonous 
environment,, these athletes did not

always u]dliz,e strategies *hich masked their lesbian identities. In contrast ¿// rhe

participants had at one time chosen to ignore some of the nsks involved in being

stereotyped or identified as lesbian, did not arways remarn silent or secretive about

being lesbian and often did not attempt fo 'retreat into sameness:' the decision to

take these nsks was often premeditated. Like the other strategies described, there

were varying degrees of risk-taking behaviours ranging from challenging

discriminatory remarks towards minorities to more expricit ,,in-your-face,' 
flaunting

of their lesbian sexua.lity. Given the participants perception of their hostile

environment, these risk-takrng behaviours cannot be underestimated.

Many attrletes described that they were not always '1nûo impressing the boys

or trying to fit in. " Heidi recalled:
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I was at that time more comfortâble in jeans and a sweat_shirt. [...].I didn't really want to wear skirts and dresses as much, yet thatis 
-

what was wom by a lot of my straight peers who were not into
sport, or who were into sport. (p.10) -

They were aware that this strategy may have resulted in speculations about them

being a lesbian but, as Dara commented, more often than not others were kept

guessing:

Like people on the basketball team thoughr I was punk. [...]. They
go "okay (Dara's) punk." [...]. So for so-me of the'm _ 

"uèni7tt "yknew - that's how they made up for it in their brains. Like, you '
knorv, '1hat'sjust (Dara), she,Á strange anyway?" (pp.35-36a)

Rrsk-taking involved challenging society's notions of femininity, about how

women should dress and act. Meghan commented:

I think that a woman can do everything that a man can do. [...].
feople are like "oh, you're a woitan altd you.ve done a/ thìs?t'And
I f'nd of go *well anybody can do ir. lt'sjusr the desire or
wharever, believing you can do it. Or if yôu can.r do it. you lind out
how to do it and it's no big deal, you kn'ow? (pp.50_5íf

In addition to taking nsks to challenge feminine stereotypes, other

participants challenged discnminatory attitudes ûowards minonty groups. Some

expLcitly 'checked' others on their sexrst, racist or homophobic attitudes while

others used their positions as educators to promote a knorvledge of di'ersity.

Although there was often an initial hesitation to confront people directly on lesbian

issues some participants did take calculated chances to address stereotypical

language. Sandra commented that in her work as a teacher she was constantly

confronted with others using the word "fag." she chastrsed her students for using

offensive language, however, she recalled that on her team rather than directly

challenge her teammates commenß as she does now in her career, her strategy was

to silently withdraw from the "verbal bashing." As she gained more confidence in
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herself she took more risks not to "aprruar like one of the crowd. " Da¡a recalled

how she was viewed as the "language police" on her team.

I was sfrongly opinionated when it came to things that were sexrst,
racis_t or homophobic. And ¡hat's something thal, although I rvasn;t
oi.rt, I would nof 

^p\f 
vp with. I woutd ttü llsfen Io someõne say the

"blond jokes." If someone said..,hey, you, fag!" I would call people
on that and even thougl I wasn't oút, i woulðcall people on ' '
language. And I would use the excuse - not the exóuse _ I'd use the
reasoning [...] "why say this, when there are so manv other words
to descnbe how you are feeling?', (p.2ga)

Other participants also stated that if they recognized discriminatory

behaviours among their peers they would.,probably call them on it"
If I heard negatíve comments now, I'd be a lot more vocal especially
if it has something to do with an individual player, and might be
perceived as something negative which I doh'tiecessarily"believe,
obviously. (Meghan, p.24)

Tina gave lesbian literature to others emphasizing how essential it was to read it in

order to dispel stereotypical myths while others tned "to put a word in" to challenge

myths and discriminations when they could. Aoife even suggested to her teammates

that they should find out more about lesbian sexuality if all they believed was that

"one plays the man and one plays the woman.,'She recalled how her teammates

often "spouted" that lesbians flaunted their sexuality, on one occasion she took the

nsk to conf¡ont them:

I_just saia, 'lV..ou þgw, don't you think that the srrarght people
flaunt it /oo?" And they were scraping their chins up-off the'ground
(laughs). It was hilarióus, so funriy!ip.4óa) '

As I read their stones of rjsk-taking it was apparent that these risk-taking

behaviours could even be placed on a continuum of ..nskrness. " The fulcrum of

risk-taking appeared to be the act of disclosing their lesbian sexuality. Each time

one of the paficipants disclosed their lesbian sexuality to others constituted a
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considerable risk-takrng behaviour. Their degrees of .outness' while participating in

sport was descnbed in the "Methods' chapter. However, risk-takrng to disclose

was controlled by two elements, firstly, they only came out to people they

'trusted:"

P: The first person I told was my sister. [...1. I guess I felt
comforlable. enough to share ir wirb (her). I got tã ltrer; place to tell
her abour this a¡rd I broke out crying beóausã of alj rhé stress. I
:Igyq!! I could jusr untoad it. t...1. 

-My 
sìsrer was saying rhings like"dld you maybe want to go for a walk outside? And í'm-.yes.; Boo,

!toS, !'*, bau'ling away.-We finally went for a walk and Í told her. 
'

1...1. lt was ver) positive.

I: Did she encourage you to tell some other people?

P: Ah yeah..I would say, I told loe of _ I guess people that I felt
close enough ro be ableto ¡alk to like rhar:(Megha;, pp.ZO_2|)

Secondly, rather than makrng it explicitly known to others ,up front, that they were

lesbian, they oftenjust "ended up" telling others. It was not necessarily the ,last

st¡¿w' but from their descriptions 'coming out' seemed ûo be, at some point in their

lives, a necessity, almost forced because of a cnsis or a cry out for support:

I came out io a couple of my good fnends on the team that I trusted
because I was going through a really hard time. (Aoife, p.12a)

others commented that their 'coming out' was prompted by the desire to let others

know "u'hat was going on in (their) life." Tina reca ed that she and her partner

we¡e often separated by rong distances at the beginning of their relationshìp and she

felt lonely because no one knew she was in a resbian relationsr'p. Her strategy was

to take a nsk and tell someone her secret. However, she exprained she needed some

help to prompt her to disclose:

I came home and I was really drunk and I cr¿wled into bed with him
(a male fnend). And I said-,.i.1.'ve got something to tell you. t;---
know (my friend) and I? Well, wðre together,"you tnówf,, lf ie;
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The desire to let others know what was going on in their lives was

inerorably ûed to the participants confidence in themselves and their anirudes

towards their own sexuality:

I came out to one of my literature professors last year [...]. I wrote a
paper on lesbianism and the rejection of the pariáchairáiry. t...1.I would never have done that in my second year, you know, ivrittËn
what I.feel is right.-l've really stroirg views ihat pérhaps are away
too radical bur rhat's what I lilieve. 1,l,oife, p.3tia)

It was appa¡ent that risk-øhng behaviours precipitated being less guarded about

being identified as lesbians:

I'm cerøinìy_not out to everyMy but I talk about my current
p_artner and she comes out - and â lot of the times we"re together.
We go to the games and that kind of thing. I sure don't geidefensive
and cover for thrngs. (Sandra, p.26)

Dara also recalled how she and another lesbian teammate "invited a whole bunch of

teammates to come to a (gay) bar" with them after the final day of a tournament and

although no one went she enjoyed asking them! Similarly, Meghan commented that

on road tnps when her team went out socially she chose not 10 "go to a stralght bar,,

but joined her lesbian teammates social outing. others commented that they were;

"not quite as intensel-v protective about their (lesbian) identrty now" and 'didn't

want to pretend anymore" to be someone other than who they really were. Meghan

suggested that since she took the risk to be "open enough with (herself)" to say that

she was "attracted to and has chosen to get involved with women," she expected

others to be as open with her and accept her. Similarly, Tina commented that if
someone asked her if she was a lesbian she would not hide her sexual identity, she

stated câtegoncal I y:

I'm not going ro go around and lead a double life. I.m nor going to,
you know, say "oh, I.'m ga_y," to some people, and ..1.m nõt guj ,,,
1o other people, you know? (pp. 10- I I ) 

-
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Both Aoife and Dara told me during their interviews that they "didn't care" what

others thought about them being lesbian:

Like what it came down to when I started playing here with my
women's team was I jusr basically got to á pointîhere I didn,i care
wlar p€ople thougìt.-Like tney kireï *. 

"iough 
ttrat itttrey weiã 

-

gorng o like.me, rhey^were going to like me. ,{nd if they.ré not,
they're nor! (Dara, p.38a)

Aoife remembered her reaction to a "contingent of dykes" calling .hr' to her in front

of a large group of her teammates:

They were shouring^..hi, (Aoife¡ how.re you doing? And I,m walking
across rhe middle of the (gym) fìoor andihere's pãople evervwhere. T iusr
nanred rhe floor ro open ánd srva oq me up (raigh;). rnen'r trrouãni] ,zo.
¡fi¡s rs great. " And .l u alked over (ro rhem) and said ..h.i" ro everyboãy and I
had a great time. (p.20a)

Both these athletes demonstrated to others through their nsk-takrng behaviours that

they were comfortable with themselves as lesbians:

Wh.en I broke up in the summer with my girlfriend, that's when I
really came out to everybody. [...]. I hai,e-n't madeâny qualms
about^saying like, 'il'm seeing iomebody else. " you fü<jw what I
mean? [...], Like even over the last fivejsir months, I,m a lot more
out and I walk around rvith my coffee mug that says .,homopt 

oUiã,;
on rt! (Dara, pp.43-44a¡

Similarly, Aoife developed a confrontational style and in further correspondence

with me, she assured me that she still maintarned this ,boldness:,

I've developed an "in-your-face" attitude that I,ve never had before
and thtngs don't affecf me the way they used to. I thrnk the most
important thing that I've leamed ó develop is my self_assurance and
confidence and the knowledge that /,rn lusi as g.íd as everybody
else. I rhink that is so important. you want to lõam rhatl (Aóife, '
p.37a)

Finally, risk-taking invol'ed having more contact $,ith lesbian communities

and lesbian culture. Participants did not always withdraw from or steer clear of

lesbian commumties. They all had at some polnt in their rives, socialized at resbian
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bars or participated in all-lesbian or gay events. with a desire to, as Tina stated,

"meet their own krnd" many of the participants made contact with or joined teams

where the majonty of the players were lesbians. At the time of interviewing one

athlete had competed at the Gay Games in 1990. Since then, two more women have

participated at the Gay Games in New york in June 1994. Arthough these events do

not gain extensive exposure outside the lesbia¡ and gay commuruty it is often

difficult for lesbian athletes to conceal what they do because as Dara said, in elite

sport "everybody knows every intimate detai.l of what you,re doing and if they,re

not asktng, they're øo afraid to ask" (p.52a). For some of the participants

identifying with a lesbian community was and is still an essential part of their

coping mechanisms

I've. surrounded myself u,ith a lot of gay and lesbian fnends. So it,s
really easy to be out and hang out, anã !o to all sorts of gay
establishments, restaurants and bookstõres. Unless you !o out into
th^e suburbs, you don'r have to worry about it. you óan Ëecome kind
of exclusive in who you hang out with. (Dara, pp.2_3b)

Identifying with a lesbian culture was also manifested in other ways, for instance,

Aoife described how she flagrantly flaunted stereotypical lesbian behaviour which

contrasted to her usual 'team' behaviourjust to elicit a reaction from her teammates:

I think I really shock the (team) players sometimes. Like if I'm
n,eanng m), cou,boy boots with lilver buckles on them and my
labrace, they're nol used ro seeing m e hke thaj. They're used ío
seeing.me in my uniform, in my equipment or else j'eans or whatever
they all wear. Sometimes_l conie iri lóoking preay rdykey!;, 

Oh, i,";
gor quite rhe swagger and I just love it. I'ltlist wear whátever í
want and they. can deal witir it. I love it, I dn't get enough of it!
(Aoife, p.36a)

In addition to these more public ways of risk_talang many participants have

taken risks in their private lives while deveroping relationships. Two participants

disclosed to me that their first relationship was with a teacher or coach. Both these
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women commented that to their knowledge no one knew about their relationships

except perhaps their parents might have had "an idea" but "nevei said anyhrng."

Kelly recalled the risks she took while managing her student-athlete/teacher-coach

relationshrp:

Wiù this teacher fnend I was always going to her house or qorns
for movies. I was always tbere. Anã ñey äwavs;Ëã;; Pù;i
I._I,..y lly?i going rhere?" And I,d say ..welÍ, 

she's u.ã.ily !åoarneno and "she,s glvenÌe a lot, she's taught me a lor. We jusi get
along, ls thaL a crime?" (They) undersønd how much I cared abo'ur
this person. I don't really knôw if (they) un¿erstan¿ to what ext¿nt I
cared about her. I wasn'i r"ady to make (them¡ moie suspicious. Ijust said "we're really good f¡iends.' which was rrue! tpi.n:U"l

Tina told me how she wourd often "sneak" into her pafners' bedroom while she

was staying in her partners, parents house, she recalled it being very stressful ! She

was always aware of the risks in being identified as lesbian, horvever, she

descnbed other risks she took with her partner:

Yl",ly: go groceD shopping, sometimes I am just so close ro her,you Know, I don'r care. I do¡'t knou,, somedal.í¡.ou can.t get
enough of someone and we.ll be pushing the cárt änd I,ll haie mv
hand on her hand, and it doesn't ôeem rõ bothe. r, t""m;4. ili
lfl ,-.T:lip.r, you know, we,ll be in the car and liil grv. t 

"iuKlss,.and I ll.say. '.opps, we'll get caught!" you knowiWe krnd of
taugh abour rr. (pp.40_41)

The risk-øktng behaviours described by the partrcipants were ways they

coped with the perceived hostilities towards lesbians in sport. Their personal

invesünent in sport made it very drfficult ûo confront antilesbian attitudes,

however, some ath.letes confronted these attitudes by taking nsks to address issues

of discrimrnation. Arthough there was often hesitation to confront others directry on

lesbian issues, some athretes became the "ranguage porice" on their teams or

attempted to address lesbian issues indirectly, speakrng out against aI stereotypicar

comments about minonty and marginalized peoples. In this way they were able to
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educate about diversity, ar,/ confront cÕmments about lesbians without feeling too

vulnerable. In addition many strategized to take more risk, to.hil"ng. heterosexist

myths and disclose their lesbian ìdenuty.

In conclusion, the participants have used many strategies to cope with their

often hostile and homophobic environment of sport. They remarned silent, rvere

secretive and often gave the impression that they were indeed part of the crowd, the

heterosexual crowd. Many of the strategies they chose were planned in response to

either observing others' reactions to lesbians or to their own perceptrons of what

they believed would happen to them if their lesbian sexuality was disclosed.

Participants took defensive (reactive) or offensive (proactive) measures to ensure

that they would not have to ..face 
the wr¿th,'of individual homophobes and

institutionalized heterosexism in spoft. In contrast as some of them gained more

confrdence in their sexual identity, they took more risks, proacûvely, to disclose

their sexuality and demonstrate to others that being a lesbian rvas not somethlng that

they were 'grieving' about. From their stones it was apparent that they were always

acutely aware o1 the mixed messages they received in sport. As a consequence of
the hostile and homophobic sporting environment in which they participaæd, they

assumed many roles to endure and manage the real, and potential discnminations

that they might have confronted in sport.
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CHAPTER FIVE

ATHLETE UNDERSTANDINGS

AND RESEARCHER INTERPRETATI ONS

"Cages. Consider a birdcage. If you look very closely atjust one
wire in the cage, you cannõt see ihe orher wiies. ii vou, .on..or,on
i::,-hll ],, bef ore you is derermined by this myopic îocur, you touid
looK al that one wrre, up and dou.n the length of it, and be unable to
see why a bird wo!!d n'or jusi fly "r.-d iü;;;" äy trme it wanted
to go somewhere. Furthermore, even if, oneda¡. utãt.", you'---
myoprcally inspected each wire, you stiil couldíot see wtry a bird
would have trouble going past rhã wires ro get anywhere. íhere is
no physical property of aiy one wire, rcthins thíl. the closet
scruttny could discover, rhat will reveal howä bird could be
inhibited or harmed by it accept in the mosr acciãenral way. Ir is only
when you step back, stop looRtng at the wires one by one,
microscopically, and.ra+ a macrõscopic vierr, of theîhole cage,
that you see why the bird does not go'anywhere; ana then you.see it
ln a moment. It will require. no great subllety of mental poúeis. li rs
perfectly .obuiou.r thar the bird iõ sunoundeã bv t;;tuork of
systematically related barriers, no one of whicÉ would be the least
hindrance to jts flighr, br¡r which, by rheir relationi io each other, are
as confirung as rhe solid walls of a dungeon.,, (Manlyn F.y",lô'gt,-
Pp.+s)

An essential part of this research rvas to explore how these lesbian

participants made sense oftheir expenences in sport and ,how, they understand

'why' they have the expenences that they do in sport. In this chapter I wilr descnbe

both the athletes understanding and my interpretations of the sports world and their

individual lives. The themes disc'ssed are not their experiences per se but are both

the athletes and my reflections of those experiences. Firstly, I will describe how

both they understand and I interpret the sports world as an institution which

marntains heterosexism and homophobia; secondly, I will describe how they a¡d I

make sense of how their resbian experiences are shaped and constructed within the

context of a 'poisonous environment;' and thirdly, I will discuss how their
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experiences can be interpreted beyond their individual lives to a broader social

context.

Part One - Makins Sense of the Sports World

Through the participants stories it was crear that the sports world sanctions

'compulsory het'erosexuality' through the maintenance of no¡ms, the promotion of a

fear of difference and intemalized homophobias. These perpetuate an unwrllingness

to understand or accept difference thus causing an avoidance of, or backlash

towards lesbian in sport.

Social Expectations and Male Eeotism

Although participants said that the mixed messages they received in sport

made them uncertain about potential reactions to them as lesbians, they were

exlremely aware that heterosexuality rvas sanctioned as the ',norm" in society. They

perceived that they were required to follow some ..socially prescnbed way of acting

and behaving" in order to be accepted. sandra commented that she fert she courd

not come out as a lesbian in sports because:

The way.thin-gs were at the time ødthe wal,thrngs are in society, itwasn't nght for me to say anything at the tifue. ipi 17¡

Inquires about "getting married" and "having a boyfnend " convey rhe expectation

that, as a woman, the goal in life is to ..have 
a man,'and be heterosexual. Julie

explained:

It always astounded me the extent to which our sexuality, women,s
sexuality,.is_immediately questioned. The point is you,rê'.uppoi"J
to be the little wife that itays at home, tha¡k you vélmuch and
become the breeder of many children. That's'a no, Not of 

"ourr"one that's been accurate either for workrng clas. wòmen. I mea¡r therunningjoke is you go_up inûo northern O;tano andlnto some of themlrung ûowns, you walk in, take a look around and you say ,bkay
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it's a town filled with mjne¡s and dykes!,'All the moms are weanng
their husbands.jackets. It_plays itseif our depending on _ you know"
in- a rvorkrng class town, fèmininity looks a ìot diffËrenr rLan within
(the crty) I was_ raised in a suburb with a particular form of
femininity, and that form was you knorv, ..yes, 

eo òff and be a
lauler bur have krds roo!" (pp:13_14)

These social expectations pressure lesbia¡s to..fit into a no[m.,,Alt these

participa¡ts were intensely aware that it is "socìally structured that women aren,t

supposed to love women," that lesbian sexuality "isn't seen by society as all that

favourable," and that society has "more or less concluded that lesbian sexualify is

not right." Participants felt that the expectations of a "straight world', have shaped

attitudes towards women in sport.

Aoife believed that there was a general disregard demonstrated towards

women in sport. In her expenence this was manifested when her women,s team got

relatively less funding than some of the men's teams at her university despite her

teams' continued success. she felt that women's sport ..takes 
a back seat,'because

administrators do "nothing to peak the public's interest in it." In addition she

interpreted thls lack offunding as an indication of peoples' fear of strong women in

sport.

l.What do you think administrators vierv of women in sport is?
They don't want to promote it?

P: They don't want it at all. Don't want to promote this lesbian
thing!

I: Do you thtnk that's the underlying message?

P: Oh yeah People get really embanassed with strong women.
I hey seem_to really shy away from that. Even the femãle executive
ls supposed to be beaudfu.l and wonderful, you know?

I: And straight?
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P: And srraighr! She's supposed to go home ro her husband who,s
looKng_alter the chlldren _ and a woman in athletics is, you krow,
physically very strong and capabl e and l:tas a mind of her own. In
py (playing position) I'm very aggressive. I don't think a lor of men
like to acknowledge th.at w-omên -õn 

be as aggressive ana strong as--
a man.. People,lose sight of the fact that wo¡ñãn are very, very
exceptional atl etes and are proving better in a lot of tÉing. i..1. tt,,
a sad state of affairs burthatts rhe riay it is. And it.s goin! tô bé
very slow in changing. (pp.57_5ga.¡ 

-

social expectations demand that women be "beautrful and femirune" which is quite

the opposite to how lesbians are stereotyped. 
.

If you take-your stereotypical heterosexisf view of a dyke, of a
lesbian ,[.-.] - she looks like a man, walks tike a mÀ. 

-She 
has a

haircut like a man, she never wears an¡,make_up. She has a verv
loud stndent voice. She wears her collar up *t ibn f 

;rn tú¿ i, if,å
sure sign of a '70's retro dykel lAoife, p.29a;

The message conveyed by this persistent stereofype is that lesbians are not .real,

women and, therefore, they have been constructed as deviant in sports. Any

women who are cut and defined are, consequently, under suspicion.

The first tlung people do when they see a really muscular woman is
say, "she must be a lesbian..'Or some womenîho really en¡oys 

-

sport espe.cially like a contact spof, a physical sporr, is .Íshe"mîst 
be

a lesbian. " (Sandra, p.2i¡

Again, however, mixed messages about musculanty in women,s sport

persist ln the rast decade the proliferation of the fitness industry has sanctioned

women's pursuit of fitness and heal th. Ironically, while pursuing a healthy

musculature the emphasis remains on projecting one,s heterosexuality, therefore,

only partrcular sports (read more feminine) are sanctioned. Even today all the

atl etes are aware that, in generar, people still tend to question women's sexuality

especially if they play a sport that has been defined as ,.non-traditional" 
for women:

If you play a_spon like hockey they're going to think ..there,s 
a eood

chance thal rhe woman's goirig to h giy." iite v"rìr,i* ãr " 
"""-

figure skater, you,re not giing to re"-any gay figure skaters Uut
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you're probabl) going ro see a lot of gay hocke\. Þlavers. Deoendins
on rhe sport you play you're probabl¡igôing to Éáu. inur.,.Ër, rnåiË
of a chance as being recogniied as Ueiñg a lay artltele. (Kell).,
pp.33-34a)

several women indicated that fhere was a "rear strong perception" that their sports

were "full of a bunch of resbians. " As au these athretes participated in team sports,

therefore, they were arready in a 'field' that was srigmarized (r,enskyj, 19g6). They

perceived that disclosing their resbian sexuality would confirm the assumptions that

people had about women playing particular sdorts, therefore, perpetuating the myth

that lesbian are pervasive in team sports. Julie's father arways associated her sport

with lesbians:

Around_the.house (he said.¡,,.oh my god, she.s gone into (that
sporr)! She's gonna end up a ìesbiãn-!'. (p. l5) "

She recalled when she first came out as a lesbian:

My dad's immediate response rvas, ..i should never have let you
play that game." (p.1.5)

As society rarely validates women,s physical ability or achievements, in a way that

ir does with men in sport, withour some conditional labeling (Lenskyj, 1g{36) these

athletes are wlnerable to homophobic ridicule.

A lot of men tend to invalidate a women's level of ability if she isplaying on a particular team that is renowned as being gáy or it,s a
sports that's not mainstrearn acceptable, acceptable iñtñe-
mainstream for women, stereoryÉicall);okayi So men may ..ooh,,
and "aah" at a balleúna or at a fêinale íenruíplayer. eut tti"y gã
"aha, sure" when they see a very good *omån ÉÀ"Uult, ,oitúU o,
soccer player. (Heidi, pp.18-19) -

Heidi 's account rustrated another aspect of how some of these arl etes

made sense of the intense reaction towards lesbians in the sports world. Some

ath.letes perceived that men prayed akey rore in "why" lesbians were discnminated

against in sport, and collectively acknowledged male egotism as the cause. Men,s
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difficulty in accepting lesbians in sport is due to the fact that they have ..small 
egos,,

and 'îere insecure" with their masculinity. Heidi recalled that many of her male

fnends through college were not supportive ofresbians because of thrs .,insecurity:',

Men phys ed teachers, unfomrnately, rend 10 live uD to their
stereotype which is having real difficulty with theii ego,s. And their
ego's are very much dependent on theirtense of rheiiown
masculinity. (p.30)

Although men's insecunty with their masculine identrties may be part of the

intolerance towards lesbians in sport I believe there is more to it thanjust

"egotism. " Sport is a key toor to work the development of mascurinity, it cerebrates

masculine dominance and maintains male power (t enskyj, l99l; Messner, 199O).

Julie stated:

(Sport) is about gender, it's a set of relations, men and women and
men bave rhe power. So when we think about it, if they,ve got the
power, sport is lhe key construct in society that giv es tiem inre
polve¡ and teaches men ro be men. And what ddwe do when rve,re
little lesbians in the midst of it all? (p.30)

The presence of women in sport historically, has challenged masculinity and the co-

opration of sport as a male preserve (Birrell & fuchter, 19g7; l_enskyj, 19g6). The

'double whammy' is that lesbians both challenge masculinity and the traditional

status quo of heterosexuality:

L. :pl ur -y, *oman is in rhere_ir_challenge s def nirely rhe notion
ot w-nat mascultnlfy ls about. And then as well, ai soon as you,re'oul- berng a lesbian in lport you're doing two tlungs, you-both
challenge the very rraditiõnal itereotypes ärd I rhinkïou,re
tmmedlately namjng lhe homo_erotic aspect of sport,'within men.s
spon, whrch ls why I thlnk these guys have such an intense reaction
Þecause the unconscious label is there. (p. l4)

ultimately Aoife believed that lesbian sexuality was constructed as a deviance in

society, and subsequently in sporl because "straight society fea.rs that we don't need

men:"
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Imagine. being a male and reaìiang that you can be easily replaced by
a test-tube at the local sperm bank? Every rancher knows thät the
best specimen of cow,is the result of AI 1ärtificøL rnseminationj.
There is approximately one bull for every 1000 cows. UarO fãany
man to take ! (p.2b)

Compulsory heterosexual expectations, the threat to male egotism and, more

importantly to male power act to oppress lesbian athletes. There is an aftempt to

force lesbians and heterosexual women in sport into narrowly constructed

definitions of femininiq'' In addition, these structural (heterosexist) expectations at

the macro lever influence and construct reality for individual interactions at the

micro level where everyday interactions with individual homophobes takes place.

Fear of Difference and Internalized Homophobia

The construction of lesbians as deviants, historically, has resulted in the

persistent pathologizing of Iesbian sexuality. Subsequently, because some

heterosexuals perceive lesbians as abnormal and outside the.horm,'a fear of
'difference" is perpetuated in sport at the micro level:

I rhink they'relusr scared of the siruation in general, the fact that
you're gay. f ike I don'r.rhink anybody\ scãred oime,lust t¡" iu"trharl'm probably gay, rhey.re scáred ôfthat. tt<elti, pó.1+_tSa)

some athretes felt that because lesbian sexuality was not something that was

always explicit in the everyday lives of their coaches or teammates, when it did

surface feelings of discomfort increased.

They're insecure with, you know, who is and who isn,t. I don,t
know if they hav e a desire to know? pertraps so rtrev can slav awar ?
Choose who they wanr ro play u,ith? w¡o ir,.v *åni u"'ilË.il;,
with? (Kelly, p.i tb)

Fear of 'difference' extends beyond mere drscomfort. Dara remembered that

"everybody was so paranoid" about being rabeled a lesbian that they often went out
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of fheir way to distance themselves from the label to protect their identities. Thrs

paranoia is constructed by a society that informs us !o be cautious of difference and

to fear change. These fears are institutionally reinforced to marntain homophobia.

The incentives to fìt into the norm, to assimilate rather than celebr¿te sexual

difference, are far greater than the incentives to not conform. In team sports

'difference' can mean a team's cohesiveness is th¡eatened. Kelly recalled why her

tearn's motfo was "you can skate, if you're straight:"

They wanted every^body o be straighr so everybody can be close,
pal around., go our for beers and La.lk about guys Ø;d putdown the
dykes on the team. (p.6b)

Dara also commented on how this fear of.difference' is perpetuafed on sports

teams and how it can ultimately affect ,,team dynamics: "

There's always one or two p€ople that are very set in their
homophobìc ways.and wheihei somebody else is really comfortable
-.likervho's stralght - and is fnends with someone who,s lesbian,
they don't know how to defend that person necessarily. A friend
who like would be sirtiag in conversàtion with this otúer person
w-ho's really homophobic and if that person made some kind of
"fag" or "gay" or "dyke" comment, Iim sure it rvould be hard
because you have to play and be close to people on that team and if
you started stickng up for somebody, likè thè ream dynamics get all
screwed up.

You know I think that if you have a team where everybody,s
really comfortable - straight or nòt - with their sexualitv and there'
one person either who's like a really good player or wio has lots of
expenerce or who's really well resþeõæO aiA ihey're totally
homophobic - that person will eithér leave .cause-thev can'i handle
qverybody being so_open o,r they'll start affecting othãr people
depending on whar kind_ of personalities they haie. peo¡le ivill be
trying to protect themselves, '.1'm not queeri I don't carè if so and
sois queer but I don't.want to be seen âs queer. I don't want peãlle
to hate me!" (pp .39-4Oa)

Thls fear of'difference' does adversely affect team dynamics not because

lesbian athletes do not conform, rather heterosexual players and coaches are so

paranoid about the lesbian presence that it is constructed as a problem. This
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'dlfference' is malntained by heærosexuar players and coaches to orchestr¿te the

invisibility of lesbians in sport. This pressure to ¡¡of be differenr encourages

lesbians to retreat into sameness if they want to participate in a heüerosexual .team

world.'

The myh of lesbians as sex maniacs also precipitates teammate,s .,sexual

paranoia" which in tum fuels what some athletes described as a.tension" and

"nervousness" around lesbíans especially in the locker rooms. Kelly explained that

many of her peers could not grasp the concept of ,.the sexual side of women

together." As the paranoia increases individuals do not want to ,.take their chances,,

around lesbians because they are,,scared someone will come onto them!,,

In addition to a fea¡ of 'difference' the participants also explarned that their

coaches and teammates defensiveness about their sexuality was a manifestation of
theír inærnal discomfort and questioning of their own identities. severar athletes

believed thar rhis fear, which I will call 'inremalized homophobia,' keeps people,,in

the closet" and away from lesbian issues. Meghan remarked that fear persists

because heterosexual women refused ro admit that they might be attracted to

women:

I hea¡d one comment about why people are ..homophobic.,, lt,s
because they have thei¡ own attractions for people trithe same sex
wluch makes them feel uncomforrable becairse ir's coming ctáse ià
them within themselves. (p.36)

Similarly, Aoife commented:

Stralglt pgople cannot handle the fact that lesbian sex is better than
straight! Straight people cannot handle fhe fact that they sometrmes
want to be intimate with someone of the same sex. I reällv feel sorrv
for all the straight people who feamy guy-o"rr. 1p.
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This fear parallels Aud¡e l_orde's ( 19g4) definition of homophobia as .the

fear of feelings oflove for member's of one's own sex and therefore the hatred of
those feelings in others" (p.45). This fear may explain why women and male

coaches react to lesbians in various ways. Even though lesbians in sport pose a

threat to masculine power and control of resources, women coaches and players are

acutely aware that the possibility of being labeled resbian increases when there are

lesbian players on their te¿ms:

I find that women coaches,.I don,t know, some of them are strarght
-_they have a hard time dealing with it, ifihey have gay athletes. 

-
Whereas wirh guys or the meñ, you know, t'hey Oorï,icare, you
Iigll;-tj't nor a big issue ro rhem. Bur I find rliar ir's, I doni k¡ow,
j:91_l g:y,t] rley're (women) rhreatened or whar? Like maybe
they're questloning who they are? I don't know what it is. Bui I find
that the women, you knorv, iome of them have a hárder time with it(lesbian sexualiry). (Tina, p.46)

It was an acknowledged that absence of this fear was situationally specific and is

dependent on the sport and the coach's experiences:

I've seen coaches who_were men, who coach women,s teams, freak
$'hen they hear thetr athletes are queer. Or heard maÈ coaches who
are extremely homophobic. you ian tell when rhey talk, ..Oon:r 

Ue-
pansres," or '!ou're playing like women." And I'le heard of
women coaches who freak when they hear that their female atl etes
are queer ordykes and don't want to coach a women,s team full of a
bunch ol dykes. (Dara, p.9b)

However, the th¡eat of being labelled ,lesbian' for a male coach is non_

existent. In contrast, there seems to be a tacit understânding of the implications of
the 'lesbian label' for all women athletes. As Tina remarked .\¡hat rvourd everyone

think about the (coach) being gay? I could see it could jeopardize her career" (p.45).

Due to some unw¡tten raw, 'association' with lesbians increases the potential of
women being labelred as lesbian. For exampre, when Dara moved to a new city and

played on a new team, a lesbian on the team became her..big sister.,,She soon
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realized that "people pretry much knew rhat if I hung out with (her) and did things

with (her) that I was (lesbian) too" (p.20a). The power of rhe stígma and perception

of being labelled lesbian through association with lesbian players is a crucial

element in maintaining the fear of 'difference' and internalized homophobia. Fears

persist because "people aren't comfortable with a confinuum of sexuality" (Julie,

p.1$ and, therefore, sexualities outside the norm are not sanctioned.

[.ack of Understanding and Courage

As stated previously, heterosexual expectations and assumptions in our

society render lesbian lives invisible and perpetuate stereotypicar myths about

lesbians. consequently, these athletes felt their negative experiences were in part

due to what some of them descnbed as a complete .,lack of understanding,, of

lesbian sexuality. They felt that heterosexual assumptions perpetuated a .naiveté"

around issues of lesbian sexualíty:

A loi of the (stratght players) are really naive to the situation and
don't understand what it,s all about. (Kelly, l0a)

There was "definÌtely not alevel of understanding," others ,,had no idea,,or were

"not very educated on it." Subsequently, this naiveté prompted .l udgments,, about

Iesbians thus perpetuating lesbian stereotypes:

It's so funny to hear it. They just have it set in rheir minds that that,s
what a lesbian is, that's whafthey Iooklike, ttrat,s wtrat ttrey ào, -
thafs whar they're about when they really just haue no ctuéí 1Èétty,p.12b)

A few athletes commented that because heterosexuars did not understand or

have the experience of being a resbian they could not understand what it was like to

'come out' or 'be outed.' This explarns the thoughtless speculaûon and purging that

occurs with lesbian 'suspects' in women's sport which complete drsregards
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individual lesbians 'freedom of expression' and safety. subsequently, alr the

athleæs felt that their coaches and teammates would not know hory to deal with

someone 'coming out' or 'Just being a lesbian:',

They don't understand, they haven't been through it. And they
haven't had that expenence. (Tina. p-491

People don't understand j¡. There's understanding, being open and
understanding it, like really knowing what it's alläUout.'lTirey)
make comments on hearsay rather tñan having expenenced it or
knowing somebody (rvho is lesbian). (Meghãn, þp3A_37)

Refìecting on the continuum of experiences thaf these athletes descnbed tlns

'lack of understa¡ding' certainly explains the insensitivity displayed towards

Iesbians, and how vulnerabre their rives can be. The fa ure to acknowredge lesbians

can not always be put down to "naiveté" and 'lack of underslanding.' Dara søted,

categorically, "you're ignoranl if you don't see things" or recogruze ,diversity

exists." Coaches and players may claim they do not understand lesbian lives or

lesbian issues because they are not exposed to lesbians in their everyday rives.

However, I believe that this ,ìgnorance, 
excuses the continued suppression of

lesbian sexuality. This lack of understanding I berieve masks an unw lingness to

want to understand Iesbian sexuarity in sport. Feldthusen (1990) described this as

the "nght not to know." This nght not to know .,comes from an inability or

unwillingness to perceive the world through the eyes of others" and ,,it is arso a

rejection of [...] responsibility to inform themselves about it and thenjoin the

debate" (p.74).In general the atl etes' teammates and coaches have done little to

confront their fears and encompass diversity inûo their darly hves.

In addition to what the athletes labellecr as a "lack of understandrng', about

lesbian lives there was also a general feering arnong the participanfs that others
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"lacked courage" to challenge the established sociar norms and support lesbian

athletes. This 'lack of courage' identified by the athletes is essential in explairung

the claims of not 'understanding' lesbian lives. It is the lack of courage to chaìlenge

norms that make individuar homophobes unwi ing to understand. Most athletes felt

that their coaches and teammates were afraid of stepping outside social ,,norms,'

because they feared being ostracized for associating with lesbians.

I: Why do you think people have a reaction ûo people being lesbian?

P: There'sjust so many reasons! I mean (sighs) I think it comes
down to the fear of being a social ourcast. (Ãoiîe, p.43a)

There was an acknowledgment that it would take 'bourage" to step outside social

norms because the pressures to conform are so great. unfortunately, these athletes

perceived that often others did not have the tenacity 10 do so. These perceptions

were often realized when coaches or teammates reacted predictabry to the topic of

lesbian sexuality. When Kelly,s fnend demonstrated a less than favourable

response to lesbians, Kelly remembered that she once reacted in a similar way:

P: I thought b¿ck when someone asked me about that (lesbian
sexuality) and I basically had said the same rhingl I sai¿ .no, it,s
gross. I said it simply because I thought it was e'xpected that rhat s
what you say.

I.: Do you tlunk then there might be a lot of people who actually
don'r mind it but because rhey're expected io säy...

P: Definítely.I think thar ir's just rhat they,re a vicûm of the way
society is, it'sjust the way_society is andihey have to fit so they,re
going ro do whar it takes, rhey're-nor going to change_ They sa! 

-

whar.rhey think they såould say and thar's*a big pro"blem. ihatrs
wny I was conlusecl wlth my lnend that I was reallv close to in
school. I don'r know if she was saying what she rhinks she should
luy! I'T still krnd.of up in the arr. Á Iõt of people won't,uy *truì 

-
Jlrcy believe simply because they're not 1silhsj confident eirough.
The facr thar they're nor going rôfit in.so tÈ-eyíre not going io;t
lha!. Sonlg pegple aren't srrong enough to say what th*ey
feel. (pp.29-30a)
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Aoife attnbuted this lack of courage to others not having the "guts,' !c accept

lesbians:
I mean I'm not talking about the guts ûo acknowledge that they have
feelings for women rñat go pasr tie bounds of reguiar fnen¿síip. 

-

They don'r even have the courage to say ,'(AoifeilLhñpilbi;iy."
know, I know you're a dyke, sõand so toid me yòu weie a aytj
and (your p¿rtner) is welðome in our house any úme.,,And a Íot of
people don't have the courage, if you come oui to them _ like I came
out to my b€st fnend - they don'tiave they courage to say, .bell
this is really hard for me, i h-aven'r had to áeal wit'n a frieiå coming
glj lg T: before, y.ou know? I'm a little Utt scared of it myseti buì,.
you Know, I-m really proud of you thar you did this.,, I thjnk it.s
lll jl:,?!*C" rhrn8. I.rhink rhar ir's jusr rhe courage ro depan from
our soclat conventjons. We,re departing so radically-in every other
way. This is jusr one more way tò Oo li 1p.+:a;

In addition, those athletes rvho have lelt betrayed by other lesbian players

felt that those lesbians lacked the courage ûo both accept and support their felow
lesbians, and identify themselves as resbians. Although some partrcipants remarked

that'coming out'while involved in sports would be a'leally hard thing to do some

were cnlical ol lesbians who remained in .the 
closet. '

The older ones are very established in their ways and no_one knows
abour them. It jusr thainot much is said, it's baÉic knowledg" _ã -
everything but not much is said about it. I mean a lot of theïesbians
that I know are the strongest players on their tea; but some of them
have been in the closet so britaliy, you couldn't pry them out with áshoelom! And they would be súch great rol.rn'oOtlr. 1eoif",pp.49,5Ia)

The pressure to conform and intemalized homophobia,s divide athletes.

Again I believe the 'lack of courage' described by the athletes identifies why there is

lifile support for each other among some lesbian athretes. However, knowing horv

hard it has been for the participants to .come 
out, in sport I tlunk there is an

understanding of why other lesbians in their sports are not always supportive,

although this does not mask the participant's frustrations. participants also fert that

heterosexual players shourd take more responsibility to be courageous, after aü thev
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are 'safe bets ! ' This is not to say that lesbian athletes are devoid of responsibility to

take steps but an atmosphere has ¡o be created that allows lesbians to leel

comfortable tåkng those steps. presently, lesbian athletes are discouraged from

being courageous by the structures of homophobia and heterosexism,

As a consequence of the social norms and heterosexism in society many

athletes felt that coaches and teammates were 'afraid' úo chalenge the status quo. In

addition, partrcipants believed that the persistent attempt to keep lesbians and

lesbian cul ture invisibre and ghettoized compounds the lack of understanding that

others had about lesbian llves.

Avoidance a¡d Backlash

In addition to makrng sense of .why'coaches 
and teammates were

homophobic and why heterosexism extsts the participants also reflected on the

manifestations of those fears. participants commented that their teammates, fears of
lesbian 'sex maniacs' and 'voyeurs' encouraged physical avoidance of the rocker

rooms and showers because they (heterosexuals) felt vulnerable in the presence of
lesbian athletes.

The athletes also reflected on why lesbian issues were avoided. It is widery

accepûed that athletes, at an elite level, espouse conservative 
'alues 

(Beamish &
Borowy, 1988). Among teammates there is often a total unconsciousness around

any form of political activity both for resbian issues and social issues in generar.

Although the participants did not all comment on their coaches or teammates lack of
political activism they did indicate that avoidance of lesbian issues reflected the

sports world desire to "not want to deal with .lesbians. "
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I guess (my heterosexual teammates) didn't knorv what ûo expect.
So theyjìr:qt tried to sray away from it all together. Ignore it sð they
wouldn'r have ro deal wirh ir. (Kelly, p.4bf

Dara commented that the people who ignore lesbian issues are the kind of people

who do not want ûo deal with any controversial issues in life:

I think peop_le who ignore queer culture, ignore rebellion or
something thar's different. They're the peóple who ignore
everything. poverty,_queer culture, proûlems with hi-gh school
violence. They just don't.wanl to be dealing ilith anf problems in
life, they just want to deal with rheir own life .If peopie don't want
to see.something they'.re not goingto änd that's incljding que".
sexuality. People coming in from the burbs, seeinÊ demõnËtrations
in one of the biggest gay areas in tou,n, the1, don'tîare or don,t
want to see it. (p.3b)

when individuals do not "want to see it," it is tantamount to acknowledging

their discomfort rvith Iesbian sexuality. Thrs avoidance of issues relieves coaches

and players of the responsibility to confront their own heterosexism and

homophobia. Aoife descnbed this avoidance as 'þlain old homophobia, a state of

denial " (p. 1b). Tlus denial is a key element in what I see as the ,passive

heterosexism' which pen'ades sport. when coaches and teammates avoid lesbian

issues and ignore the discriminations lesbians face they marntarn the bamers wfuch

exclude lesbians from being open about their sexuality in sport by denying that any

problem exists. In effect their s ence and avoidance can be perceived as complicity

w.ith heterosexism which is the norm.

In contrast to avoiding lesbians and denying their e stence in sport, there

were also 'attacks' on lesbians. sandra suggested that confirming that there are

lesbians ín sport often precipitates 'confrontations' in their environments:

Even now I'm^thinklng that there are more women in sport who are
out,_you know? Or it can be talked about more openlv.'With that I
thrnk there's a m ore nzgarive vierv. There's gr"ai.. 

"iposur" 
ro
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le.sbians in spo¡, pa¡be more are coming out of the closet rhat kind
ot lnlng Dut I thlnt( there ls a nse in negativity. (p.21)

It is clear that this 'backlash' targets lesbians because they challenge social norms

posi ng a threat fo institutionalized heterosexuality. Tina felt that ,,straight people can

hold your sexuality against you." This indicates her acknowledgment of the power

that the lesbian label had f¡c alter others' perception oflesbians or lesbian .susp€cts'

in sport These 'backlash' and 'confrontationa.l' behaviours and attitudes were

labelled by some as "homophobic." cerainry from what rhe athretes described they

knew that they lived in a "profoundìy homophobic world', and sport was .,as

homophobic as you're going to get!" However, attnbuting the cause of backlash

only to individual homophobes negates the action of how the sports instífution can

control interactions at the micro level. lt was cle¿r f¡om their stones that the athletes

were also aware about the role of society in marntarning an environment in which

backlash works.

Although avoidance and backlash appear antithetical they actually work

together to make lesbians more invisible in sport. Both indicate the overwhelming

discomfort that others had towards lesbian sexuality and the intense sanctioning of
heterosexuality in the sports world.

Conditional Tolerance versus Acceptance

I asked some athletes how they made sense of the .tolerance, 
and

'openness'they sometrmes experienced. From their stories it was salient that

'tolerance' was conditional on lesbian invisibility:

Two of the girls on the team were going out, they hung around a lot
and com-ments were given and everythiñg. Once (one¡ îeft the team it
seemed like those things slowed down, i'i wasn't'as bãd because
they weren't seeing it. They weren't seeing them fogether.It, s like
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when they s¿¿ il, when they're around iî or when they know it,s
there, then they're more nervous or more tense aboufit. But if it,s
not there it seems like, well, it's no big deal. (Kelly, pp.l2_13a)

Although tolemnce is not an appropnate manifestation of acceptance, as it
always implies something has to be tolerated, it was interpreted as less negative

than some other experiences these athretes had in sport. Kelly who was not .out, to

he¡ leammates comm ented:

I'm not sure what they think (about me) but they don,t treat me any
differently, well not tô my {ace rhey don'r. I Oåít t"o* rvhat they
say. behind my back but as fa¡ as thê locker room goes, I,ve nevèí
had any rroubles. (p.Sa)

Tina suggested that she was tolerated only because she perceived others thinkrng:

,9llÌ'-uyb. she rs g3y bur she comes here to play hockey. you
don't have [o party wirh her or spend time u,ith herãlter hockey bur
she comes and she works with tÈe team and is a team player.,,'
(p 13).

Kelly felt that it was only the younger players on her team who had .,big problems"

with lesbians' whlle Aoife suggested that tolerance was only demonstrated when

lesbians did not "flaunt" their sexuality.

often the partrcipants remarked that heterosexuals were obsessed with a

desire to know "who was and wasn,t lesbian." I asked some players ,why, 
they

thought their teammates in particurar, who were ofûen repulsed by resbian sexuarity

brought the subject up for discussion on so many occasions. Tina presumed that

simulfaneous with her peers defensiveness about lesbian sexuality she believed they

'1n asl have some curiosity about it" (p.36). perhaps on some level ,tolerance, 
fuels

'homo-curiosiry?' When Aoife told me that it was .,quite common,,with the

younger provincial players in her spof for the ,,tålk to tum around to

homosexuality" she suggested:
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I think that a lot of them are quite fascinated wi th it which is
speculation (for me) -_..when-are you going to come out?,,There are
so many rumors and things that peoplè 3ust søn ø_lking about them
lid W?!: ,rr/ty rva¡t ro-kn-ow iviró.s ú,tratr They ,*ity *uniiá"-
l<now who's together! (Aoife, pp.3g, 4Oa)

Although it seems that the topic of ,homosexuality' 
was frequently raised, this

"homo-curiosity" was rarery follorved by affirming comments. perhaps part of the

fascination in wanting to know "who's what" was to be able to identify lesbians for
ndicule and discnminatron. In addition, Aoife said that tolerance was granted to

those who did not fit the lesbian stereoq.pe:

Straighr people like lesbian chic (like) Madonna, Cindy Crawford , I
9:l ,yt9*,*tr¡. tfyou can pass foritraighr. yóu åreþroUaUIy
gorng fo be befl€r off in the stralght world. (p.ib)

Obviously tolerance is also granted when you are able to .fit in, and

assimilate to the heterosexual norm, assuming a cover of sameness.

In contrast to tolerance and the more negative attitudes they experienced

some athletes did highlight positive experiences:

J",ll$ lh1ry"ge are geurng a litrle bir more acceprrng because
there's people like me runmng around that they uied tä like when I

i1,r]i?lg-llT$ so, you know,.they gor along $.ifh me realty well.
And_now_that,l,m gay, I rhrnk that they are linding out slou.ly tharI m stll. you k¡ow, rhe same person. And it's stiä possible ío hare
a good tìme wirh me a¡d I canìtill play, it hasn,t affeced (my
game) ! (Aoife, p.{f¿;

Dara felt that the individuals rrom whom she expenenced acceptance, and those

who most often demonstrated an acceptance of diversity, were older players. She

suggested that "they finally got a life and looked to see what was out there, and

reâlized that there were different peopre in this worrd," they ,bpened 
their eyes and

looked to see wåaf 's happening in this city" (p.2ra). she reflected further on .whv,

she thought a more accepting attitude sometimes blossomed:
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I,think rher.e are people who are very confídent in themselves and
rnelr sexuatlty so when a person comes out to them and ihey,re
srraighr, it doesn,t manerìo them because they knãw that pÉrsãn istheir teammate and nothing has real\, .t ung"ã una1n"y,r" utro -
confrdenr about where the! are.in life whetñer tirey,." ét âighr o.gay. Like one of the playeis whose sister was ,i"'rUi_, f 

"ärnã 
out

to her and she's like iJieãh, cool, no problem.;eìa f g*rrii1" nãa
been throu^gh the whole quesrioning *ring witf, freiristãr. ,.¡oes that
mean I am?"

_, .4nd rhey go tkough all these sets of questions and work
:T^?:qÌ.f^"y llr:y feel abour rherr sister or brorher, wharever. Theyrealze lt s stl the¡r stster and they love them just the same as befóre
they found out this information atíout *f,o tirËy,i"åp with or who
they.spend rime wirh, or who rhey want o carËfãr.-j,hey realize thatthey're srill rhe same person. They.ve gor rhái knãwledg" b;;;-they've been^through-the process. So ñen *tt"n a reammate comes
out lo them, lor rnslance my Leafnmate was ,,no problem!,.She hadworked through those queirions, she was finà, it ã-**n.r
homophobrc. (pp.8_9b)

Participants perceived that those who were "more sensitive" to lesbian

sexuality and open to diversity realize that,,yes, this Iesbian is a person too,.,and as

a result have an easier time with athretes who are resbian. when individuars are

secure with their own sexuality then lesbia¡ athletes lives c¿n b€ validated and

affirmed.

To understand ..why', 
they experienced their lives as they did all the athletes

endeavoured to make sense of both the insidious and intangible hostilitres they

confronted or perceived in sport, and the more positive messages of acceptance that

they expenenced. Despite the mixed messages that they described they were always

aware that their lives as lesbians were often marginarized outside the.defined

norm" of heterosexualify in sport. Subsequently, the fears, misunderstandings and

lack of courage in others contnbuted to the perpetuation of the hostile and

poisonous sporting environment in which they, as athletes, managed their lesbian
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identitíes. Their understanding of the sports world at the micro a¡rd macro level

impacæd on how rhey explained their individual lives.

Part Two - Makrns Sense of Individual Lives

In an environment like sport which reproduces the ngid norms of a

heterosexist society these athletes perceived they would not always be accepted and

this has impacted on their lives as lesbian athletes. In this section I will describe

how the athletes understand and I interpret their individual lives in the context of the

"porsonous environment" of sport. The elements contained in understanding

interprehng their individual lives illustr¿te l¿oÌr the participants felt about their

experiences and made sense of their individual lives, as opposed fo what they did fo

cope with a hostile environment.

Uncertar nties

The athletes interpreted their world as being one (because of the mixed

messages they described) where they were often uncerüain about people's attitudes.

This uncertainity was one of the most insidious aspects of their exp€nences. All
partrcipants were aware of discnminations towards lesbians, however,

heterosexism and homophobia are not always 'tangible.' Discnmination, therefore,

was not always explicit, and often ambiguous, therefore, participants did not

always know if attitudes were purposely directed at them.

One never knows whether or not the reaction you got in any
situatjon was because you are gay. That.s whát mãkes it póisonous,
you are atways second guessin-g íhe situation. fÀåiiÈ, p.zul

The second guessing and constant checktng of their sports environments, and

experiencing a range of attitudes from openness to confrontations often caused an
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uncertainity about what reactions they should expect next. Tlus uncerøinity

impacted on their desire to 'come out.'

Because of the associations that I've worked with and not knowing
if that would. be a.good.thing.- it's-that fine line of not really
knowing and not kno$'ing where I.m going with my life oí my
career, and not knowing if rhat's goin!to a-'ffect where I'm goíng to
go. (Dara, p.27a)

Not always knowing how their coaches a¡rd teammates would react to them or how

well their sexuality would be received often caused confusion.

Some people are comfortabje with it (lesbian sexuality) and some
people are so scared. I don't know ,t hof. ft is,I wlslr i 

'knew. (Kelly,
p.15a)

Many were also 'uncertain, about who actually knew they were lesbians.

Often people knew the participants were lesbians before they told them, proving

that speculation plays a key role in identifying lesbians in sport.

I just found out that our goalie- her boyfnend has known (l,m
lesbian) since Chnstmas and I had no iäea. And he found òut from
another fnend, who found out from another friend. And I was like
"how do these people know?',I had no idea, I don't undersø¡d!
(Kelly, p.9a)

Simrlarly another woman reflected on the uncertainty of 'knowing who knows:,

She.(my leammate) told me that (other provincial players) were
talkrng about me. And I was like, ..whaì? My eodi" úke'who
Ézaws how it (news that I was lesbian.¡ got íoïrhar province)? Oh
god, it was remble. I was dumfounded.leoifà, p.4Za¡

Rumors sensationalize sexuality and focus attention and ndicule onto specific

individuals. The individual's sexuality becomes the focal point of their personality,

the reason why they must be ostracized. uncerørnity of knowing .who knows' this

information results in even more ca¡eful morutonng of their sports environments.

The homophobes possess the power to name, label, and 'out' lesbians and this

causes a dilemma in knowing when it is safe ûc take a nsk. For example, Kelly
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reflected on her d emma of not knowing what to say rvhen her heterosexual

teammates slander other lesbian players:

l.didn't say anything. i didn'r ktt ow whaÍ to say. I didn,r k¡ow if Ì
should defend them and nsk exposing myself ór if I should just
leave ir? It's very hard. (p.8a) -

As homophobic attitudes were often implicit rather than explicit some

participants said thaf when confronted with more discemible evidence of

homophobia they were 'Tloored" or ' dumbfounded. " Despite careful monitoring

their uncertainty sometimes resulted in them not being ,.ready', or ,þrepared,,for

derogatory comments or slanderous rumors. Athretes were 'ïoken up" and .,brown

off guard" by these more explicit confrontations.

Thls state of 'uncertainty'changed as participants became more aware of
homophobic attitudes and developed their skrlls to monitor their environments

which, in turn, provided them with the information on how safe it was to be .out.,

This in itself prompted new diremmas of 'uncertainty.' Many tarked about being

unsure about "¿olr to come out.,'Da¡a reflected on thÌs .,how to,,dilemma, the

'skrll' of knowing "how to come out" often eluded her:

It's a hard_thrng to do and I haven,t figured out åorv to like come
out. It's,a hard rhing. Ir's not as if yoõ go,_..well ream, f,m quËãi,
okay? Now go run a coupleof laps- aroünd tt . gy-.,,boyol tnã*
what I mean? I don,t know l¡ow fo incorporate Ëing out, to make it
so it's not a big deal - there has to be some easy u,av'_ without
makr.ng- it some big production. When I coach úere,'l coach with a
FyJ_t,_.1,19 

heJusl broughr his girlfnend to practice or ro a game.
I lKe rs.#utlJust Lhe way you do it? I haven't figured out a wa-y ofjust doing ir. And ir's hid.ro 

_educate withour ñakng it iUig' --
producrion in a way. (pp.49_5la)

Managing the uncertainty of how and when; to be out as lesbians; to support

other lesbian players; talk about Iesblan issues was indeed a skill that required

precise negotations of their lesbian identities. Being 'uncertain' of others' reacûons
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to their lesbian sexuahty was a key element in wåy they engaged in the strategies

lhey did !c protect their lesbian identities. In addition the state of .uncertairuty'

caused these athletes to experience an ever-present feeling or perception of nsk in

their lives as lesbians in sport.

Risk

The perception of risk was a common element in the participant,s stôries.

There is a definite risk involved in ,coming out' in a homophobic sports

environment but nsk vaned in its' significance to each lesbian because some more

readily confronted the risk through their orvn risk-takrng behaviours, however, alr

these athletes perceived there was a nsk involved with being ,out., All the

participants had anticipated that they would lose the status they had as players on

their teams if their lesbian identity was made public:

I see holv they. (heterosexual players) dig at the other (gay) players
and how rhey,'re krnd ofexcluded from ã lor of things."l,íê'aliã!s
been part of the crowd, the main crorvd and I didn;i"know if I,d letthrown into that other group .cause I strll wanted to be part of
everything thar went on. (Kelly, p.9a)

The status which they held on their teams was not necessarily one in which they

had much power, instead it was the stâtus of being respected by others. The

greatest feeling of risk was the perception of losing this respect:

I: You sa_rd quite a lot in the first interview thar you didn,t want to
nsk exposing you^rself in spon? What ao you pércãiue ttre risks
would be for you?

l:I:lt:lll.lp"semyself Iwril lose, I guess, social acceptance
and w.hen you lose that l.think that.s a big part of being on a team.
You don't want to lose lha1, you want to-be .tor" to tli" t.¿_. t..ì.That's why I g.uess Ididn't wanr ro expose myseif, tÀsing,*üf '
acceptance and then losing, I guess, my spot ón ttrå teaml6elty,
P.6b)
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Because there is an expectation of sameness, heterosexual samçness, on sports

teams many athletes felt that if they were viewed as 'different,' social interactions

with their teammates might have been lost. Many were not prepared to.,ruin" their

sports careers in this rvay.

I felt that if I did come out in_sport I would Iose such a big part of
my life, and I didn't wanr to loìe that. (Dara, p.4b)

some athletes had heard about the speculations sunounding Betty Baxter being

sacked as coach of the Canadian national volleyball team because she was lesbian,

therefore, they knew that "being out" had its' nsks in sports. Although many stated

that they were '!ery open" in their personal relationshrps there were times when the

nsk of losing status and respect in their sports encouraged them to .retreat into

sameness.'

I think when I was living in (my home ciry) and playing (my sporr)
and being involved rn sports, when your al athle're ii jñrìeÉmäd '
that yoìt get put into a þsition wheie sports become so much of
your life, especially if you are an elite aihlete. you usuallv have
started sport early in your life and sport rs your life. Fneíds a¡e in
y^our spoÍs and school is tied into tñat. Anâ I guess fo¡ me I felt that
if you tell someone thar you're a dyke [...] pari of what you,ve
glown yg k¡9wing, which is spon, rhe coniperirion and everyrhing,
youJust.leel because it is so homophobic, yóu feel that wholã part"
of your life can be taken a-w.ay froñ you and if your not carefui, you
canJust be harassed out of thè sport änd some of the sports are iiÍ<e
that. And in (my sporr), especiaily the elite sport is likè that. The
natronal coach is homophóbic. Ahd friends that I k¡ow are so
worried who knows that they're lesbian because thev're afraid that
after be_ing on the nattonal tåm for l0-12 years, they're afraid thài
they will Iose their spot because the coach-k¡ows thát thev're
lesbian. And lhgn y9u Ioose your life, somerhing that is só imporranr
to you, something that you've worked so hard ior. (Dara, p.4'b)

one athlete also remarked that there was a ¡isk ofrosing potential sponsorship for

sport. she said that corporations reject lesbian athletes because they do not ,.want 
a

gay women doing (rheir) commercials or weanng (rheir) products" (p.42). This is
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certainly true at the elite level and is reflected in the numerous lost endorsements

that Martina Navr¿tilova has experienced. The nsk of losing this recognition was

not worth it for Tina:

If it ca-me down to it, I'dprobably be, you know, very guarded.
Somethrng I love so much, my sport, I don't want it ó ãe taken
away - I'm all for this gay lib thrirg but some people don,t
understand or aren'l accepting in that paniculär sþn _ so I don't
want tojeopardize thar. (È.43J

several participants mentioned that personar safety was a concern for them

in their sports environments. Many remembered not wanting to admit they were

lesbian because they "did not feel safe to be out." Although threats to their

'physical' safety were not a concern for them, they were aware of the realities of

"gay-bashing" (physical, verbal or psychological). Julie recalled that she ofren

thought she was "going to get rhe shir bear our of (her)" by her family (p.6). Risk

for her was shaped within the context of a homophobic family, for her .coming out'

prompted "four years ofhell!" For Julie the consequences of being .out, were

"pretty high," "not a hell of a lot of fun and .þrobably 
the worst nightmare that i

think I ever imagined" (pp. 12,17).

The nsk of compromising personal safety magnified when trying to identfy

other lesbian athletes. Participants said they confronted risk when approaching

someone on another team who they thought might be lesbian. Dara stated that this

was a situatron where "you don't want to be wrong!" Knowing how much it took

to'þut (herself) out" she was knew that contact couldjeopardize someone else's

sports career:

If someone who's stralght or lesbian goes up to someone who,s
strÀght and says "are yóu gay, are yoú a lesËian?" The person mishr
assume. they're.asking because they might be. So they'rè putting "
themselyes at nsk because they coild gãt bopped ouíor riho kn"ow.
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what might happen? And rhen the rumors would spread, esoeciallv
in sport, and someone's career could be ruined. tp.S¡i' 

--.-''*^,

Risk creates reelings of "paranoia" and "hyper-sensitivity" because the

consequence of being identified outside the "defined ¡rorm" of heferosexuah fy are

great. As a resurt many lesbians in sports deverop 'subterranean' networks with

other lesbians athletes, secretly keeping in touch or socializing wjth at lesbian

events.

The anticipated nsk of losing respect and shtus was undoubtedly the marn

concern for all the participants. For some the feelings of risk did not really go away

until they quit their teams, felt a little more independent and stronge¡ in their

identities' when they developed their own personal secure foundation separate from

homophobic sport, the athletes were less threatened by the uncerra¡nty and nsk
generated in the heterosexual sports world. Not all the participant's have reached

this 'stage'yet. Given the nsks these athletes anticipated it was not surpnsing that

many described "being paranoid," neryous" and "scared" about the ..wrath,,of 
their

coaches and teammates, andjustifiably were apprehensive about ,,coming 
out.,,

Extemal Restrictions

The feelings of risk and uncertainty which permeated their lives impacted on

how these athletes strategized about their lesbian identities in sport. The athretes

made sense of their strategies from 'fitting in' fo 'flaunting' as necessary because of
the restnctions they perceived that were imposed upon them from an lntolerant

sports world.

lllÌ*k_,lg yh you are drscnminated against or when you get
caueo na¡nes. even lf lt happens !o you only once, it affecrc h-ow you
act in life and how you IooÉ ar thin!s. (D^ía, p-.-3bi'-
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Some athletes explarned these ,.limiøtions" 
using language that vividly portrayed

their perceptrons of feering psychologically, verbalry and physicalry rimired within

their environments.

Ps5'c¡olot 
"ut 

restrictions tvere manifested in feeling ,þressuúzed,, 
to

conform to heterosexuality. When Kelly told me that her team motto was ,],ou can

skaæ if you're stiaight," I asked her was rhere a flip side ro rhat, ,,if you,re gay,

søy away?" She replied .,nor really but you just/e// ir (p.5b). Many participarìrs

descnbed feeling "anxious," "nervous," "very uneasy" and .tncomfortable 
every

second" when they were in situations where their sexuality might be questioned.

I didn't feel like I cou.ld be outcomfortably. Llke to f eel really
comfortable being out and walking dorvn á street, Áeeting 

',
somebody who I worked with, krãs that I coachéd. It wai just
something I wasn'r really comfortable with. lDarà, pp.1g_i9a)

Psychological restnctrons also manifested themselves in feelings of
accounrability for others comfort with lesbians. The sociar expectations sanctioned

in their predominantly heterosexual sports world made some feer responsibire to

hrde their lesbian identities in order to aneviate the discomrort that their heterosexual

peers might feel:

I was really afraid - like I was really good fnends with some ofthe
younger players and joked around wrih them so I wás afraid that I,d
nave [o travel wrth them to junior nationals, sray in a room with
fhree women who could bethe ages of f O,'f Z äã'iA. And I was
afrar d thar rley would feel uncomiorraUle Linføt-n'me _ not rhar I
nao any proÞtem wtth lt _ butjust that they would feel uncomforuble
not wanting to be in the room with me. (óara, p.16a)

when Aoife was rejected by a teammate after having disclosed her resbian identity

she remembered howsåe felt responsible for her fnend's reaction, .? felt terrible

that s¿e felt so tenible (p. l5a). She also felt responsible for her team,s comfof and

"wanted to save them the trouble of worrying about it (her being lesbian).,, Kelly
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indicated that she felt ro responsible for others' comfort to the extent that she rvould

respect their decision to "pull back a little" from her if they found out she was a

lesbian:

I don't blame my friends - like if I told them _ if they would avoid
me a little more or if they wouldn,t associate themsáves rvith me
any_ more 'Cause I feel that they don't understand it and it will
probably take, you know, a lot ior them to understand it. It,s
::T:l!lis,¡1.you knqy, ir's something that they have ãrlstu to
Þe scared ol atmosr. (p.20a)

Because lesbian issues were avoided in sport many particìpants also felt

restnctions placed on what they could say and tfus was reflected in their .sirence'

and 'secrecy' str¿tegies. Verbal restnctions affected what athletes could ølk about

or tell others about themselves. Although many were "comforrable with (their)

lifestyles" and felt uncomfortable about ,,lying 
to people, " they we re,,just too

scared to tell the truth because of the anticipated reaction. They could never quite tell

the "whole truth," indeed they felt there were .,certain 
things we can,t say.,,

Verbal restnctions were not limited to their interactions with heterosexuals,

they often occurred in their interactions with other resbians. secrecy and silence

persists among lesbians in sport because in a homophobic environment other

lesbians are afraid of being ostracized by the .main crowd.,

I'm krnd of in a difficult position nËh! n9w because the girlfnend
I've been with for about ã ye^T and-a hatf no*, ,t 

",, 
,"ry

uncomfortable with people. She's very in the closet, doeín,t want
anyone to know. If i'm going to be. øl-ktng about my sexuality, it,s
lþl ?y"rglf I can say I havã a girlfnend"but she;síeaty noi
pleasecl ll I would mention her name. She,s not pleased ábout
people who might have an idea or are suspectin!. It klnd of bothers
me. I wanr to let people know, bur ir's difîiculr.3o iil ralk abour ir
rt's ln the context of myseli. (Kelly, p.9b)

Due to, as one athlete remarked, the "tremendous stigma" that is attached to resbian

sexuality by a heterosexist society all these athlet€s felt some restrictions in their
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rnteractlons wrth their teammates, their peers would "never know the real me.,,

verbal restnctlons prevented many from expressing themselves openry or shanng

stones about their lives.

The negative side and the limiting side was the oppressiveness that I
felt rhat other p€ople put upon mã I couldn.t be åpen with them and
have them r.alidaæ such an important component ôf mv life and vet
rhey cn_uld rell me endless numbers of stones 

^U"ri 
if,Ëii u"l,i¡J^Jr,

gain all sorts of suppon during emotionalìy troubled rimes. áunns
euphonc times. lr was just reál¡., really róugh. lHeidr, pp.'t-_-t-ai

Many arhletes also perceived themsehès ¡o be physically limited by the

"poisonous environment." These physical limitations reflected feelings ofbeing

trapped:

I felt I was kind of in a room with four walls and no door. I feit I
had nowhere to go. (Kelly, p.2b)

Feeling physically restncted meant feeling ..scrutinized', 
by others. Sandra

described feeling "like you're in a bit of a fish bowl" (p.g) while Meghan constantly

felt she was "in the pubric eye" and restricted by 'Judgmentar gazes. " This feeling

ofalways being waæhed caused these athletes !c develop acute monitoring and

negotiating skrlls.

Several athletes used language whrch conveyed this ,physical, 
negotiation

of their lesbian identities. They talked about how they have .,struggled,, 
and

"battled " with both the stigma of being identified as a lesbian in sport and their need

to disclose their lesbian sexuality. Tina felt she had to .defend" 
herself from rumors

being circulated about her, while Kelly labeled her struggle as an ,l¡phill battle.,,

Dara commented that the struggle was on-going:

In certarn settings I've been rvjth ktds and teens and I,m their leader,
they're leaming from me and it's really hard ro _ i kìow lt,s
important - but I'm s¡¡l/ battling with rÍrar, you knìw, whether to be
our or not. (p.27á)
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Dara's on-going struggle was reflecæd in an expenence she had when some

junior players she was coaching were "bad-mouthing" a suspected lesbian teacher.

Dara did not know whether to "stick up lor the teacher and explicitly ,out' her,, and

(out) herself in the process and remembered feeling that her "hands were basically

tied" (p.26a). Meghan also descúbed the perception she had of feeling physically

restricted because she felt she could not disclose her lesbian identity. she recalled

that the "secret" of being a lesbian was a 
.,burden" 

and ,,a big, heavy weight that

weighed (her) down in some ways" (p.33).

In some circumstances athletes felt more physically restricæd than others.

Many athletes recalled that social events with their teams usually took place in

"heterosexual" environments, "great, strarght bars', where sexual diversity was

rarely celebrated. At these events the expectations of heterosexual sameness and

attraction are often exaggerated as male and female athlefes are encouraged to

'flaunt' their heterosexuality. Aoife explained that this "straight" atmosphere on her

team was not always one in wtuch she or her partner could feel physically

comfortable:

I think my partner (sighs) resents the fact that she can't be
comforfable with that team and I also resent í1. If there was a team
thing my partner wouldn't want ro come. I think it's sreat for
partners to do differentrhings in their lives but it's iniportant that the
other partner can participate to some degree in encouräging them,
knowing that fhey are encouraging a gõd thing. someiim;s I come
home in tears and in a brural râge and it's veryãisrurbing for her.
There's no support either side! (My partner; rinderstands-my
competitiveness, that I want to win, ihat I want to be the beít player
(but she wants me úo be in) something that she can support mè ií
with a happy mind and rhar I can be liealthy in. ipp.:ä-'3:a¡

All these athletes have felt external pressures and restrictions to cover up

their lesbian identity because of the oppression to conform to a .defined 
norm.,,
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They did not always feel safe enough to be out as lesbians in sport, consequenrly,

the restrictions they perceived that were imposed upon them by a hostile and non-

accepting society, at times, meant their lives, loves, friends and politics were rarely

validated.

Internal Restrictions

Through these athletes stories it was al,so evident that they placed

restnctions on themselves in response to the restnctions placed upon them by a

heterosexist and homophobic sports world. They did not always explicitly explain

these self-imposed restrictions, however, it was reflected in how they tatked about

themselves and their lives in sport. In the "strategies" section I descnbed what they

did to 'externally' negotiate their lesbians identities in sport, however, in reading

their accounts I became aware of the fact that they also placed restdctions on

themselves while managrng their resbian idenûties in sport. These negotiations we¡e

not described in the strategies section because the athletes did not descnbe them as

such but I interpreled them as ways in which they made sense of their lesbian lives

in a predominantly heterosexual world. In addition, I interpreted some of these self-

imposed restrictions as reflective of some of their internal struggles and discomfort

with their own lesbian identity and the centrality that their lesbian identity was

allowed to play in their lives. I interpreted these restnctions as manifestaûons of

intemalizng the heterosexrsm and homophobia they had expenenced, some of

which was acknowledged by the athletes. These internalized restrictions were

mamfested through their desire to lead a 
,,normal 

existence. "

To be a lesbian in a society where lesbians sexuality is viewed as deviant

and abnormal can impact on lesbian lives. It has been well documented that these
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messages of deviance are often inæmalized (Kitzinger, 19g7; phan, 19gg).

consequen y, i believe that some of these athletes feerings about their lesbian

identities was a reflection of this intemalized homophobia. Many athletes talked

about their sexuality as a "normal existence;" and equated their lesbian sexuality

with heterosexuality; and talked about making their lesbian sexualify a ..non-issue"

in their lives. This constitutes what Kiu,inger (r9g-f described as 
.de-politicizing,'

one's Iesbian idenrity.

This process which I have labelled .,normalizrng 
lesbian identities,, was

illustrated firstly in the language participants used to self-define themselves. Some

women named themselves as "lesbian', but prefer¡ed to use the label .,gay', 
because

of the "negatr'e" impression of lesbians, sometimes it seemed ..a liüle bit too

strong. " One woman recalled:

When did I start thinking about myself /zzl way? I was involved in a
relationship with anothei u oman for abour a yâr or two before I
think I started - and even rhen I don'r rhink I liked the label, and
3lythlng I fig_ured was atrached ro it. It took a lor of other túings but
I don't think I sawmyself as a lesbian unril a good way into lh'at
relationship. (Sandra, p.Z)

Similarly Heidi recalled:

Unfortunately the attention that has been brought to gays in sport in
the past has been negative. Thus the term lesbiän has a neeative
connotation to it for many people whtch is why probably iam one
of those that's more comfo-rtabl_e with the term'.!ay." Itrr.¡usïtfrã
one I use far more often. I comlortable with lesbian as weil but I
don't use that quite as much. (p.3g)

In addition to the language they used to self-define, I observed that some athret€s

ofæn described "lesbian sexuality" or "being lesbian" as.,it," ,.that way," or ,,that

situation." Although I never asked them why they used these substitute words, I
concluded after listening to their stones that perhaps even in the interviews where
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they could be open about their rives and experiences, sometimes the ..L-word', was

too strong. The message these athretes constantry receíve is that lesbian sexuarity is

vilified and that in sport lesbians are 'baited' and 'ostracized. ' constantly using the

label "lesbian" to define themselves, therefore, may have seemed uncomfortable for

some of the participants. Frye (r9g3) identified how the dominant heterosexual

culture, generally, controls naming and defirung: the label given to things can

delermine how we think or feer about it, or calr it. As 'resbian' has, hístorically,

been pathologized and constructed as a deviance using thrs label to self-identify may

bring to mind these constructed images of sickness and immorality.

"Normalizing" their lesbian sexuarity rvas also reflected in their desire to

'make it (being lesbian) seem like it's no big deal', (Dara, p.23a). Many ralked

about having qualities whrch they believed rvere ¿s much an integral part of

themselves as their sexuality. They did not wa¡t to be labeled orjudged solely

because of their sexuarity which one athlete descrìbed as being such a 
.,minute,,part

of herself. Nol making sexuality a "big deal" was also illustrated in the desire to

maintain the pnvacy of their lesbian experiences. As a consequence of ttus

discomfort some athretes imposed restrictions on who courd know .,their secret:"

I don't need to haveawhole group of people accept it. I don,t need
everybody to know.I don't need iny Éani to knoiv andI don,Í rced
my classes ro know! tKelly, p.20-2ia)

Tina believed that "whatever you do with you. partner should be done in the

privacy of your own home" (p.40). While Kelly commenred:

You shouldn't be treateddifferently just because of what you do in
your bedroom. Like that's your owi business, that,s no_one else,s.
(p.37a)
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I believe that normaJizng their lesbia¡ identities through viewing their sexuality as a

"non-issue" created the perception lor fhese athletes that this would lead to greater

accept'â¡ce. This acceptance, however, is conditional on the invisibility of resbians

(Durocher' 1991; Krrzinger, 1987). overwhelmingly, these atrr.reres desired ro ,.be

treated like any other normal person" and ,Just like any other athlete.,,

I-llilt l!" biggesr thing would be for all of rhe arhleres ro rrear you,
jnrst as an aLhlete not as.a.lesbian, you know? Treat you as any ôther
normal player. That's.right,_ you'ré there to play spo'rt, you,rj not
there !o shower wltl ttre girts afrer. you're iheie tã go óut and play.(Kelly, p.37a)

Although none of these athretes talked about their lesbian sexuality as a sickness it
is salient through these statements that some of them did intemalize the

pathologizing of lesbian sexuality as abno¡mal.

Makrng their existence more ..normal,'prompted 
one participant to

emphasize that she wanted to show others that even as a Iesbian she could get

"dressed up" and look attractive. She was aware of the resbian stereotype and her

strategies illustrated the intemal restnctions she placed on herself to distance herself

for the lesbian image.

I think a lot,of the girls are seeing , you know, ,heh, (Tina) can
dre-ss up and look really pretty," you know? And then they'get a
different -.you know, .;mãybé 

shå ,eally ,s in iove? iÁnd it,s not so
bad - you know as when they think of íwo girls with their heads
shaved or somerhing like rhãt, you know? fr. 14¡

In Tina's sûory 'normalizing" her tesbian identity allowed her úo establish a feeling

that she could be very feminine and be in a relatíonslup with a woman.

Everyone's impression from my point of view is that all lesbians
nave short halr. you know.that stereotype? Where I, you know,
when I ger dressed up I look very femiiúne. I feet _ áb the samå
wrth my glrllnend - I can go and play a so.called male dominated
sport and srill have anothei side of nie that's feminine. Sp"ilrrg .f
that, it's really weird, I always wanted to play sports, ¡...1 travJa
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shower and then be that woman. So I always wanted to make that
distinction. 

J^ca_n play sporrs welljust like ány guy bur I'm also a
woman. (5: 13- 14)

Distinguishing between themselves and other lesbians was also a part of

distancing themselves from the lesbian image and further characterized internal

restnctrons. Kelly commenúed that when she met other gay women she rooked for

qualitres about them besides their sexuality to deærmine whether they have any

conmon bonds. She explained that it was ,,not imporlant to her who anybody

sleeps with. " Heidi also søted:

I never aligned myself in partrcula¡ with a few of the other gay
people on the team becauie they were different as wett. liråyiere
people who I wouldn't considei to be close friends of mine.'I thrnk
there's this. expectation thatjust because you're gay you will
immediately hone in w_ith 

_oiher people, aíd rhat"yduíre all just of the
same mind and heart? Well it's jusinot rrue. It bácomes a non_issue.
T!.tglory, who are you're frienäs? And really what does make a
lnend'/ What are the qualitres you look for? Well their sexuality ro a
point,^h.opefully is z¿¡ one of ihose qualities that becomes an i-ssue.

Jlg_ryf"-llt 
i,.r.":,ry much a non-issuè when you're loolung foi åitre.

ltxngs, rhelr. tnrelligence, their fun_loving naiure, whaæveiit might
be! (pp.28-29)

I think that these statements lust¡¿te that it was important for some of these

athletes ræ¡ to be identified with some elements and stereotypes ofresbian culture

which they were intemally uncomfortable with. Thjs distancing helped them

'normalize' their own iesbian lives

The fina.l part of normalizing I observed was how some participants equated

being lesbian with being heterosexual. one participant commented that if her partner

was a man then that would be line because she loved her ,,not for the ract that she,s

a man or a woman." when asked by a friend if her relationshlp was the same as

"grrlfriend/boyfriend" this participant sfated "yes!" This allowed he¡ to help others
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make sense of a situation of which she perceived they had little understanding, and

provided her with a frame of reference for her own relationship. She commented:

I mean we do everythrng just like heterosexua.l couples. (Tina, p. 14)

I-ater she added:

It's jüst two people - my partner is the only one who makes me feel
special and safe but if ii ri,as a guy, then só be it _ two people _ who
cares about the same sex _ whó óan love each other. þinã, pp.:+
3s)

Likewise some other participa¡ìts did not see their "lifesryles" as being .,all that

different from a heterosexuar relationship" while others felt that they were .,the

same (as heterosexuals) but different." Kefly often debaúed with herself about

whether being gay or being straight was normal or abnormal and she concluded that

she did "not think that they were azy drfferent!" No¡malizing their lesbian identities

made some athletes feel "like it's (being lesbian) not so bad,,'.,less isolated,,and

"more comfortable" about their sexuality.

ln addrtion, Kelly attributed blame to others as a strategy for normalizng

her identity and dealing with her own internalized homophobia of her developing

lesbian sexuality. Her first lesbian relationship was with a teacher in high school.

The relationship was further complicated by the fact thar the teacher was already in a

relationshlp. Kelly felt that her teacher ,had 
a piece of (her), wanting to sleep with

(her) aal this other person at the same time. " Although Ke y was not .,ready 
to

throw ever¡thrng away" that (she) had with her teacher, the relationship ended.

Subsequently, Kelly became ,Îery sarcastic" in her teachers class whrch

proved a big strain on their fnendship and dropped out of her favourite sport. she

"was almost sick of it" because she associated (the sport) with her teacher.
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concunent with these responses she blamed her teacher for 'tsing sport to get at

(her) in other ways," for mahng her a lesbian:

I used to blame her. "you made me this way!" I realize now that
even if norhing happened with her, I would still be this way. (p-27a)

Kelly acknowledged that this 'blaming' strategy helped her cope with the realization

that "this is tehatl am!"

I used to say, "this is not my fault. This can'tbe me. Like when I
firsr came out to ah, a-coupie of my fnends, my good fnends, I said
"this isjrsra phase. This òan't last." I sard ;thil ís ¿¿¡ me. This
can't _& nght.,And I felt that ah _ well I kept on using the excuse _

"oh, I was seduced". And ..I was pushed iirto this..'Ànd ,.this isn,t
whatl ønl" (p.40a)

For Kelly blaming others was how she coped with both the external and inærnal

homophobias. This blaming strategy was not apparent in other stories but it clearly

assisted Kelly in normalizing her expenences rvhire dealing with being a lesbian and

was a piece of internaljzed homophobia that was unique to her account.

From their stones it was apparent that the athletes perceived a degree of

acceptance and toler¿nce would be g¡¿nted if pnvacy and invisibility of lesbian

sexuality was marntained. In addiûon to making thei¡ lesbian identitles a.hon-

issue," several participants strategized to align themselves with the.defined norm,'

of he[erosexuality. This was often determined by the 'poisonous environment, or

their own intemalized homophobias. presently, however, given the risks that

remarn in being "out" in their sports, many ofthese athletes had little choice but to

normalize their sexuality, to view it only as a small part of their identities and to

make it a non-issue in their daily lives.

These restrictions often c¿used them to miss out on privileges that

heterosexual players and coaches had access to; kept them disconnected and isolated
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from communities where their lesbian identities might have been affirmed and

celebrated; de-energized them; and cause them to be frustrated and angry towards

themselves and those who maintained the .,polsonous 
environment."

Personal Losses

Many participants, ineviøbly, missed out on expressing their lesbian

identities. Julie believed that her "entire sport career was the biggest (coming out)

delaying process around" and she concluded tirat she needed to..get nd of spo,-t

before (she) could come out (p.25). Julie recalled that:

It was a real sense of 1oss, a /o¡ of lost years, a lot of fun that could
have happened. I missed ou[ on ]¿d¡s óf fun. (p.16)

Those who struggled ro hide their lesbian identities reflected that trying ro .fir in'
caused them to miss out on more than just fun:

Pretty soon yol may find yourself acting strarght o avoid the
reactlon. you loose your identitJ. (Aoife, p.2b)

constantly ha'ing to deal with messages that lesbian sexuality was ,.sick"

or 'ãbnormal" impacted on their identities

You see I wasn't out playing (Ty rpof) and in fact if you could put
a label on my forehead, I would have been identified as probably
one of the most homophobic people around so I,d be off in the óther
gategorl. I'm serious! And i_ think that's sometlung that - my mosi
intense friendships were with women, a couple q,e"re sexual but I
pretty much denied that. (Julie, p.4)

In order to overcome this some particpants completery separated out their sexuality

from their sports experiences. ' when Jurie fina y did 'come out,' although she was

still active in sport, she had retired from playing nationar sport. she refrected that

'homophobic voices" which ,,flared preny loud and clear th¡ough (her) head,,

increased the pressure to confrom to heterosexualitv.
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Socially the hyper-feminine / homophobic response (was) really
denying who I was. (Julie, p.l5)

Denying their lesbian sexuality allowed fhese athìetes to remain invisible as lesbians

in the hope of leading a more "normal existence" withìn the sports institution.

Demal, however, meânt they were forced to lead ,dual lives.,,

You start tô lead that d]¡al- life, you know? you have your sporting
life and your private life. your 

þnvate life become s eve\ ntore
pnvate and you become very, i don't knorv, elusive? 1Oara, f .+U¡

The pressure to be heterosexual caused many io "put on an act', while inreracting

with others. Leading a "double life" for sandra consisted of not only ma¡aging her

developing lesbian identity, in addition, she had rhe added stress of dealing rvith her

pafner's homophobic boyfriend. Although ,,it made things rea./þ interesting,,, her

life was "quite the dancing routine !,' læading a..dual life', caused feetings of

detachment, and made some uncerûaln .,what 
myself is: "

11T9.!1","1 ,lptrr now rhar I'm atmost /wo different peopte. Like I
have a_nrght Iife and I have a day life. I go to school, I,ni this person
when I come homel'm dilJereni and I cãn say the things thar t'mlgti
uanted to say during the day so in thar way Iîeel like I-,m two
diflerenr people. lKelly, p.40a)

For lesbians the personal costs of denying their lesbian identities while

participating in sport are hgh. The pressure to conform to heterosexuality is ever_

present and impacted on their sense of self. The struggle to overcome an often

deplered sense of self did not always make them feer positive about themserves:

It wasn't healthy. It was really damaging. Really like a self_
defeating kr.lg 9{ lhing It's crazy, ..ù,tr¡7am i d6ingìhis, it,s nor
productive. " It didn,t do an¡thin! for niy self_esteeï. (Sandra,
P.16)

Some athletes missed other opporturuties. Aoife missed competing in the

Gay Games in her home city because she had not 'come out.' she was ..reallv 
mad,,
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that thrs opportunity had eluded her while Meghan missed an opportunity to

develop a relationship with a teammate:

She was the only one in my life at that time and I would have done
{nythi¡e for her but we didn't really þtk much about it. I actuatiy
don't know to this day rvhar her feélings were for me. (pp.tZ_l4l

In a second interview Kelly explained that she câme to the realization that

opportunities to feel connected were passing her by:

I was.missing a lot. Like missing out on a lot of things that could
have helped me as a gay athlere;l guess. (p.21b)

Athletes not only "missed out" on makrng connections with an affirming

commuruty but sometimes lost a connection with coaches and teammates who did

not know the particpants' secret. For heterosexual players on teams there is arways

an opportuniry to relate stories and experiences to the tearn about their lives and

loves. Subsequently, the team group knows about those players, personal and

social lives, their lives can be validated and suppofed. The team, collectively, can

be more intimate on personal and sociar revers with those prayers rvhereas the

lesbian players often miss out on shanng their personal stones with others, their

lives remain invisible.

The consequences of feeling excluded from a team cannot be

underestimated. The opportunities for sharing and support availabre ûo heterosexual

players allows them to become more integrated members of the team group.

However, lesbian players hesiøte to share their rives with those who are centra.l to

their sports environment. As a result resbians may feel less integral to the group. In

a team sport where an expectation of cohesiveness exists these feelings of missing

out on shanng cån magnify lesbian isolation. Despite the importance of feeling part

of the team, these athletes did not want ûo push themselves or their lesbian sexualitv
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on their teâmmates for fear of generating paraloia. consequently, lesbian athletes

on teams may often miss out on group cohesiveness because others do not knorv

about their lesbian lives. Kelly explained the impact this had on her expenences:

It makes me feel like they don't know the real me. They think they
know things about me but in actual truth thev don'r knów half of'
me. That's the one thing rhat bothers me the most, thaf people think
they know what I'm likè and what I'm like to be a¡ouná. In actual
truth they don't know me aI all. (p.17a)

The combination of risk and uncer¿arnty, feeling responsible and restricted

by social expectatrons affected lesbians' opportunities to always be themselves.

Subsequently, perceiving that they missed out on many opportunities left many

feeling isolated, powerless and de-energized from, and angry towards dealing with

the homophobia in their everyday lives.

Isolation

The pressure of sanctioned .sameness' 
and their strategies to fit in often

caused many of these athletes to feel disconnected from an affirming community

and their teams. segregation from lesbian identified places and people was often

self-imposed as the athletes strategized to ,retreat into sameness,, and remaln

'silent'and 'secretive.'However, as stated previously many athletes were unaware

when they were first 'coming out' that other lesbians existed. It was apparent that

lesbian invisibility was encouraged in their sports environments and thrs gave them

the impression that they were isolated and alone.

I was in high school, in a small town and it's Iike..there's the town
lesbians,.you- know?_There's like maybe one or two and everyboay
knows who they are but there could'úe been more. But at thatûmjl
had no clue. (Kelly, p. t3b)

Similarl y Julie remembered:
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I had_no idea it (lesbian sexuality) even existed. Absolutely none!
(p 1s)

Although rina was now sure that she could identify her "own krnd," she recalled

when she first came out she could not recognize other lesb¡ans. similarly Aoife

remembered when she was first introduced to her sport:

It was the first time I'd ever come into contact with real liy¿
lesbians. I'd never seen any. I didn't know )døl thev looked like.
You know? I had no idea! (p. lOa)

The perception of feeling alone was most intense when the athletes were

"discovering" or "coming to terms" with their lesbian sexuality,:

I was krnd of left having had this major au,akening and there was no
place to go. I didn't know u,ho to turn to and I did"n't know
anybody in the communiry. I didn.t knou, where to go. I didn,t have
an) resoì¡rces. I didn,t have anyone. It was hard. iAäife,
pp.13,17a)

Isolation occurred lor many of the participants at the very point when they needed

support and were lookrng for a safe place, a ..home" where they might have been

themselves or where they might have felt comforøble ølkrng about their sexuarity.

Participants commented that they "didn't feel rike (they) had the support system,"

had "no-one to talk to" or "really get advice from" and 'tidn't know wrto to talk to',

or "where to go for support. " Tina reca ed having "all these feelings (for women)

and didn't know rvhat to do!" (p.46). Having no-one to talk to increased their

intemal struggles for self-acceptance magmfying isolation,

Ijust felt very much on my own and probabl¡, I guess now _ you
know it's hard fo imagine what framé of miná I i,as in then aíd sort
of how.my_ tho'',ghts were running around. But looking back on it i
probably, I don't know, I never thought about, you kñow. doins
an)4linq to harm myself bur definitelt ir was onÉ of the lowãr---"
penods in my life just trying to deal riith this on my own without
other people. lSandra, p. l0)
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Feelings of isolation were also íntense when athletes were not in an intimate

relationship with anofher woman and were further accentuated when relationships

ended especially if the relationship was their first lesbian reÌationship and they were

still 'closeted:'

I felt really isolated. I was, physically as well as mentally because I
moved up to my par€nts farm ôursidè (the ciry). I couldí't bear to be
ln.the sarne city as the person (pauses) that I just broke up with. And
I.didn't really have anybody to-talk ro. My pãrenrs u.ere jist not
there for me [...] so I felt réally isolated. iÁoife, p.I6a)."

However, having a partner, although fulfilling many needs, did not always

diminish feelings of isolation.

(My partner) was in Europe trarning, I really missed her a lot. I was
hurting so bad 'cause I haä¡'t-mer áy llesbíans¡ untrl I played
(another.sport) last_year. That's when I met a wirole Uunchôf peopte
and I'm like, "thank god!" I'd felt like I was rhe only one. fp. iSl '

Despite "finally feeling free within a rove relationship" Heidi recollecred that

she and her partner stayed 'ln our own little rvorld" because they were uncertain of

any supPort systems.

The problem was we felt we hod to s¡.ay withtn our orvn
environment because we didn't k¡ow what suppon was out there in
the world beyond our private space. I didn't kir'ow Ìrlro was out
there. (p.1 1)

Heidi remembered thrnking that "there might be other lesbians out there" but she

knew nobody else. several participants stones also echoed thrs uncertainty, an

initial lack of knowledge of a commuruty of lesbians where they might feel safe.

This uncertarnity caused many to 'retreat into sameness' and hide their lesbian

identities.

when some of these athieres had relationships with kammates, the benefits

of having frequent contact at team practices were, for the most part, outweighed by
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the fact that no one else on their teams knew about their relationship. Therefore,

their personal experiences were kept a secret from their team group. Thrs separation

probably isolated other 'secret' lesbians from connecting with each other.

You don'¡ find T_ybody around you who's, you know, involved in
tne satÌìe lond ot thtngs you are, u.ho you can identrfy with, so your
isolated very much. lSaiora, p.i¿i 

-'

When they knew no other lesbians on their teams or in their sport this

increased feelings of disconnection. As all of these athretes were partrcipafing in

national, provincial or varsity level sports they were often away on road tnps. On

these tnps they were often called upon to support heterosexual teammates who

missed their boyfriends. Heidi explained how her isolation was intensified through

consoling a love-sick heterosexual teammate:

I felr really.caug.ht up in the emotion rtunking, '.god, how incredible
ror you under all the stress that we.re under here to be able lo release
to somebody abour your personal life. And how a gay indir idual
\r lthln the context of a straight world, rhe expectatioñs of a straight
world, has a hesitation about doing that or féels she can,t.,, I notTced
itjustfull force at that time, how lwishedl could rell somebody 

--
about how much I missed my partner back home because it wai
really hard, really, really haid. (pp.2í-26)

For two athletes who had relationships with their physical education

teachers or coaches, feelings of isolation were arso magnified. The ethical

implications and precariousness of the teacher/student or coach/athlete reratronship

elicited increased feelings of being drsconnected because they frad to remarn

closefed:

She (my teacher) still wanled úo sleep with me ard with this other
person at the same time when I was in high school. And I had ¿o_
one to Íafk fo,l was forbidjlen_to say anylhing. She's a teacher, she
can get inro big rrouble so I didn't t étt anytoiy.I Oian,t tef i anytc,ay
unrrl I got to (the city) and rhat was Deo y"a.r. if.tty, p.ZÍa) '
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Finally, the lack of positive and open discussion about lesbia¡ sexuality

among coaches and teammates contributed to their feelings of isolation. As

descnbed earlier the issue of lesbian sexuaìity was actively avoided and suppressed

on their sports teams.

I: Do you think that homophobia makes lesbians in sport very
isolated from each other? 

-

P: Uh-huh, I think so .cause you don't _ it's not something you
yÐ.na-99: you know, say..hi, I'm so,and so, I'm gay, are-you?,,
Yeah, I rhink it isolates y-ou and I rhink thar.s'mávË one ot.the
reas¡ns Lo rhis ag why l'-m very individual. yoú know? I,m just
reatly lsolated. (Tina, p.3 I )

The "everybody knows but nobody says anything', syndrome descnbed by

Gnffin (1992b) works to isolate lesbians through sanctioning silence a¡ound

lesbian issues. I do not belìeve rhat a the athletes necessar y wanted to remain

secretive and isolated, rather the regurations of the heterosexist institution of sport

have stigmatized lesbian sexuality so much that lesbians are discouraged from

'coming out ' AII the participants descnbed feering isolated and disconnected from

people and places that might unconditionally accept them as lesbians. Often they

expressed the need to have someone to talk to, however, in a sports environment

where lesbian existence is made invisibre through silence and denial they perceived

that they were alone, had no-one to share their rives with and were segregated from

an affirming community.

Enersv Dr¿ins

The intemar and extemal restnctions praced on their lives often left these

athletes feeling exhausted. The constant pressure they put on themserves to cover-

up their lesbian sexuality or that they felt was put upon them by a homophobic
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environment made it "really, really tough" because they felt they had to pass as

heterosexuals.

P: I don't want to-pretend anymore. Now if I don't have to pretend
I'm not going to. It takes Øo much effort to put up that front.

I; Actually that's a thing that I've heard from a lot ofthe women that
have talked to me, theytve talked about how much energy it takes.
Do you feel drained sometimes?

P: Uh-huh, roøþl (Tina,pp.23-24)

It was "tinng" and "so draining" ro pass yet mãny also felr that they did not have the

"strength to come out." Despite the skrll they developed in being .,pretty good at the

facade" many commented that it was tiresome to lead a "double life" and manage the

"dancing routrne:"

It can be so de-energizing when you have to change your behaviour
and rhe things you say,. almost a mind ser. depending on rhe circle of
peÕple you re exposed^to. H.o\À do I protect my sexual identiry from
the.wrath of my family? Well ar somè point yoí eirher rake thé nsk
and you expose yourself hoping that ).ou are going to get suppon or
you cower or you compromlse constantly. It.s I ery. de_energi'ing.
It' s incredibly oppressive. (Heidi, p.2l)'

one of the mosl de-energizing parts of masking their lesbians identities was .,having

to feel like you had to date boys." The pressure to conform to the heterosexuar

"norm" often left the participants vexed:

Most people in this world assume heterosexuality a¡rd I'm ¡lcft of
that heærosexuality. And somerimes I get sick oi explainíng my
s.eTu{iry over and over again.or sayin!, ,,no, I'm nirt rtrui!ht, i,rn u
dyke" and you know, this is the wãy l-am. (bara, p.5)

For some it was even drfficurt to play the "language police" øke a nsk to ca people

on homophobic attitudes b€cause, as Aoife recalled, .,sometimes 
you,re just too

tired' sometimes there's just /oo many of them ! Feering de-energized reft many

feeling "powerless" to respond to insidious lesbian bashing.
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As a result of the stigma attached to lesbia¡ sexuality by some of their

coaches and te¿mmates, many of their interpersonal relationsh¡ps with these

individuals, who were less than accepting, demanded energy to marntarn. These

relations were often "strained" and have ,,taken 
a lot out of (them).,,

When I think about the enetgy that it probably took for me to
marntain that.(facade) it justìirakes me t reO úi*rng about it now,
you know? I know because I srill use up a lot of thai energv ¡n mvjob..lcan't be our, nor in my division, irot "r,y."f,*['iå, mJ*l
And that takes a /or of energy that you could U"'usrng foi irttre.
things. (p.13)

I think this lack of energy to do other things is another key element in how

heterosexism persists' Keeping lesbians pre-occupied with hiding and marntaining

the secrecy of their rives prevents them from solidifying their colrectrve experiences

to challenge the status quo. All the participants expressed feelings of frustration,

anxiousness and exhaustion from both covering up their identities as lesbians and

keeping their emotions hidden and atthough this was not healthy to do, Aoife

reflected that she wourd have been "a baskef case alr the time" if she had a owed

these anxieties to control her life.

From their sports biographies it was apparent that all of these athletes

thrìved on the physical cha enges that sport provided tro them. They worked hard at

pushing themselves to the physical limits. When they talked about .energy 
drains,,

however, they were not talhng about an exhaustion brought about by their own

volition. Dealing with their hostile environments caused a mental tiredness which

for many appeared nnre de-energinng than all the physical effort that they had ever

exerted in their sports. However, these athletes were all invested in being part of
their teams so they continuaty exefed the energy inûo workrng to remarn an integral
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part of the team unit more so than the work their teammates and coaches did to

dispel the rampant homophobia withrn sports.

Lesbia¡r Aneer

Athletes, however, did not arways accept the "norm" and restnctrons that a

heterosexist society imposed on them. In contrast to feeling "de-energized," some

participants described feeling incensed ar others' who openly vilified lesbian

sexuality. Aoife who endured many discnminâtory commenls from her coach

desired a confrontation with her coach. she realized that "coaches have a lot of
power and infìuence" and ,,it's hard tojust go crazy on them,', however, she

welcomed the confrontation and anticipated that her coach would be in no doubt as

to how the incessant 'attacks' on lesbjan sexuality had affected her:

I would like to have a few words with her. I,ll start of pretty calm,
cool and collected but it c€rrainly won't firush on a catm, cdot,
collected note. I'll sø¡t calm and- get really angry then finish of calm
- totally devastate her _ I can't wait. i warit hei to know that she,s
hurt me. (Aoife, p.27a)

The hostility expressed by others towards lesbians often enraged these

atl etes. When Dara heard a player wish a 
..bunch of fags" krlled she recalled:

To_wish that upon people that you don't even know thousands of
miles away - I was jusf flabbergasted that somethine so haæful
would come out of somebodyl mouth. I just left, I"was so mad, I
was f-uming. I was ready to eiplode and I 

íll 
never forget her savinp

thar. I losl rotal resp€cr for hei as a p€rson. t...1. Likei *^ ¡"ri ,."mad, I 
-was _enraged. I felt personalli insulteà and I felt that Ëhe was

a very hateful person, itjust floored me. (pp.32-33a)

similarly, Tina described her irritation over the expricit harassment she experienced

fiom a teammate:

P: I think I get worked up about her. Like sometimes I just feel like,
you know, taking her agáinst a wall and really wringin! her neck,
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y_ou know? But then (my panner) says ,'she's nor worth it.,,And
she's nght bur I mean whènisit worth it? When isit rini" toåi-.
I: Explode?

P: Yeahl I 've always thought I'm a bener person. I,m not going ro
lowermyself oherlevel and start lalkj ng åbout her or start rumors
aboul her, you know? (pp.3g-39)

Participants regularly felt "hurt," "upset," "bugged" and "frustrated" by the aftrtudes

of others.

There's been lots of àrle incidences - :.oh, my goodness, we can,t
have any of îhaton this team." It.s the lide có¡ríments fite rhat, i,mjust rol prepared for them and immediarely it's iustìhe next order
of business. It's hard to be objective aUoui ir. I äm very insulted.
(Aoife, p.23-25a)

For Tina frustration and anger increased when resbian athletes on her team

used her as a "scapegoat." For sandra frustration often spilled over into her

personal relationship, playing on the same team as her partner often increased the

tension between them and that ths prompted many arguments:

Ir made it difficulr, you know, in terms of seeing thar person
everyda) at pracrice and compering against eacliothei for spors. I
think we spent_a lot of time Éin^g rãað at each ot¡er and U"iigrnåa
at not being able to express our feelings or talk to people aUoit ttus.
(p.8)

Rather than resigrrrng themselves to always compromising their identities,

fhese athletes allowed themselves to be angry at those people and institutions that

restncted their lives. Anger was a consequence of the restrictions they felt placed

upon them both as women and lesbians in sport:

I. get.frustrated with the way thngs are for women. The male
domrnaæd society and men getriñg rtre uetter jous, ani .åi" *on"¡,
that,sort of .supenor_rype of mentality? That, you know, men are thê
De a and the encl all and women do the house_keeping and look
after the family in sociery. Oh no, rhar's just roo iriJitlãn¡ for m"l(p.so)
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Particpants were often incensed at missing out on sharing their lives with

others and rage may have helped them defy their ,lot, 
as lesbians in the

predominantly heterosexual institution of sport. Again the extent that they allowed

themselves to be angry at the sports world or individual homophobes was mediated

by ho*' they made sense of 'who' and 'what' was most significant in impacting on

their experiences as lesbians in sport. The restrictions they praced on their own lives

also caused some to be annoyed at themserves.for maintaining their invisib iry and

denying their lesbian lives:

P: It made me a lot angner person than I used to be because I,m
dealing with it now.

I: Angry at who or what?

P: Just angry. 
-Well 

I rhink lpause) angry ar nor being able to
express myself, not being able ro rell people that I'd iallen in love
with ttus person, you knów? Like I cá¡'r'æll anvbodv about ir! I
thrnk thar did a Iot ro me and the feeling ìike I wãs wórth something
and these people didn't - who-weremafung me feet _ wtrether ttrãy-
were.consciously.makrng me feel like I coildn't sa¡.anything oi '
whether I was doing it, you know? I think that's párt 

"Í 
tf," i,g",

too.

I: So you were angry at them?

P: Yeah, I think so.

I: And angry at yourself?

l; Y:"h. For notbeing brave enough to say anything abour it.
(ùanora, pP.1ö_ I /)

It was clear in some particpants accounts that they felt responsible and angry

for their own agency, or lack thereof, in challenging the sports world. Some were

annoyed at their own complicitly in contnbuting to the ,poisonous 
environment.,,

I don't thrnk queer people garn greater acc€ptance by remaining
sllent and secretive about their sexuality. The¡. migh-t gain acceþønce
but rhey're nor garrung acceprance a" ique"rþr."or¡ -rtútitbã*g--
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accepted as.a supposedly straight person. The only way a queer
person can be accepted as a queer person is to be óut ai à qu"er
person- ln my belief, queer people are jokrng themselves ii they
think they can be quieiand kind of livérhe siatus quo srraight lífe
and be accepred as gay people. (Dara, p.gb)

In response to feelings of isolation from, and anger towards an intolerant

heterosexual environment all the participants at some point in their lives

endeavoured to make a connection with a community where they perceived they

might feel unconditionally accepted.

Findine a Niche

One of the risks that these athletes took in their lives was to seek out an

environment where they courd be more open as lesbians. The following section

describes how they made sense of this "niche" within their individual lives in the

context of a predominantry heterosexist sports world. seeking out a resbran

environment was definitery a nsk-taking behaviour given the risks they perceived in

being out as lesbians in sport. Like ri sk-taking behaviours, or strategies and intemal

restrictions, the extent to which participants explicitly sought out a .niche, 
was

shaped by the amount of 'risk' they calculated in exposing themselves as lesbians

witlun, and outside a lesbian commuruty. However, trying to find a niche where

they would feel comfortabre being themserves was a reaction to ttus nsk. Alr of

these athletes felt that in this 'niche' they would connect with individuals who

would unconditionally accept them. Many really wanted ûo get out and meet some

people but the invisibility of a lesbian community meant thar, intially, they did not

really know where to go to find rhis ruche. when they did find ir rhey anricipated

that it would allow them to escape the resfictions they felt in their lives:
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I en¡oy hanging around with my.gay triends. I also enjoy hanging
around. with my straight friendd but when I,m with my gay fnËn& it
seems like I can be myself a lot more. I can ølk abouf wiát i wun ,u
talk about, or I can say what I wanna say. (Kelly, p.13a)

seekrng out a lesbian community gave them the opportunity to confirm their lesbian

identiúes:

Now that I'm in the mmmunity more and I feel more comfortable
about (Þ,ing lesbian). I realize, .,yeah, rhat rhis is what I am and rlus
is what I like and I don't think I'm going to changei (Kelly, p.a0aj

Many participants have also played on lesbian feams or partjcipated in gay

sports events. When Heidi øtked about the Gay Games she competed in she

remembered meetlng"íncredible people. " For many athletes lesbìa¡r sport was

attractive because; it was not as structured as their sports "career, " ..alllesbian

teams (were) a wonderful reljef" and, socially, much more enjoyable because they

could be'out' with no consequences. Dara made sense of the relevance of

participating in all gay events:

| 'm going ûo rhe Gay Games in June and I'm very excited about ir. I
get to play (my spor) that has been pan of my liie for many years
(and) meer people, thar's always beên an inteiesting part. Eíui it,s a
chance to meet fhose peoplet,ho have an interest iíme, one is (the
sport), the second is that we're bolh gay, or lesbian or queer.
(pp.1l - 12b)

They felt a "definiæ bond" with other lesbian players and although these fnendshrps

are based, at first, on the fact that they a.re all lesbians, some cerúarnly reported

feeling closer to new lesbian teammates than úo their heterosexual teammates on

other teams. Now they knew other lesbians existed, they could recognize lesbians

in other sports and expect a ..level of understanding" from these players. It was

apparent that being able to share their stories and interpretations of their experiences

with other lesbian athletes ennched their perspectives on their lives as lesbians in
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sport. As a consequence many felt . so safe" and .,so 
at ease,'because they could

now relate to others. seeking out a niche helped some cope with the trauma of

coming out:

P: One. woman.was great. She klnd of took me under her wing
(even though) they were all older than me and klnd of verv
established in their ways.

I: (laughrer) Established in their .dykeness?"

P: Very estabìished in their_,.dykeness !" llaughter) And they were
very krnd to me. Thar was the ône thing tirat õtruci me aboút the
community was how hnd and helpful éveryone w¿¡s once you
helped yourself. It is really hard fdr some pãople to help thãmselves
because until I rold her, it'was terrible, I had no_one. fÅ"iie p. iZ"j
Finally having somebody on their side with whom they could .hang out,

and feel comfortable with was a relief to all these athletes. They muld talk openly

about their lives and relationships and, as Dara recaned, "wave at (their) honey

without having to worry about what people think," knowing that others rvould

understand their lives was invaluable. playing on teams with other lesbian athletes

who were 'out of the closet' a o*'ed them more freedom to be out as resbians:

Pìaying here and being.out playing here and playing on ar our ream,
lKe lne expenence ol that \4as really, really good. Just being with all
the (team), just þing out - you can have yóui panner or your
slgnllicant other or lovers, or wh¿tever yðu wánt to call tiat person
come to the (venue). you can talk abouf what you want to talk
about. You don't have to feel like you're wonáenng who is fassingjudgement on you and wlether rhey agree or disagrã" *itn ybui-"-
lifesryle. (Dara pp.37-38a)

Similarly Heidi commenred:

It_was wonderful, the first.time I was ever exposed to a community
of lesbians when I realized rhere were other gãy women out there,it
was incredible. It was like a huge load,had bãeí lifted off my
shoulders because now I coutd.ãnjoy rhe sporr and love it ald play
to my heaÍs contenf, and also knõw that I ãidn't have to cover
ever,'thrng anymore. (p. 18)
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"Finding a niche" in an affirming community offset some of the

consequences these ath.letes descnbed which they experienced through their sports

participation.

Although these women strived to be accepted and affirmed in their rives they

did not always perceive that a level of accetance existed towards lesbians in sport.

They were often overwhelmed and 'Te-energized" by the constant strategizing and

uncertarnty they confronted. The hostility they perceived and the compromises they

expenenced often provoked anger and frustration towa¡ds rhemselves and those

who maintained the "poisonous environment." As they moved across their social

spheres, they endeavoured to manage their lesbian sexualities with the precision that

it required in a heterosexist and homophobic environment. In response to these

compromises and oppressions they had all made a con¡ection with individuals and

groups where they perceived they could feel safe. From their accounts it was

gratifying to see that all the athletes were now aware of how to ,,find 
a niche" in an

aflirming community where they could expenence life as 
.out' lesbia¡ls.

Part Three - Discussion

As researcher I have attempted to describe the expenences of these athletes

as they articulated them in their accor¡nts. The more I looked at, a¡rd re-read their

accounts it was clea¡ that their stories highlighted three main descriptive areas; what

there expenences were as lesbians in sport; given these expenences how they

negotiated their lesbian identrties in sport; and how they made sense of their

experiences, in other words, why did they think they, as lesbians, had they

expenences they did in sport.
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I grouped their experiences, strategies and interpretation5 under sub-

caægones which I felt most illustrated or captured the essence of what they were

describing. However, these areas and the sub-categones descnbed withrn them are

obviously not separate. On the contrary they intertwine to inform the ,whole,

expenence of each of the participants. The participants sin'ted within their

expenences further blur the boundanes as their agency determines the impact that

their lesbian experiences' 'play' in their lives as athleûes.

As søted previously the athletes have descnbed their interactions with their

coaches and teammates at the micro level. These experiences have made each athlete

aware of the discriminations towards lesbians in sport. To this point the sub_

caûegories have described the range of experiences and strategies, and the athletes

interpretations' of why these discriminations take prace at the micro level. In their

interpretations they made sense of why coaches, teammates and sports associations

discnminated against resbian athletes; lesbrans are a threat ûc male ego and porver,

others lack understanding and courage to challenge .norms;' 
homophobia is

internalized, others fear difference which is manifested through avoidance and

backlash. In addition, they arso tarked about how society shapes discriminations

through the expectations and sanctioning of heærosexuality. These last two

interpretatons move us beyond the micro level to the macro level, to the sports

institutron' an institution which reproduces the values and norms that are shaped by

a predomrnantly heterosexual society.

In this section I will show how their many expenences, strategies and

interpretations interconnect to form categories of experiences which inform and

impact on their lives as lesbian athletes. Each lesbian athlete in this research has
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participated in sport, some continue to do so at an elite level despite the

discnminatrons they have confronted. At this point it needs to be acknowledged

again that the athlete's individual agency has determined how they act and react to

being a lesbian athlete in a homophobic sports world. It is clear that having looked

at how sport was/and is a central focus in their lives that they are driven by an

achievement to succeed and have forced themselves at times úo put up with the

homophobia.

OÞenness

In their individuar lives they have also expenenced a degree of ,'openness',

and acceptance from family, friends and colleagues for their partrcipation in sport,

and for when they have 'come out' as resbians. This explicit supporr has obviously

impacted on how they feel about being lesbian (i.e., .,it,s 
not so bad,,) and more so

allowed them to lead a more "normal existence" because with support they have b€

able to participate in sport, in the knowledge that some others think that ..it,s okay

to be lesbian." However, "Openness" has only been part of their expenence.

overq'helmingly, these lesbian athletes have confronted negative attitudes towards

lesbians in sport, and have had to strategize to cope with these attitudes. It is to

these expenences thaf I wilr now turn and describe how I see them shaped at the

micro level by heterosexist sports institution at the macro level rvhich constructs and

sanctions heterosexuality as the ,norm. 
'

Resistance (Instin¡tional I

The sub-caægories of assumptions and sanctioning of heærosexuality,

pathologizing, avoidance and confrontations (rvhrch includes speculation,
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stereotyping, disassociation from the lesbian label, differential treatment of lesbians

and aftacks) are ways in which I feer a heterosexist sociefy regurates sameness and

the "compulsory" nature of heterosexuality (Rlch, 19g6). In the interpretations

section; makrng sense of social expectations and how male power influences

attitudes towards lesbians and women in sport where posited as reasons why this

regulation of sameness takes place. These sub_categories form a core_category

which informs and shapes these lesbian athletes expenences, in sport, a category

whlch I have chosen to call 'Resistance." As heterosexism has been defined as .the

inherent supenonty ofone pattem ofloving and thereby it,s nght to dominance,,

(Lorde, 1934), this "Resisance" is institutionalized and regulates what is allowed to

be included or embmced in society and, therefore, restncts those outside the norm

of heterosexuality. t_esbian athletes progress is limited through the sports

instrtution, not in terms of their sporting progress or success because they have

learned to 'pass' so well as heterosexuals, but in terms of them openlv identifying

as lesbians in sport.

The expenence of oppressed people is that the living of one,s life isco r ned and shaped by forces and ba¡riers which ari not accidenøl
or occasional and hence avoidable, but are systematically relaælio'
each other in such a way as to catch one ¡edveen anã among them
11d,.::_r ln^._, -o.,p.nal 

j ze motr on i n an y d i rec d on. Iì i, l. . * p".,.n 
".or Delng caged ln: all avenues, in every direction, are blocked or

bobby trapped. (Frye, 1983, p.4)

Resistance takes place at the mic¡o level, for example Kelly,s team espoused

the principle, '!ou can skate if you're strarght. " However, the category

"Resistance" (at the institutionar revel) demonstrates that pre.¡udice does not operate

simply at the level of what Devrin ( lggr) labelred "inrentional vulgar hosliliry.,,

Whrle it is true that these athletes experiences' are influenced by individual
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homophobic teammates and coaches at the micro lever, it is essential that the

"heterosystems" (Durocher, i991) 'resistance' is exposed for what it is, a deep-

rooted ideological premise that constructs ways in which we understand sexuarity.

Prentic€ (1994) theoúzes "resistance" ûo mean, "the active and passive processes

and practices whlch obstruct campaigns for visibility, recognition and power made

by women, people of colour and other marginalized peoples,, (p. l). Although

Prentice refers to "resistance" as a means by which ,chilly climates' in universities

are maintained, I feel this "resistance" also explains how heterosexism impacts on

these lesbian athletes experiences. prentice continues:

. . . . If we do not theonze.resistance, we may attnbute practices of
exclusio¡.as primarily the individual responsíbility of inäividual
peopte. I hrs rs ol course, partly true: many individuals exercise
active control and personal agency delendíng both the current powerstructure... and theirplacein it... howeier,... .

institutionalized resistance . . . . is systemic anã self_reproducing.
(pp.l-2)

"Resistance" ís not independent of social context, it is not neulral but ca¡ be

explained through what Whitson (19g4) describes as a ,.hegemonic 
order,,,an

"order" which has the potential !c reproduce dominant ideologies. In this case

'resistance' resists threats to the order and normative status of heterosexuality.

when the athletes ralked about "struggling" and battling" with the stigma of their

lesbian identrties it made me visualize a hostile environment in which their sexuality

is under siege. Phan (1988) cites Rich (1982):

I_.-l-*.o'nfrÎ*ing not a simple mlintenance of inequalir). . . . . bur
a persuâslve cluster ol I orces, ranging from physical 

-brutality 
to

control of consciousness, whrch ñggests thät án enormous potential
counterforce is having to be restraiñõd. 1p.40_41)

This restraining of resbian visibility and affirmation in sport is accomplished

by institutionalized heferosexism, or what Hennessy (1993) descrìbed as
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"heteronormativity. " The interactions between these lesbian atl etes and their

coaches, and teammates which reproduce expenences such as, assumptions of

heterosexuality, pathologizing lesbians, avoiding lesbians and confronting lesbians,

and restrict lesbians 'coming out' and are "practical expressions of (this) systemic

power" (Prentice, 1994). In addition, the ,.heterosystem" 
has co_opted

'homophobia,' categonzrng individuals who cannot accept lesbians, as

homophobic. Personalizing the discnmination is myopic and ignores systemic

oppression which radical feminisrs have theorized as not personal or incidental but

the consequence of challenges to heterosexual hegemony (Kttzt nger, l9g7).

"Resistance" is also demonstrated in the backlash towards lesbians in sport

who openly defy the status quo and 'come out.' As more resbians 'come out' there

is a nse in negativity, this visibility is fhreaæning because the power to define and

control lesbians through homophobia is weakened. 'out'lesbians take control over

their own naming and diminish the power of homophobia. This 'flauntrng' is not

tolerated because it is seen as a celebration of deviance. As this backlash has

progressed there is an increased focus on 'femimzing' and 'heterosexualizing,

women's sport. The pink uniforms of one of the recent Canadian women,s ice

hockey team's at a world championship is a manifestation of these actions to

regulate the femininty and heterosexuality of women athletes.

Tolera¡ce

Although the 'compursory' nature of heterosexuality has been denied by the

predominantly heterosexual society, the social construction of sexualitv has been

"unmasked" (Durocher, 1 991):
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Faced with this potential rhreat,.hererosociery must quickly mver the
track of its construcrion, either by imposingã severé représsion of
homosexualiry or by integrating it into its ðiscourse. lpit+¡

This integration is what I see as the category of "Tole¡¿nce. " It neither is subsumed

with the core category I carl 'Resistance' neither does it berong in "openness'

because rafher than celebr¿te sexuar diversity it impries that sometrun g has to b
tolerated or accommodated. Tolerance is controlled and granted by a 

..resisting',

heterosystem. Although 'tolerance' is not in the category I call .resistance' it is key

to 'resistance' because, on a certain level, it allows for assimilation to take place

into the heterosystem, it is conditional on having .fit in.'

The heterosystems' resista¡ce has the capacity to "absorb and tr¿nsform

critical and dissenting positions and discourses to fit its own image and, in doing

so, defuses any threat to its own existence" (Durocher, 1991, p. 14). The

subversion and appropnation of lesbian "cfuc" into the heterosexual mainstream

reflects tHs transformation. tæsbian "chic" has entered our consciousness through

media represenrations (especia y in magazines such as Vogue and Newsweek) of
the "new" post-modern, posrfeminist, posrbutch, post_gr¿nola lesbian. Lesbians

may be tolemted in heterosexual culture somewhat auspiciously by reinforcing the

notion that "they (lesbians) arejust like heterosexual women except for who they

sleeps with, " and are popularly labeled a 
..lipstick_lesbians. 

" This co_optation is

what Krtzinger (1987) and phan (l9gg) described as ,.assimilation,, 
into

heterosexual cuhure. when one athrete larked about how her teammates .torerate,

the good players ¡¿ther than the ones that look like stereotypically lesbian, it
illustrates how thrs 'tolerance' works. It accepts lesbians if they rook and act
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heterosexuall In addition, when players said that they were accepted but not .out,'

again we see how tolerance is conditional on .fitting in.'

Uncertal ntv

The categories of 'Resistance' and ,Tolerance' 
shape the caf,egory

"uncertainty. " The suÞcategories of uncertarnty and risk form this category. The

mixed messages that the athletes receive, from openness to attâck, generate

uncefainty, they are always second guessing themselves, i.e., .,is it safe to be out?,,

Kinsman (1995) stated that 'homosexuality' was consrructed as a..nsk', in the

194o's, a threat to the canadian National security State. I would argue that this risk

continues !c be constructed in societal institutions, like sport, where lesbians are

deemed a nsk, and a threat to team dynamics and cohesion. For each athlete there

were differences in the level of'uncertainty' they experienced because some of

them chose to confront the uncertainty and nsk head on by 'coming out.' I feel the

category 'uncertainty' is tied to the athletes degree of ,outness.' 
Many of the

athletes reporÞd that they did not knorv if the hostilities were directed at them

because they were not always explicitly .out, 
as lesbians. When they were .out,

then they knew definitely whether the homophobia was directed at them, therefore,

in a way being out had somewhat less uncertarnty. I believe that homophobia has

more control over those who remain in the closet because the nsks of being .outed,'

'identified,' or speculated about are overwhelming.

'Resisfance,' 'Tolerance,'and ,,Uncertarnty' 
c¿n be viewed as social

constructions which force these lesbian athletes to acquiese úo, or defy .tompulsory

heterosexuality. " Therefore, lesbians in sport have to constantly negotiate their

lesbia¡ identities because these constructs are often changing, eirher compromising
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to 'fit in,' or challenging "heteronormativity" through acs of defra¡ce. Even within

these there is a range of actron dependent on the individual and their social situation.

ComÞromises

The combined 'forces' of .Resist¿nce,' .Tolerance,' 
and .Uncertainty,

impact on the strategies that the athletes engaged in to negotrate their lesbian

identities in sport. Retreating into sameness, silence, secrecy, withdrawal, intemal

restnctions and accepting personal losses form the category I have chosen to call,

"compromises. " "compromises" are the 'hon-mutual relinquishment of principres,

and power in order to 'fit in' (Webster's Third New International

Dictionary). "compromises" rustrate the concessions and adjustments that the

lesbians athletes imposed upon themselves to assim ate into heterosexua.l culture.

Studies of the identity accounts elicited from members of other
oppressed and socially marginal groups have consistently revealed
ldentlfy accounts uhich involr e direct acceptance of the majoriry
srereorype. (Kitzinger, 1987, pp. 90_91)

Furthermore, Phan ( 1988) suggesrs:

The mess-ages-that society grves-lesbians [...] are that we are srck,
immoral [. .]. It is verl', very difficulr ro grow up in the midst of
this consrant bombardinent äf all these mõssaeeíç,iìhout
internalizing any of- them as true. yet tvhen wË do take them in, we
do damage to ourselves and put severe limits on our freedom to
achieve everything we can be in the world. (p. 69)

Although this internalizng may account for some of the lesbian athletes

'compromising,' I do not believe that any of these athretes considered their lesbian

sexua.lity a sick¡ess. However, their sport was/and is so imporønt to their sense of
self that they were ultimatery prepared ûo relinquish their lesbian identities in order

to continue competing.
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Defiance

In contrast to "compromises", the sub-categones of .reversing 
tolerance,,

'risk-taking,' 'anger' and 'finding a niche' constitute the category of ,.Defiance.,,

Here the athletes embrace their lesbian identities, defiantly refusing the pressure to

remarn invisible, and are challenging and explicitly rejecting "heteronormativity. "

The sub-category of silence, also contained in ..Compromises," I believe may

overlap into this category "Defiance. " Although the athletes are not telling the whole

truth about their lives (compromising their identities), in 'secrecy' they are taking

some control over what they are telling and who they are telling it to, therefore,

defying the pou'er of the heterosystem to silence resbians. In this way I see fhat the

lesbian athletes are not victrms as such but can act in such a way to survive in a

heterosexist spofs world despite the hostility they confront, they are what pharr

(19t38) refened ûo as "mir¿cles of survival,' (p.67).1 teel the participants very

partícipation in sport, and the successes they have achieved, as in itself an act of

'defia¡rce. ' They have infiltrated the bastion of masculinity and used sport to

empower themselves as women athletes.

I see these compromises or defiant acts of the participants as medtated and

shaped by their own experiences, age, the culture they have lived in and their

feelings about being lesbian.

I think wirh all the rhlngs thar you experience in your life it makes
you who you are. roday. I thinks it's the social conditioning from
when I was a kld to now. And maklng me the wav I am. l-don,t
necessarily think that I,m bom lesbian, I don't buy that. I would be
more tempûed to say it is my experiences that have led me to this and
my role models, the people thaf I've seen and had in my life.
(Meghan, p.50;
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As stated previously in the section 'lesbian biographies,' many of these athletes

"struggled" with their lesbian identities. These struggles have been shaped within

the context ofa society that advocates the ,,rightness 
and nghteousness,, of

heærosexuality (Pharr, 1988). In this context it has been difficult for manv of them

fo name and define their lesbian sexuality:

The stuff that I saw that happened [...] was pretty damn destructive
aroun_d homophobic stuff. I found it vèry diificuit to undersønd
why. I mean I had no name-s for. my homo-erotic relationship [...]that's exactly whar it was. I look back on it now and la;gh. i ;;á"
it wasn't as if there was somethrng that would be p"i"frft-y .!riã"r,
bur ir was obvious to imy lesbianioach). Shejusi crack.ã up, ;h;-'
goes "oh hell, I knew you would be out,just g'ive you two y;ars!,,
[...]. When I think abou^t it, I look back on rn!.poh 

"u.""., 
u, a

time of being very comforøble wirh other womei _ I mean sure
people would say l_probably flirted outrageously u,ith a few, which
was qu.ite true - and yet you know, the mõst sigiificant retutíon.t ipì
were always with women, but it wasn't until l-got out, that I came
out.[..1. I. mean I guess, you k¡ow, that was tñ'e irony. The faci
that I don't think, I meanl wasn't putting a name to thêm but that,s
where I w¿s turning for co-m.fort air¿ sup-port, it was always uomen
and fnends on rhe team. (Julie, pp.9,l2)'

When they saw others not leading open lives they knew that being a lesbian

was a 'no-go' area because there werejust so many messages, like ,.you,re all a

bunch of dykes," influencing them to remain invisible. It was precisery because of

these messages that they fert they might be "thrown aside" given their identities. For

many the 'essentialness' of sport in their lives meant they were not prepared to

'come out.' This varied across participants. I cannot make a generalizahon and say,

for insrance, that the younger athletes were more closeled or who compromised the

most. This is not true, in fact two of the participants under 25 engaged in the most

risk taking behaviours. However, I do believe that 'age' is a facûor wr'ch shapes

some of these athletes desires to be 'out' and age is inexorably tied ûo some athletes

careers. Three of the participants, over 30 years old, are leachers. Even though they
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know they cannot be sacked because they are lesbians, they were aware of how

precarious a lesbian teacher's situation is. For these women, and a couple of the

younger athletes, there was a desire to participate in an non_homophobic sports

world but they were comfortable enough to keep their lesbian lives fairly pnvate,

their lesbian sexuality was only a part of who they were:

Other.players would suspect now about me just in terms of my
sexual identrty but_nobody's every asked mé if I was. If they áid ask
me,_l guess it would depend on who ir was, you know? (Mághan,
p'27)

Yet even within each account there were contradictory messages about how

they felt about being lesbian juxøposed with their desire to be ,out. ' This is

illustrated in the following account:

I'm not so worried about what people are going to think any more.
They're entitled to their opinioñs. I know ivhaú'm about aÁd I'm a
lesbian. But I still like to hang around with both crowds so I can be
a part of both teams, and I'mitill not willing to you know, sit
9"*lr:r year a sign saying. ..yes, l'm gay.'YI dón't think ir's really
qnyot therr buslness, or u ith having ro do with playing with them. I
thinkl'm an athlete firsr ro them, anã being gay iecänd-. Bur I,m nor
willing ro give up rhar infomarion ro rhem: aKêlly, p.7b)

It is clear that the 'uncertainiy-' that they spoke about impacted on their desire to let

others know they were lesbians as did, for example what one athlete descnbed as

her, "political consciousness." The athletes who ascnbed to what could be labelred

a political agenda (i.e., feminist, socialist-feminist) were the most explicitly ,out,

among all the partrcipants, and were the ones who engaged now in the most explicit

ri sk-fakrng behaviours:

I: How does being queer affect other areas of your life?

Pll-rjusr affecß rhe way I look ar life totally. Ir does, Iike how can,l
it? It shouldn't but that's the way society níakes ir, sô no matter horv
har.d you try, unless, you want tõ fit intó the norm. But I don't want
to be part of the stafus quo, I've never been part of the status quo
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[...] and I don't like society and it,s norms. [...]. I thrnk being
quee,r is going to affecr my life and my careei, I-think it does. ï think
rt allects more how I look at life more than how people look at me.
(Dara, pp.42-43a &2b)

Again, however, these more political lesbians are reconstructing their experiences

retrospectively, even through their accounts it was evident that these athletes placed

restrictions upon themselves. Aoife stated:

I've never been in a situation where I had to reallv ao on the
offensive and in situations where that eould've hápõened but I,ve
chosen not to was because that was mostly in my iÉird year when I
didn't have the confidence,just didn'r haíe the ónvictiôn that I
have now. [...]. I rvasn't confident enough with my own lesbianism
to assert myself in my teams presence. (pp.aOa &1'b)

Similarly Dara recalled:

I think I've verv much changed- part of it has to do with getting
older, more life e*p"tt.n""r"und rn""trng O-iff"iäì p"ople. I think
coming or.rt i-n high school while involvãd in sportjis â really hard
thing to_do. [...]. I was just so paranoid ar rheìime, not paránoid
abour talkrng to (another lesbian player) but paranoia *iit .yr"i¡ I
was,un-sure with myself and like it would talie someone to have a
level ol comlortness with their ou.n sexual identitv before
approaching somebody else. And nght nou, I am át the point where
I don't care if people out me. I am also more confident fhan when I
was in 1my home city) so I don't care if klds that I 've worked with
pelore,or people on my (sports) team who I played with k¡ow rhat
I'm a dyke. Like rhe¡ know me, and rhis ¡s ilhát I wish I was like 3
or 4 y€ars a-go but I wasn't and y-ou can't go and change things. I,m
sure rhar if I was more-ouf whei I was in 1*my home ciiy) f migtìi 

---

srill be {there) bunhar,s the way the ball boúnces. I thiñÉ it,s äso a
phase that I had to go through i; life to be out and feel more
conlrdenr. (Dara, pp.36a,54a & 6b)

Although these athletes did 'retreat into sameness' and were silent about their

lesbians identitres in sport they did not, except for Julie who did not Iaber herself

explicitly a lesbian whrle in sport, att€mpt to 'normalize' their lesbians identities to

the extent of the other partrcipants.
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Interestingly, I also found that geographical location impacted on these

athletes experiences. Generalry, the participants who rived in Vancouver and

Toronto were more 'out' as lesbians. The account of one participant who lived in

both winnipeg and Vancouver illustrated how the two cultures had influenced her

expenences.

Comtng to Vancouver, maybe the whole thing with getting away
from home and the whole place where you'uã gro*i, up, to
somewhere where no-one ieally knew rie. It iuit seeméd easier to
come out on the (sports) team, at worÉ, and also because it,s a lot
more 'out'in Vancouver. [...]. It's easier for me to come out to new
fgpl:_or ro rygple I 

just meet. I thint that even in the year that I,ve
tatked to_you I been able to be out more. So I'm prettyîappy about
th¿t. In Vancouver queer culture is a little bit moie oui theËïo I findIt s easler. [...J. probably b/c of the distance. I know that I,m in
Vancouver and I don't hãve to.face these people everyday. And I felt
rhat if I moved ro Vancouver then I woulâ feàl morejyoú know, t
would feel more confident. And I have lelt mo." 

"onií¿"nt. 
(O-u,

pp.2,3,6b)

It was clea¡ that the bigger city provided her with more opportunities to participate

in lesbian culture.

It was clea¡ when they described their stones that all these athletes

expenenced similar mixed messages across their sports. The strategies they used to

de¿l with them (either compromise or defy) were informed by their vanous sociar

loc¿tions. Many of their reconstruction's, however, were exactry that, informed

retrospectively by their age, expenence, geographical location and political

identities Despite their social situations they were all affected, at some point in their

lives, by the restnctions that were imposed on them by the ,poisonous

environment' and which they placed on themselves.
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Satelliæs

Three suFcategones whrch could not be included in the conceptual

categones are "isolation," "energy drains" and "personal losses." I believe that

these sub-categories were adequately described, however, they did not fit,

analyically, with the conceptual categones. These sub_categones reflect the

consequences of "resistance," 'tncertaínty," .,tolerance. " Although, there were

other consequences of these conceptuar categones, for example, compromises and

defiance, "isolation, " "energy drains," and .,personal 
losses" did not fit these

categones, they almost reflect the .,consequences,' 
of .,compromises" 

and

"defiance. "Although some isolation was self-imposed as a strategy for dealing with

the 'poisonous environment' (and, therefore, could be placed in the sub_category

'withdrawal'), isolation descnbed more the feeling these athletes had when they

thought they were the "onry ones (resbians)!" Like wise "energy drarns" descnbes

the consequences that the individuals felt having to deal with ,.resistance,,,

"uncertainty," and "compromises.,, .,personal 
losses" reflect the consequences

incurred wlule participating within the often "poisonous environment" of sport.

These th¡ee sub-categories require further examination in future rese¿rch to

determine whether they are ',tools" of ,resistance. 
" They may be ways to keep

lesbian athletes pre-occupied in sport, regulating their connections to other lesbians,

their energy to challenge sanctioned heterosexuarity in sport, and their opporturuûes

to share their lives with their teammates.

In conclusion, these athretes have obviously succeeded in their sports, and

some hope ûo continue to achreve in sports for some time yet. As athletes they are in

control of how they act in their sports. However, as lesbian athletes thev have
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expenenced other social forces wluch have impacted on their atl etic identities. The

categones of 'tesistance,"'tolerance,",tncertarnty,"..compromises" and

"defiance" clearly inform their experiences as athletes within a sports environment

whrch constantly reproduces institutionalized,,heteronormativitv.,'
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CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSIONS

"Dreams. . . . are full of our memories and lived expenences . . . .
they are a.lso the visions that we cany around with ud to keep 

' '

ourselves from falling. into the traps óf silence, complacency and
despair. . . Ultimatäy dr"u., ui" uuouîii,ãþrrìiirity 

"râ 
*ãrra

where we a¡e none of us oppressed because wè are no lônger 
- -

participatíng in oppression - our own as well as that of othËrs.,,
(Naomi Guilbert, 1993, pp. 5-6)

Despite the challenges that I have encóuntered in the research process

(Appendix D) this process was both illuminatrng a¡d valuable for me and has

produced many questions to be explored. I look forward to ,filling in gaps, with

further research a¡d am excited that thrs process is the firsl step, for me, in

challenging the "heteronormatrvity" that exists in the institutron of spof.

It is essential that we do not victimize these athletes as their agency affects

how they act and react to their experiences. More work needs .o be done on asking

Iesbian athletes to recall/reconstruct their realities in sport and more importantly on

how they understand what happens to them (as opposed tojust re_telling their

expenences). This may gve us a clearer understanding of how their lesbian

identities and social situations interact with their sports.

One of the questions I keep asking myself is, overall, do these athletes

lesbian identities really influence their participation in sport? Many of the athletes

(lesbian) identities were not seen as integral to their sports identities whrch seemed

mo¡e crucial úo them as atbletes. At an elite level where the stakes are high does

being lesbian intrinsicarry affect their empowerment a¡d achrevement as athletes?

Martina Navratilova has been the exceptron rather than the rule i berieve for lesbian

atl etes. Yes, there are athletes who will defy homophobia and heterosexism
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through nsk-taking behaviours. However, when you hear..l don't want any

women llke that (read lesbian) on my team, " it is difficult not ûo internalize the

feeling that you do not belong in sport; that sport is not a place thaf wants you as a

lesbia¡ athlete; that your teammates and coaches do not want to hear about lesbians;

that you, without a doubt, have to fit in if you want to compele with your team.

As I reflected on arl the participants' accounts it became apparent to me that

despite how the participants have moved on, stepped forward, arid became more

comfortable with themselves as lesbians, it seems that they are the ones that ¿r,e

maktng the changes to 'fit,' not sport. It has not, as Bull (1995) noted, ,.got any

easier" for lesbians in sport in terms ofthe homophobic atmosphere that exists

there. I believe that it appea$ easier because lesbians, as they become more

comfortable with their own identities, make accommodations to put up with

homophobia. For instance, even though one participant had made great stndes in

terms of accepting her lesbian identity the year after our first inten iew, she was

playing on a team that was more homophobic than her previous team, her feam,s

motto was ¡'you can skate, if you're straight.,,So she still had to put up with the

blatant homophobia, sport was not changing for her. Sport is not mirroring her

lesbian self-acceptanc€. For her, in the last 2 years, in fact, spor6 homophobia has

become more vicious, it is the degree to wlxch lesbians can put up with it that

makes their achievements possible. The ath.letes put up with homophobia, or they

leave sport and play other sports or they go to lesbian teams to feel more

comfortable but the essence of homophobic sport has not changed. When they go to

a lesbian team, they go there because it is more comfortabre, but it does not change

what they have left or withdrawn from. They arejust laklng themserves away from
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the situation, or coping with it better. Sport is still homophobic,.it is still

discnminatory, and it is how resbians put up with it that changes. It is essentiar that

some of this responsibility, for changing heterosexrst aÍitudes, is placed within the

institution of sport and on those individuars that cont'bute to homophobia within

sPort.

In addition, the culture of sport epitomtzes consenative ideals and the

incentives to conform are greater than the incentives not to confo,,n. It is also

imporønt to further explore the constructron and maintenance of .conservatism' 
and

'discipline'in sport. These processes may be toors to resist challenges to the

hegemomc structure of sports, and deny athletes a forum in wtuch to raise or

express their political consciousness. It is also important that these athleþs rvant

their political consciences raised, therefore, sport must encourage and provide a

space for these challenges.

Visions

As a result of arl their expenences the athletes had 
'ery 

clear visions of what

a safe and affirming sports en'irorunent wourd look like for them. It was suggested

that changes needed to take place at both the micro level (coacbes and teammates)

and the macro level (the culture of sport whlch rep¡oduces heterosexism) in order

for sport to become an equitable space for lesbians.

Having felt detached from a safe space where they courd express themselves

as lesbians, one of the first steps these athretes would take to create an affirming

environment would be to establish support groups for lesbian athletes in sport:

I wish that somehow I had k¡own aboul some grouÞ, some supDorr
group or some other lesbians rn spon that were ãt a high level. and
(who) I could ralk to andjust fìnd a home basically, fiid a niche.
That would've been wonderful. (Aoite, p.47a)
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One athlete stated that "it would've been interestlng to hear from (others)

when you're 19, you klow, 'it's okay to be a lesbian, you don,t have to worry

about that' !" In additron at the micro level it was suggested that sexuality should

become more of a 'hon-issue" on te¿ms, they perceived fhat this would increase the

level of acceptance. The athletes wish for a sports world in which sexuality

diversity is embraced, where 'heteronormativity' is not exclusively sanctioned and

where they can be themselves:

The idea ofjust being able to be really comfortable rvith what,s
going on and who I'm u'ith is really ãpæaline because I think that,s
what I would've liked. That probably ri,ould'-ve made me most
happy I thinli at the_time to li able rô just say, ..thrs is who i am,
this is who I'm with." (Sandra, p.3l)

It is a fact of life that lesbians are everywhere and lesbians are in sport and

the message that was conveyed by these athletes was "let's deal with it and support

each other and make stronger people of each other." At the micro level athletes

falked about advocating responsibility for change to heterosexuals. Many of these

athletes recalled that they engaged in 'compromising' to hide from the wrath ofa

poisonous sports environm enr a¡td to alleviate the discomfon that their heterosexual

tearnmates felt, for instance, in the locker rooms and showers with their lesbian

teammat€s. This responsibility of alleviating stress needs to be removed from

lesbian shoulders and put onto heterosexual's shoulders. Heterosexual coaches and

teammates should accommodate lesbians more because, presently, the effort is very

one-sided. Heterosexuals should be responsible to challenge the assumptions of

heterosexua.lity that pervade sport.

You know it would be nice if no one would assume that
everybody's straight or no one would assume that everybodv is sav
and people wouldjust ask the quesrions they feel comfónablã to" '
ask. Like "so are you seeing someone?" Inõtead of ..do vou have a
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boyfnend?" And be brave, open enough úo talk about sex and
sex'nlity. The world would be a much better place if everybody
would accept everybody for who they are and not what thêy toóked
liked and who they slept with, andjust get over it! (Dara, Ép.5-6b)

These athletes were also aware of their own agency and responsibility for

the current sinlation in sport, believing that if they had the courage to be more ,out'

then people would just have ûo be more accepting.

I want to bnng together the two worlds (sighs). I know that we can
never have a lesbian separatist state, althou-gh that rvould be
wonderful and everything (laughs), howevèr, not to be tâlked about
realistically, obviously. So wele going to leam to exist together but
that doesn't mean thai one group just li-es down flat for thJother
group to walk all over them. (Aoife, p.49a)

Coach education is also an essential component in changing the ,,poisonous

environment." coaches must be made to "understand that lesbians are not different

people" and must be more sensitive and open to the notion ofa .conlinuum of

sexuality.' Sensitive coaches rvill play an essential part in welcoming diversity,

stopping homophobic attitudes, and challenging stereogpes and heterosexist

assumplions:

P: I think if you have a coach that is very open and respectful of
their athletes then I think that reflects on-thé rest of the team too and
it helps people change their views on things. And if like a coach is
no't homophobic or heterosexist then people learn from that and can
help the players on the team

I: The coach klnd of role models behaviour for others?

P: Yeah, eractly, that's it. (Dara, pp.59-60a)

Similarly, Heidr søted:

Anybody who is in a position to be a role model has the
responsibility and should have the inbred desire to impart mutual
acceptance of people from diverse backgrounds and diverse
expenences. [...]. I think it is really important to make people aware
of whar the lesbian experience is. (pp.3O_fZ;
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Aoife was adamant that her homophobic coach be ,,regulated" 
in some way,

"someone has to polic€ her because she's hurting a lot of people." will structures

soon be in place within our uruversity, provincial and national sports organizations

for lesbians to challenge heterosexist harassment? Will lesbians have a say in

regulating and policing homophobic behaviour? There have been many stndes made

in confronting sexual har¿ssment in sports perhaps challenging heterosexrsm will

be the next sæp? One way to challenge heterosexism will be to insist on more

rigorous coaching education within the sports institution:

The NCCP (National Coaching Certificarion program) addresses so
many things but it doesn't address sexua.lity in sfórt. fhere should
be some sort of stipulation - you can start with S'port Canada _ if
you're going to be a natlonal coach and be fundeà by Sport Canada
rhat y:u have ro go_rhrough someson of clinic ((laughó)). Evenjust
an inlormal panel discussion of whar ir's like _ wìth {ueirs sining on
the panel, someone who's comfortable with being oui in sport _ ;o
be quee.r 

.Somerhíng that rvould address it would"be a ste¡i. 1 Dara,
pp 46-47)

These structural changes in coaching will include increasing the number of

women coaches in elite sport. These visions move beyond the micro level and

challenges the macro level, the heterosexist and sexist world of sport which

'produces' coaches. Sports are "very much an old boys network," perhaps women

coaches will be more accepting of lesbian athletes:

9ne thing I think it's very, very important for women to coach
female athletes. Because the fewer 

-women 
you have coaching

female ath.letes, the women are gening a .dóuble whammy.' ih"y,r"
not having a role model rvho's ã womãn and secondty *réy muy íói
have the sensitivity of that coach for their altemariu. Íif"rtíI". Ii-
not saying women, straight women have any more suppoft fo. a
lesbian athlete as a male would but based oimy experiènce, anà the
experience of those athletes closesr to me, theyîavå all saidihat that
is their experience. So I thrnk it's of paramouit importanc€ that
women athletes have a woman role ñodel who is å coach. The best
woman for the women's job. (Heidi, pp.42-43)
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It is ironic that most of these athletes expenenced less than tolerant attltudes

from their female coaches, and in their accounts some did acknowledge that,

generally, some male coaches were more acc€pting of lesbians tha¡ female coaches.

Nevertheless many did advocated on the behalfof women coaches. For these

athletes, the main vision is to have a coach who will consistently advocate

acceptance and address sexualíty issues is essential for creating an open and

affirming climate for lesbians in sport. ultimalely micro changes will evolve when,

at the macro level, the culture of sports stops resisting change and is attentive to the

concerns of lesbians in sport. one athlete was adamant that "it's a courage thing,

it's just the courage to depart from our social conventions" (Aoife, p.43a). Change

will begin to occur rvhen the compulsory nature of heterosexuality does not exist.

For so long whenl was in sport I was called a dyke. I kept saying,
you know, "l don't know, I don't know what I am. iust lèave me--
alone," you knorv? And I think that's what every kiä would
probably want. And when I started, you knou,, ñrv shoulders were
massive rvhen I was 14,_l was called a butch, called a dyke, clearly
nobodl liked it, clearly (it was) derogatory. i didn't knów what I 

-

was. I)amm i.t, any kid should have the nghr to develop their own
sexuality in the way rhey feel mosr comfõÍable. (Julie, pp.2|-25)

Presuming everyone is heterosexual unless 'proved' othenvise forces lesbians to

make a cholce either to acquiese to ,.compulsory 
heterosexuality', or not.

Assumptions of heterosexuality exclude sexualitres outside the so-called ,,norm',

and give heterosexuals the opportunity to ignore difference. Although these athletes

want to be embraced in society they do not always want to sacnfice their identities,

however, they want ûo be able to, as Aoife stated, ,.walk 
down the street holding

hands with our partners and not feel we are breaking any rules', (p.26).
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Changing the "rules" would allow lesbians to continue to challenge

heterosexist resistance. It is impoÍant that both lesbians 4rac heterosexual women

mobilize and contrnually challenge the dominant sports structures:

The political project I think is to change what the physical culfure,s
about. When I look ar sport, I wa¡t a fundamentai tiansformation. I
don't want equal access. I don,t thrnk a liberal equal access
approach will get us anywhere. I don't think the women's equal
access pro;ect is getting very far. you've got to go back and'say,
"boys, you can'1 do ir that way, rhat's nor ihe phisical culture úár
we should be purting public rèsources into.".¡iná that's the only
way.we'll ger supported anyway. ..What are you doing going aíd
bearrng.each other up on rhè foótball field. Wh1.do you supþort
this? Why do we wanr ro øke_linle S6_? year old bõys, púion rhis
equipmenr, and go bash your heads in?" (iulie, p.23i 

- '

Women in sport policies often do not go far enough to make this fundamental

transformation, and rarely tie funding and equality to non_homophobic sport. Many

policies do not come close to raising homophobia as an issue and often back away

from it (l-enskyj, 1991). One athlete remarked rhat, .,it's going r,o råke men who are

willing to øckle masculinity before we really find operungs for resbians and women

in sport" but that "it is essential that the gendered construct of sport changes:"

That's rvhy lesbians like the Gay Games because it's a cultural
celebration, it's an identity, as opposed to a set of structural
concems. (Julie, p.24)

For lesbians the Gay Games and, for example, the ,.pink turf ' soccer leagues in

Toronto are alternative forms of physical culture. These spaces allow lesbian culture

and community to be celebrated in a sporting atmosphere. However, Julie believes

that if 've le¿ve the future (of sport for resbians) within those we maintain the

ghetto. " Whrle it is essentiaì that 'þink turf's" remain part of lesbian sporting

culture, it is essenúal that lesbians be allowed access to a physical culture that

allows them to be empowered through their achievements:
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(What we n€ed) is a real sense of a cultural event as opposed to the
nonsense of the Olympics. And to find a way in whrcül guess we
can physically embrace our bodies, in a wavihat pushes tñem thar
does not involve competition? Anything you do i; sport involves
being in competition with somebody elie, even if it,s the clock. We
clarm we're only out there racing thê clock, well let's be clear, rve're
set up. I mean it's going to take an awful lot to beein ûo reevaluate
how we put physical culture togerher in a way thaícelebrates the
homoerotrc aspects of it, (and) ihat celebrateÁ women's bodies in a
way in wluch they feel in conrrol. (Julie, p.21)

The vision for the sports world for all these athretes is one where they walt

to feel safe and affirmed as lesbians, and one in which they have access to

resources and facilities to create a sports world in which "everybody couldjust be

who the hell they were!"

In conclusion, it is essential that prqudice is de_stabilized. Teammates and

coaches must reflect on taken-for granted assumptions, stereotypes and pnvileges

and be proactive in makrng space for sexual diversity. This research which clearly

documents lesbian athletes expenences can be used as a tool to educate and inform

how institutionalized resisfance impacts on lesbians experiences in sport. At the

micro level there must be more opportunitles created to both challenge the

repression inherent in the ideology of sameness, and celebrate difference.

At the macro level, theoretically, it is essential that our emphasis remains on

de-constructing "heteronormativity" and on building a utopia for lesbians in sport.

We must continue ûo ask why there is so little tolerance for diversity and why

heterosexism a¿l homophobia are so central to our society? (phelan, 19%). A

commrtment úo a r¿dical feminist theoretrcal framework provides a conceptual

framework úo a¡aìyze; the challenge lesbianism poses to the heterosystem; and how

th-rs is manifested in the inter-relations befween sport and sexuality.
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Furthermore, radical femirusm critiques masculinist and positvist

methodological frameworks, legitimates the articulation of women's stories,

interprets and re-interprets them in ways that may link multiple positioned

experiences. It is essential to acknowledge who have been the ,gatekeepers' of

universal truth? We need to continually challenge the partiality and so-called

'objectivity' of malestream ethnocentnc knowledge through the use of feminist

methodologies and "methods from the margins." We need to situate ourselves in

our research a¡d understand how it impacts and changes our lives as well as the

lives of the participants.

I feel that this research builds on a growing collection of works which are

challenging and deconstructing 'compulsory heterosexuality' jn sports. It is

essential that this type of research continues to 'come out.' one athlefe's remarks

illustrate the effectiveness of this research:

I: Do you have any advice lor me in terms of what you think I
should be stnving to do with rhis work for lesbians'in sport?

P: I think it's really good what I'ou're doing, in regards to that it's
going to help people who, I guess, are in my position. The first time
you interviewed me, I know i looked for a l,oiof literature on things,
and there wasn't a lor out there, especially specifically with guyr, õr'
lesbians in sport. I guess that you ieally have to get iiout thjre and
make it avarlable for people to read, I think ir'll ñelp people a lot. I
don't know what other steps yol could take, but I íhink what you're
doing is important. (Kelly, p.22b)

The range of experiences, strategies and understandings described by the

participants (chapter Four and Five and summarized in Appendix c) i ustrate the

various aspects of these lesbia¡r athletes lives in sport. Their lives are informed both

by their own agency, whether they compromise to, or defy heterosexism and

homophobia, and the institution within whtch they perform both as athletes and
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lesbians. From openness to confront¿tions, jndividual homophobes and

institutionalized heterosexism, the issues that emerged as these lesbia¡ athletes

reconstructed their experiences reveal the complexity of their lives and the dynamic

forces which shape their lives as lesbian athletes within the institution of sport.

Finally, this research is committed to a vision of a more equitable and

affirming sports world and recognizes that a[ individuals are entitled to the

pnvileges which the "defined norm" control. We do not have the right to deny

lesbians or indeed other marginalized peoples either the access to active living or the

celebration of their empowerment through sport.
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Recommendations

(1) More theory, research and data collectron needs to be done to represent a

broader range of lesbian athletes across a vanety of sports, and including lesbian

athletes of colour and different social class.

(2) We need to monitor the cultural supports that reproduce heterosexism

and homophobia in sport such as, coach educatron, whrch can promote and

marntain the poisonous environment for lesbiáns.

(3) We need to explore the social-structural context of heterosexism and

homophobia in sport and expand the roles of social instrtutions in preventing

heterosexrsm and homophobia through sport policy initiatives which tackle

heterosexism and homophobia in sports.
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Interview Schedule

Pre-interview points to be stressed when reading the consent form:

-Assurances that no idenlities will be revealed during the research (in the
transcnptions or.irr-ihe findings¡ but ìf you wrshi;;ã;;f¡il" .""ùd,, the øpe will
be turned off a¡d the information will not be used'ín the research.
-Schedule of questions is a guide 6Gfll.re specific areas which are the focus of
tnls research, we may not cover all the questions.
-l antrcipate that the inærview will last nb more than an hour and a half, with time at
the end to debnef.
-A copy of the interview and transcnption wili be available if requesred. I hope rhat
you will also be involved in the on-gbing process of the."s*r.li ano anatysi!, andwill be interested in reading the final document.
-I anticipate (l hopel).that the research, which includes interviervs, transcnbing,
analysis, re-interviewing, writing, wi[ be completed by June 1995.

Inten iew #:
Researcher:
Date:
Ttme:
l-ocation:

Record on tape before interview begins:

- I'd like to thank you for yorr interest in this research and ask you do you
understand the research conditions that are set out in the conseni form?'

- I'd also like to confirm with y-ou thar you agree with having this interview tape-
recorded and that you feer comlortabreif I ta-ke some nòtes-ài"ng t1.,"ìnã*r"i1

- The focus of the research is to explore how your sexual identity connects/has

:::i:.l.jylll ¡oul spot,elpe!énce. Howêver, can r srarr firlr or uii Uy ãrUng
you 10 bnelly tell me somethtng abour yourself?

Background information (Part l)
l. How old are you?

2. What sport do you/did you play?

ll Thll t_.,":l do yor:/have you parricipare(d) ar in rhar sporr? Is rhis the only spon
that ) ou pafrcrpate/have panicipaæd in? What sport doidid you play at a
university/provincial/narionar Ievel and how many years wiliyou conrinue ro
plal'/did you play?
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4. Can you tell me bnefìy how did you get involved in sports? What attracted you
to sports?

5. Have you always felt encouraged to participate in sports?

6. What djd sport mean tro you ¿ìs you were growing up? Does it still mean as much
to you? What do you.gain/were yorr gainin^f from s-poil that makes you/made you
want ûo continue maktng it a part of your lifé?

Sexual Identitv lPart 2l

In this part ofthe interview I would like to talk about vour sexual identjtv and the
experiences that you have had in sport.

1. Horv do you define your sex-u¿l identity? 
-Whai words do you use when you

descnbe your sexual idenriry? How do you feel about your séxual identity?'

2. Can you describe some of your expenences as a lesbian in sport? For instance;

a) Can you descnbe what it was like for you to be lesbian/gaylqueer and
participating in sports_ar a university/proiincial/national leieÍ? ivhar kinds of things
happened to you as a lesbian in sport?

b) Where and When did most of your experiences occur?

3. Who was significant in your life in sport? How did they react to you being
lesbian?

- Did you 'tome out" to anyone in sports?

- How did you go about this process?

- Were you selective?

- Did,/do your team-mates or coach knew that you are a lesbian/gay/queer?

- How do they know?

- How did they find out?

- How did/do the other players treat you?

- Did you receive support from other players/coaches/administrators?

- Were you in a position fo be out as a lesbian, eg. scholarship, place on the team

ef¡..?
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- Was "coming out"/not "coming out" a safety issue for you?

4. How did you deal with your expenences? What was happening to you
personally during your time in sports? How did you feel?

5. a) I wondered if we could talk_ about how you understand your expenences in
sport. We hea-r a lot about what happens to lêsbians/gays/quéers in scciety and
sometimes people. can undersrand ii in terms of ølkrn-g äboüt homophobia or
heterosexism. Is that how you see it? Why do you thlnk you have had these
expenenc€s ln sporf/

b) How do you think homophobia or heterosensm works? Do you feel pressure ûo
conlorminot conform?

6. what ha'e been the conseouences for you dealing or coping with the experiences
that vou have had?

Future (Part 3)

l. With more celebrities "coming out" do you thjnk that your experiences as a
lesbian are changing? What do you see yóur future as? 

-

2. What would you like to see happening in women's sports that might address
your needs as a lesbian/gay/queer athlerel

3.. H1v_e yog eyer played on an all-lesbian team? Can you descnbe some of the
similanues/dilferences that you have found with your other experiences? would
you hke to play in the Gay Games? What do you think that would be like?

4. How does being lesbian/gay/queer affect other areas of your life? Is it easier for
you to be lesbiarVgay/queer in sports than in other areas of your life?

5..What would your world be like (without homophobia or hererosexism) if vou
felt you could express your sexual identity openlyi lCulOea fantasy !)

Debriefins lPart 4)

1. would you like to explain in more detail anythrng that you feel was cut short in
the interview?

2. Is there anytlung else that you would like to tell me that would help me
understand your expenences in spon?

3. Perhaps in our next contact we can plan to explore other issues that might need
funher explanation and questions that 

-arise 
out óf thrs contact?
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4 How do you feel about other people in your circre of fnends knowins about vour
participatron in ttus research? Are you concemed that they might recogrize whai 

- -

you say?

5. How do you feel about this interview? Was it what you expected?

Thank the participant!
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V/inni¡rg, Àlaniroba
Canada R11.ZNl

TllE U¡vlvÊRSJfi OF MA^-lTOB.A

Thesis resea¡ch by Caroline Fusco

Purpose

Participant's sig¡ature

ñr"a*ù-"T. stctrat"*

F,1CULT"\' OF PHYSIC.A L EDUC,4TION

,4NT) RECREATION STLIDIES

S|,TATTMRNT OF INT'ORMFD CONSENT

The purpose of this study is to explore the experiences of lesbians in sport through
their own subjective interpretatíons. -

_ _ I hereby ackno\¡/ledge that I have been informed as to the purpose of this resea¡ch
and I agree to participate in the study which is titled "Lesbians and iocker rooms: The
gr¡bjective ex-periences of lesbians in sport," conducted by Caroline Fusco (University of
Manitoba, Winnipeg) for her MSc thesis.

I understand that my account will be tape-recorded in an interuiew, with the
¡¿ss^Tcher, lasting approxir¡ ately 60 to 90 minutes. the option to refuse to be tape-
recorded is a-lso available. I understa¡d that the text of thè tape-recording will be
tra¡scribed to print for analysis and the tape-recording wilì bi erased when the ¡esearch
is completed.

- I understa¡d that, as a participant in the study, I am a volunteer and that I may
refu_se to answer any or all questions without penalty, and that I may wíthdraw from the
study at any time. IfI choose to withdraw f¡om the study I also have the option to
withd¡aw the information that I have provided.

I understand that a second interview and further contact Ðay be requested by both
myself and the researcher. Also, I shall be given an opportunity to ask quéstions at aay
tiroe during the study and afTer my participation is complete. I may contact the
researcher by leaving a message at the Department of Physical Education and Recreation
Studies, (phone) (204) 47 4-97 47.

I u¡dersta¡d that any information I provide i¡ the course of this interview s¡itl be
strictly con-fidential, and that my identity will not be revealed during ary stage ofthe data
analysis or in the publication of the research findings.

Having read and understood the nature of this research and my participation in it,
my signature below signiñes my willingness to participate.

Thesis Advisor - Dr. D. P. Johns

Date

Date
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Categories

(l) Sub-categories:

Expenences

- oPenness

- acceptance

- support

- tolera¡ce

- avoidance

Strategies

- retreating inûo sameness

- silence

- secreay

- withdrawal

- reversing the toleralce
- assumpúons of heterosexualify - risk-tal<tng

- sanctioning of heterosexu a.l i ty
- pathologizng Iesbians

- confrontati ons

Makine Sense of the SÞorts World Maklne Sense of Individual Lives
- social expectations - uncerl,arnty

- male ego's and power - risk
- fear of difference - extemal restrictions

- intemalized homophobia's - internal restrictions
- lack of understanding - personal losses

- lack of courage - isolation

- avoidance (marufestatron) - energy dmins
- backlash (manifestatron) - lesbian anger

- finding a niche
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(2) Conceptual Categories:

Openness

- oPenness

- acceptance

- support

Resistance

- avoidance

' assumptons and sanctioning of heterosexuality

- pathologizing lesbians,

- confrontations,

- social expectations

- male ego's and male power

- fear of di fference

- internalized homophobia's

- lack of undersønding and courage

- avoidance and backlash (manifestations)

- extemal restnctions

Uncertaintv

- uncertainty

- nsk

Tolerance

- tolerance

Compromises

- retreatrng into sameness

- silence

- secrecy

- withdrawal

- inûernal restrictions

Saælliæs

- isolation

- energy drains

- personal losses

Defiance

- reversing the tolerance

- risk-taking

- anSer

- finding a niche
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Challenges of the Research process

I would like to briefly account for some of the challenges that I have

encountered in the process of this research. It was iroruc thaf one of the goals I had

was to empower lesbian athletes yet I perpetually stammered when someone asked

me "so what's you thesis about?" I felt at risk mentioning the ,lesbian' topic.

I1 took me from the first interview to aÌmost the last interview to adjust ard

"play" with the interview guide, to make it more efficient. Despite its (the interview

guide) development I don't thrnk thrs has affected my research, or the validity of the

interviews. I thrnk it was naturally going to de'elop along with my development as

a researcher. For example, ferv of my participants undersûood when I asked them

the question "how do you explarn/make sense of your experiences in sport? Thts

question was central to my research and nobody understood it! I had to change it to,

"why do you think these expenences that you have descnbed have happened to

you?" In this rvay I felt I still maintained the research focus.

Finding a diverse population of lesbian athletes was the biggest challenge.

Although the participants vary across sports, age, expenence, comfort with being

lesbian and geographical location, there was no variation across race or class lines.

At one point I tned advertising for potential participants. It was also a challenge,

how could I make posters safe for me and potential participants? It was also

important to find out where do lesbian athletes hang out?

once initial contacts were made I had a battle with answering machines! It is

difficult to describe one's master's thesis resea¡ch in the time srot available on

telephone recordings. I almost lost two potential pafticipants this way.
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Dunng the interviews logisrics like, the number of tapes/.battenes became

important as was the interview setting, i.e., would there be many distractions? Was

it the particpant's laundry night? Maintaining contact with the participants was

difficult, do they want to be seen with me? Can I stop and talk to them? Thrs often

made it challenging to keep the research collaborative, and to keep participants

informed of the research progress.

I found out that the data does not always .,talk" to the rese¿rcher, that the

process of analysis is long and arduous and not always clear! In addition,

maintaining a neat filing system of process and content notes was difficult because

of the amount of data generated. I did not want to ,cut up' the transcnpts which

may have assisted this filing process, so I had to be content with reading, and re_

reading'rainbow' coloured tr¿nscripts.

Finally I found that letting go of the process of research the most difficult of

all, knowing that you should wriæ and finish as soon as possible is a valuable

lesson to leam.


